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Abstract

The self-assembly of two-dimensional molecular systems is of significant interest,
offering an insight into the fundamental interactions which drive the formation
of complex supramolecular structures. A careful choice of the molecular 'build-
ing blocks' for such self-assembled systems potentially allows the design and pro-
duction of nanoscale architectures with pre-determined geometries and specific
chemical functionalities.

Within this thesis the two-dimensional structures formed by the self-assembly
of complex organic molecules, deposited on an Au(111) surface held in an ultra-
high vacuum (URV) environment, are studied using a combination of scanning
tunnelling microscopy (STM), photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), molecular dy-
namics (MD), and density functional theory (DFT) techniques. A UHV electro-
spray deposition (URV-ESD) technique is employed to facilitate the introduction
of thermally labile molecules into the URV environment.

Bi-molecular networks, formed from perylene tetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI)
and melamine, have previously been observed to assemble on the Au(111) surface.
Several more complex phases are reported here, as characterised by S'I'M, with
the balance between isotropic and anisotropic interactions giving rise to a variety
of structures. Chemical functionality may be added to these networks by incor-
porating functionalised derivatives of PTCDI. Alternative structures produced by
altering the shape of the molecular 'building blocks' are also discussed.

The URV-ESD technique is demonstrated here to be compatible with the depo-
sition of the fullerene C60,the single molecule magnet Mn12012(02CCR3h6(H20)4
(Mn12(acetate)16), and porphyrin based oligomers (P4 and P6) and polymers
(Pn). The URV-ESD of C60on the clean AU(ll1) surface, and on a surface pre-
patterned with a PTCDI/melamine network, results in similar structures to those
previously observed to be produced by sublimation.

Mn12(acetate)16 and the porphyrin oligomers and polymers represent complex
molecules which are thermally labile and possess, respectively, novel magnetic and
electronic properties. Mn12(acetate) 16is observed to form filamentary aggregates
due to the anisotropic nature of the molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate
interactions, while P4, P6 and Pn form highly ordered close-packed domains
driven by the interdigitation of the alkyl chains attached to the porphyrin cores.

The findings presented within this thesis demonstrate that self-assembled
molecular structures can be understood in terms of intermolecular interactions,
and that for systems containing complex molecules the molecule-molecule inter-
action potential can lead to the formation of novel structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter the concept of 'bottom-up' self-assembly is introduced, and an
overview of the structure of this thesis is presented.

1.1 Nanoscale physics - Bottom-up self-assembly

Physics provides a framework which enables us to understand and predict the
behaviour of the world arouiId us. Nanoscale physics, or nanoscience, is the study
of materials on the length scale of nanometres, where it is often appropriate to
treat atoms and molecules, which are the component parts of the objects we see
around us, as discrete units. This idea of viewing nanoscale systems as groups of
interacting discrete units has led to the concept of bottom-up fabrication where
individual units are used as 'building blocks' and are positioned relative to each
other to produce 'nanoscale' structures. Richard Feynman's talk, "There's plenty
of room at the bottom" [1], may be considered as one of the catalysts for the
current interest in bottom-up fabrication. Feynman suggested that it could be
possible to store vast amounts of information in a very small space (such as writing
the contents of the Encyclopaedia Britannica on the head of a pin) by using a block
of atoms to represent one bit of data. Feynman also postulated that an ability to
manipulate individual atoms would allow for the production of substances with
interesting new properties.

One of the earliest examples of a 'bottom up' technique was the manipulation
of xenon atoms on a nickel surface, performed by Eigler et al. [2]. The tip of a
scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) was used to rearrange the xenon atoms to
spell out 'IBM'. Other structures have been created by the mechanical manipula-
tion of atoms, such as the 'quantum corral' shown in Figure 1.1 (a). The 'quantum
corral' is constructed from a ring of Fe atoms on a Cu(111) surface, with each Fe
atom being mechanically positioned by an STM tip. In this structure the position
of the atoms has resulted in a standing wave being set up in the electronic surface
states of the metal, providing a visual representation of a quantum mechanical
effect. These early attempts at bottom-up self-assembly have given rise to several

1



CHAPTER 1. Introduction

(c)

(b)

3 3

)
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Tetrahedron Truncated
Decahedron Icosahedron

Figure 1.1: (a) Quantum coral formed by the manipulation of iron atoms on a copper surface
(taken from [4]). (b) Drexlarian concept of a 'nanodevice', where atoms are placed together to
produce mechanical objects such as gears and bearings (taken from [5]). (c) The self-assembly
of DNA strands into three-dimensional structures (adapted from [6]).

conceptual ideas relating to the production of nanoscale structures.
Figure 1.1 (b) shows several Drexlarian 'nanomachines' where atoms are ar-

ranged in shapes that resemble traditional mechanical components, such as bear-
ings and gears [3]. These nanomachines are viewed by some as the ultimate step
towards miniaturisation, and hold the key to the manipulation of matter on an
atomic level. However, many view the construction of such nanomachines as un-
feasible. The mechanical manipulation of atoms to produce complex structures
would be prohibitively time consuming, and very likely to be impossible due to
the nature of the forces governing the interactions between atoms.

A different approach for solving the challenges inherent to bottom-up self-
assembly is to use methodologies present in the natural world. The complex
structures observed in nature are not created via the slow process of atomic ma-
nipulation but are assembled hierarchically, with molecular 'building blocks' being
allowed to interact and self-assemble to create structures which have length scales
several orders of magnitude greater than that of their constituent parts. It is
possible to take the concepts of self-assembly exhibited by nature, e.g. the in-
terlocking of base pairs in D A, and to create structures on the nanometre scale
which have pre-designed geometries. Figure 1.1 (c) shows examples of three di-
mensional shapes which may be formed from the self-assembly of DNA. Small
organic molecules are used as 'building blocks' to create larger supramolecular
structures such as a tetrahedron and a decahedron. This approach appears to

2



CHAPTER 1. Introduction

offer a more realistic paradigm for bottom-up fabrication, as the time scales in-
volved are much shorter than those for the mechanically driven production of
structures. The concept of producing structures by designing molecular 'building
blocks' which interact with each other to produce a supramolecular structure is
the basis for the work undertaken in this thesis.

1.2 Overview of this thesis

\Vithin this thesis the complex interactions between molecules which are observed
to self-assemble on atomically clean substrates held in ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
will be explored. Chapter 2 provides a review of the state of the art in two-
dimensional, surface-supported self-assembly, and describes the origins of the field
of self-assembly. The principles of supramolecular chemistry are discussed, with
reference to the various forces which drive the formation of self-assembled struc-
tures.

Chapter 3 details the experimental techniques that are utilised within this
work, focusing on the use of ST!v1as a method of characterising supramolecular

. structures formed on surfaces held in UHV. A discussion of the techniques for
depositing molecules on surfaces is given, including a description of the ultra-high
vacuum electrospray deposition (UHV-ESD) technique, which has been developed
by the Nottingham University Nanoscience group, in order to facilitate the transfer
of complex, thermally labile, molecules from solution to UHV. The chapter also
covers general aspects of UHV equipment usage, and the use of synchrotron based
techniques such as X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS).

Chapter 4 contains work on the investigation of structures formed by the self-
assembly of the molecular 'building blocks' PTCDI (3,4:9,10- perylenetetracar-
boxylic diimide) and melamine (1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine) when deposited on
the Au{1l1) surface. This system gives an insight into the complexity of the
structures that are formed due to the balance between van der Waals (vd\V) and
hydrogen-bonding interactions. Work is also presented where additional chemical
functionality is added to these network structures by replacing the PTCDI 'build-
ing block' with a chemically functionalised derivative of the PTCDI molecule.

In Chapter 5 the fullerene C60 is deposited by UHV-ESD on an Au{l11) surface.
C60 has previously been deposited on the AU(111) surface by sublimation and
studied by ST~I, allowing a comparison between the two deposition techniques.
The stability of hydrogen-bonded networks under the UHV-ESD of C60 is also
investigated.

UHV-ESD may also be used to deposit molecules which cannot be sublimed due
to their large molecular weights or fragile chemistry. Chapter 6 describes exper-
iments conducted where the single molecule magnet Mn12012(02CCH3h6{H20)4
(Mn12{acetateh6) is deposited on an AU(111) surface, and on an Au{l11) sur-

3



CHAPTER 1. Introduction

face which has been pre-patterned with a PTCDI/melamine hydrogen-bonded
supramolecular network. The complex three dimensional shape of the molecule
gives rise to the formation of complex filamentary structures. The formation
of these structures is investigated using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations,
demonstrating that the anisotropic molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate in-
teractions are the driving force behind the observed structures.

In Chapter 7 the UHV-ESD technique is used to deposit large, complex,
molecules on an Au{l11) surface held in vacuum. The structures formed by sub-
monolayer coverages of oligomers and polymers formed from porphyrin sub-units
are studied by STM, XPS, and NEXAFS. The porphyrin oligomers are observed to
form highly ordered dose-packed structures, driven by the interdigitation of alkane
chains attached to the cores of the porphyrin sub-units. The polymer molecules
show remarkable flexibility and are observed to form a quasi-dose-packed arrange-
ment, which is stabilised by a similar molecule-molecule interaction as witnessed
for the oligomers.

Finally, Chapter 8 presents an overview of the findings reported on within this
work.

4



Chapter 2

The concepts of supramolecular
chemistry and two-dimensional
self-assembly

In this chapter a review of the current progress within the field of self-assembly is
presented. 'Bottom-up' self-assembly is described with an emphasis on the crystal
engineering concepts of supramolecular chemistry, where non-covalent interactions
between molecules allow complicated structural patterns to be produced. The ability
to incorporate chemical functionality into these structures is also discussed

2.1 Supramolecular structures

5

Solution based supramolecular chemistry may be viewed as a catalyst for the
study of self-assembled systems. Lehn's Nobel lecture described supramolecular
chemistry as 'chemistry beyond the molecule' [7], where complex structures are
formed from the association of several molecular species held together by non-
covalent intermolecular forces. Some structures, like the double helix shown in
Figure 2.1 (a), are formed by hydrogen-bond and aromatic stacking interactions.
Another example of supramolecular chemistry is the use of metal co-ordination
bonds to form two or three-dimensional grid structures (Figure 2.1 (b) [8])

Such supramolecular structures are held together by weak, non-covalent, in-
termolecular forces. This allows the molecular components of the supramolecular
structure to be dissolved in solution where they diffuse, and eventually meet to
form the desired structure. By altering the nature of the intermolecular bonding
and its directionality, structures with different geometries may be created. Within
a given supramolecular structure several distinct forces will compete in order to
produce the observed structure. The main forces which we shall consider here are
vdW, hydrogen-bonding, and metal co-ordination bonds. It is possible to use sev-
eral different non-covalent bonding interactions in order to create a supramolecular
structure.



CHAPTER 2. The concepts of supramolecular chemistry and 2D self-assembly

(b)

Figure 2.1: Examples of supramolecular chemistry. (a) A double helix structure formed by
the hydrogen-bonding and aromatic stacking intermolecular interactions between two oligomers
(taken from [9]). (b) [2x2] grid-type metal organic framework, formed by the metal co-ordination
interactions between the metalic Zinc atoms and the organic ligands (taken from [8]). (c) 'Magic
ring' prepared by olefin metathesis, where electrostatic interactions hold the negative oxygenated
ring in place over the positive NH2 group (taken from [10]).

van der Waals interactions

VdW forces are present within all molecular systems, although they are often
weaker than hydrogen-bonding or metal co-ordination bonds they can play an
important role in the determination of the geometry of supramolecular structures.
VdW forces may be split into three contributions: dipole-dipole, dipole-induced
dipole, and instantaneous dipole-induced dipole. The first two of these interactions
require the molecule to possess a dipole moment. The instantaneous dipole -
induced dipole interaction is often known as the London or dispersion force, and
is ubiquitous in molecular systems as neither of the participating molecules need
to possess a dipole moment. In the case of the dispersion force the motion of the
electrons within a molecule gives rise to an instantaneous dipole which in turn
induces a dipole in a neighbouring molecule. This leads to an interaction where
the energy varies as 1/r6 [11], where r is the separation between the two molecules.

Metal co-ordination

Transition metal atoms are known to participate in supramolecular structures
where organic ligands are complexed to the metal centre. Metal atoms have 'd'
type orbitals which are shielded from the effect of the nucleus by the core electrons,
allowing these atoms to form a variety of valence electronic configurations. For this
reason metal atoms are able to form co-ordinate bonds by sharing valence electrons
with neighbouring ligand molecules. By designing ligands for specific metals it is
possible to form large supramolecular structures with specified geometry due to

6



CHAPTER 2. The concepts of supramolecular chemistry and 2D self-assembly

the anisotropic nature of the bonding. These structures have the benefit of strong
bonding interactions between the molecules and metal atoms making them very
robust [12].

Hydrogen- bonding

The most common hydrogen-bonded system is given in the form X-H· . ·A, where
X and A are electronegative species such that an interaction is formed between
the two polar groups: X-o_HH. ··A-0. An example of such a bond is given in
Figure 2.2, where the cyanuric acid and melamine molecules form three hydrogen-
bonds between each other. In this bonding motif there are two N-o-HH···O-8=CH
interactions and one -c5_HH. ··N-8 interaction.

Three-dimensional crystal engineering

By designing molecules, and producing them via chemical synthesis, it is in theory
possible to produce an almost infinite range of 'building blocks' which may be used
to create complex structures. Supramolecular chemistry has given rise to the field
of three-dimensional crystal engineering. An example of a structure created by
this methodology is the honeycomb structured cyanuric acid-melamine (CA·M)
crystal studied by Ranganathan et al. [13] (the X-ray crystal structure of this
system is shown in Figure 2.2 (a)). The structure is formed from two-dimensional
sheets of CA·M molecules, which have self-assembled into an open pored hexagonal
structure. The hexagonal structure is stabilised by the triple hydrogen-bonding
interaction between the cyanuric acid and melamine molecules. The sheets of
molecules are held together by 7r - tt stacking interactions. This combination of
interactions leaves channels running through the crystal.

(a)

Figure 2.2: Bonding motif of the cyanuric acid - melamine (CA-M) molecular network. (a)
Crystal structure of the CA·M network made from sheets of hexagonal network leaving channels
running through the crystal (taken from [13]). (b) The alternating ring of cyanuric acid and
melamine molecules stabilised by a triple hydrogen-bond interaction (taken from [14]).

A study of the Cambridge structural database (which contains information
about the structures of numerous hydrogen-bonded materials) identified the cya-
nuric acid-melamine bond as the most robust [15], but there are a great many

7



CHAPTER 2. The concepts of supramolecular chemistry and 2D self-assembly

hydrogen-bond interactions that may be utilised to produce stable crystal struc-
tures.

2.2 Two-dimensional crystal engineering at
surfaces

Two-dimensional crystal engineering is a term used to describe the self-assembly of
molecules on a surface. The same non-covalent interactions described above have
been used to produce two-dimensional structures. By confining the molecules to
a plane it is easier to design a network structure from the molecular 'building
blocks'. For two-dimensional crystal structures supported by a substrate it is
important to consider the interactions between the molecules and the surface. A
very strong molecule-substrate interaction may prevent the diffusion of molecules
over the surface, and will inhibit the formation of a two-dimensional crystal. For
this reason much of the work to date in this field has been performed on relatively
inert surfaces such as Au, Cu, and Ag.

Figure 2.3 (a) shows a two-dimensional CA·M crystal formed by depositing the
. molecules on an AgjSi(ll1) surface held in URV [14]. The triple hydrogen-bond
between the cyanuric acid and melamine molecules is identical to that observed
in the three-dimensional crystal. This structure may also be produced on the
Au(111) surface [16], again with the same triple hydrogen-bond stabilising the
structure, and giving rise to the same periodicity of the network. The ability to
produce networks on a variety of structures is useful, gold substrates are particu-
larly important due to their ease of manufacture and electrical conductivity. There
is however a difference between the structures which may be produced on the two
surfaces. On the AgjSi(111) substrate only one type of supramolecular structure
is formed, whereas on the Au(111) surface two different network structures are
seen to co-exist. This second superstructure (Figure 2.3 (b)) is formed from rings
of melamine molecules bound together by bridging cyanuric acid molecules. This
alternative arrangement suggests that a strong commensurability exists between
the honeycomb molecular structure (Figure 2.3 (a)) and that of the underlying
AgjSi(111) surface, giving rise to the preferential formation of this structure on
this substrate. In contrast, the Au(111) surface appears to be commensurate with
the periodicity of both the CA·M molecular arrangements, leading to the forma-
tion of the honeycomb and alternative (Figure 2.3 (b)) structures. By changing
the substrate from AgjSi(111) to Au(111) an additional degree of freedom has
been introduced, allowing the creation of a molecular network which has a much
larger unit cell.

The effect of the substrate on the geometry of structures mediated by hydrogen-
bonding interactions is further demonstrated by considering the structures pre-
pared by two different research groups, on two different surfaces, using the same
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Fizure 2.3: CA-l\I molecular network structure, formed on the Au(lll) and Ag/Si(lll) surface,o

(a) tructure of the honeycomb network which is observed to form on both the Au(lll) and
Ag/Si(lll) surface. (b) The CA-M superstructure, which is only observed on the Au(lll) surface
((a)-(b) taken from [16]). (c)-(d) The PTCDI-melamine 'building blocks' which utilise the same
tri pie hydrogen-bond motif as CA-M to prod uce the vertex shown in (e). (f) The hexagonal
PTCDI/melamine upramolecular network formed on the Ag/Si(lll) surface (taken from [19]).

molecule, 4,4 -biphenyl dicarboxylic acid (BDA). When deposited on the AU(1l1)
surface, BDA forms a close-packed structure composed of lines of molecules formed
by hydrogen-bonding interactions [17]. However, when deposited on the more re-
active Cu(100) surface a 'herringbone' pattern was observed [18], with the BDA
molecule orientated at right angles to each other. This structure is attributed
to the de-protonation of the carboxylic groups, leading to an alternative bonding
arrangement. In this particular instance the molecule-substrate interaction is so
strong that the chemistry of the BDA molecule is altered, again demonstrating that
the choice of substrate plays an important part in the design of a two-dimensional
crystal structure.

2.2.1 Structures formed by hydrogen-bonding interactions

As the CA-M bonding motif is so robust much work has been undertaken to see
wh ther it is pos ible to incorporate the triple hydrogen-bond functionality into

9
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a system containing larger molecules. Several groups, including the Nottingham
Nanoscience group, have studied systems based on the CA·M interaction [19-23].
Using the strong triple bond of CA·M, but altering the structure of the cyanuric
acid molecule, it is possible to produce two-dimensional crystal structures with
nanometer sized pores. Figure 2.3 (c)-(d) shows the molecular 'building blocks'
for the hi-component PTCDI/melamine network [19]where the PTCDI molecule
is a linear rod based on a perylene core functionalised on both ends with imide
groups (CO,NH,CO). By combining these molecules on the Ag/Si(l11) [19] and
Au(111) [24]surfaces, porous hexagonal network structures can be produced. Sim-
ilar to the CA·l\l network the hexagonal structure is formed on both substrates, but
a second less symmetric network is observed to form on the Au(111) surface [25].

A variety of hydrogen-bonding interactions have been used to produce two-
dimensional crystal structures, with the interactions between carboxylic acids
gaining particular attention. The carboxylic group is relevant to crystal engineer-
ing as it is a highly directional hydrogen acceptor and donor. Lackinger et al. [26]
demonstrated that functionalising a benzene ring with carboxylic acid groups at
different positions permits a range of two-dimensional structures to be formed at
the liquid-solid interface of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOP~). Figures 2.4
(a) and (b) show the structures of two of the molecules investigated, terephthalic
acid and isophthalic acid. When the terephthalic acid is adsorbed upon the HOPG
surface it forms linear chains which are stabilised by the hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions between the carboxylic acid groups at the ends of the molecule (shown
in Figure 2.4 (c)). When the position of the carboxylic acid groups on the ben-
zene ring is altered, as for isophthalic acid, the structure produced on the HOPG
surface is altered. Figure 2.4 (d) shows the 'zig-zag' chains formed by isophthalic
acid. This example serves to demonstrate how the highly directional nature of
hydrogen-bonding interactions can be used to govern the geometry of the self-
assembled crystal structures.

The carboxylic bonding interaction has also been seen to produce non-
crystalline structures, as observed by Blunt et al. [27]. There are two possible
hydrogen-bond motifs (Figure 2.4 (e) and (f)) which may be formed, with the
directional nature of the hydrogen-bonds giving rise to two distinct molecular ori-
entations. The p-terphenyl-3,5,3',5'-tetracarboxylic acid (TPTC) molecule can be
seen to form structures on the HOPG surface which have orientational symmetry
(Le. the pore separation is constant), but which lack translational order. This is
due to the network pores being formed from several different types of molecular
arrangements (shown in Figure 2.4 (h)). The complex nature of the energy land-
scape for the different pore types means that a non periodic structure is produced
on the surface. The formation of this kind of structure implies that thermody-
namic considerations are of great importance to the formation of supramolecular
structures, and it is often hard to predict an energy minima for the system under
study.

10
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Figure 2.4: Structures formed on the HOPG surface driven by hydrogen-bond interactions be-
tween molecules with carboxylic acid functionalities. (a)-(b) Chemical structures of terephthalic
acid and isophthalic acid, the negative carbonyl and positive alcohol groups are highlighted in
red and blue respectively. (c) and (d) Schematics of the structures formed by terephthalic acid
and isophthalic acid when adsorbed on the HOPG surface ((a)-(d) taken from [26]). (e) and (f)
The 'parallel' and 'non-parallel' bonding configurations of two TPTC molecules, with hydrogen-
bonds being formed between the carboxylic groups. (g) The network structure formed by the
deposited TPTC on the HOPG surface. (h) The four pore types that are observed within the
network, each pore type consists of several molecules bonded to each other in a mixture of the
'parallel' and 'non-parallel' geometries ((e)-(h) taken from [27]).

Two-dimensional crystals can be formed from homo, or hetero-molecular sys-
tems and may be open pored or close packed. De Feyter et al. [28] have demon-
strated that by altering the structure of a molecule consisting of benzene rings
which have been functionalised with carboxylic groups and alkane chains, differ-
ent close-packed structures can be formed on the HOPG surface at the solid-liquid
interface. These molecules combine several non-covalent bonding interactions to
arrive at the observed structure, with vdW interactions between the alkyl chains
and the surface being the driving force which causes the molecules to aggregate on
the surface. Once on the surface the vdW interactions between the alkyl chains
result in the self-assembly of the molecules to produce a lamella type structure.
This vdW interaction, in combination with additional hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions between the carboxylic groups results in a periodic close-packed structure
being formed on the surface.

Homo-molecular close-packed structures formed by a combination of vdW and
hydrogen-bonding interactions are also observed on surfaces in UHV, such as those
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formed from PTCDA (perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride) [20], PTCDI [24],
NTCDI (naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide) [29], and BDA [17]. These struc-
tures are brought into a close-packed arrangement by the vdW forces, but the
internal structure of the domains is governed by the intermolecular hydrogen-
bonding.

Several homo-molecular porous structures have also been produced, where the
balance between the directional hydrogen-bonding interactions and the isotropic
vd\V interactions needs to be altered to prevent the formation of close-packed
arrays. In the case of anthraquinone adsorbed on the Cu(111) surface at 80 K in
UHV, a honeycomb network was produced with a periodicity of ",,5 nm [30] (as
shown in Figure 2.5 (a)). In this system a combination of a long range repulsive
electrostatic interaction, due to the oxygen atoms on either side of the molecule,
and the short range, attractive, hydrogen-bonding gives rise to the structures
formed. This competition between the two forces drives the system away from a
close-packed phase and towards this open pored structure. The structures pro-
duced by the anthraquinone molecule are also coverage dependant. At low cover-
ages the repulsive forces mean that the molecules prefer to orientate themselves
into one-dimensional chains, while at higher coverages the hexagonal network

. . .
is produced. A schematic showing the hydrogen-bonds between anthraquinone
molecules is shown in Figure 2.5 (b).

A similar type of behaviour has also been observed by Perdigao et al. when
derivatives of PTCDI (functionalised with propylthioether and bromine side
groups) are deposited upon the AgjSi(l11) surface [31]. The brominated derivative
(Br2PTCDI, Figure 2.5 (c)) is observed to form one-dimensional row structures
when deposited on the AgjSi(l11) surface, with the repulsion between the neg-
atively charged bromine atoms being responsible for the lack of two-dimensional
island growth (Figure 2.5 (e)). A PTCDI derivative with propylthioether side
chains (di(propylthioether)-PTCDI, labelled hereafter as S2PTCDI, Figure 2.5
(d)) was also investigated, with the pendant groups seen to disrupt the formation
of close-packed structures and actually promote the formation of a porous hexag-
onal phase. The observed hexagonal phase is rationalised in terms of a trimer
vertex where three S2PTCDI molecules meet, and form a hydrogen-bond struc-
ture with each molecule making two hydrogen-bonds. The effect of the pendant
chains is therefore two-fold with a destabilisation of the close-packed structure ob-
served for PTCDI, and a secondary interaction whereby the chains are involved in
an additional hydrogen-bonded interaction. This example shows that the shape of
the molecule plays an important role in the intermolecular forces which ultimately
determine the geometry of the structures formed by self-assembly.

Hydrogen-bonding interactions are highly directional and can in theory be
used to design molecular 'building blocks' which could give rise to structures with
predetermined geometries. However, the interaction of the molecules with the
substrate and the isotropic vdW forces between the molecules have to be balanced
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Figure 2.5: Homomolecular interactions leading to open pored and close-packed structures. (a)
STM image of the porous homomolecular structure formed by anthraquinone on the CU(lll)
surface. (b) Schematic showing the position of the anthraquinone molecules relative to the
substrate lattice, and the hydrogen-bonding interactions which stabilise the network. ((a) and
. (b) taken from [30]). Chemical structures of two derivatives of PTCDI functionalised with (a)
bromine atoms (Br2PTCDI) and (b) propylthioether groups (S2PTCDI). (e) STrvI image of
Br2PTCDI on AgjSi(lll), the molecules can be seen to form linear chains. (f) STlVI image
showing an porous homomolecular network composed of S2PTCDI. (g) Schematic showing the
trimer node arrangement which stabilises the hexagonal structure. ((e)-(g) taken from [31]).

in order to prevent the formation of unwanted close-packed structures. Weber et
al. [32] have used a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation to model a mixture of PTCDI
and melamine molecules on a surface with a hexagonal symmetry. The model
shows that if the ratio between the vdW and hydrogen-bonding forces is altered
the structures formed undergo a phase transition between a hexagonal network and
a close-packed structure. Similar work has been performed by Taylor et al. [33]
where a kinetic Monte Carlo model was used to show that the ratio between
vdW and hydrogen-bonding interactions of PTCDI molecules could determine the
structure of the molecular domains, so that either two-dimensional island growth
or one-dimensional chains were formed.

2.2.2 Structures formed by metal co-ordination

Metal co-ordination interactions have also been used to control the molecular as-
sembly of two-dimensional crystals. A study of pyridine and carboxylic ligands
co-deposited with Fe atoms on the Cu(l11) surface by Langer et al. [34] shows
how the dimensions of grid structures may be tuned by altering the size of the
ligands. The organic ligands are able to bond with the metal Fe centres (as shown
in Figure 2.6 (a)), giving rise to structures based on 'right angled' junctions. Fig-
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic showing the self-assembly process of pyridine and di-carboxylic ligands
being co-deposited with Fe atoms on the Cu(l11) surface. The deposited moities a.re free to
diffuse and form a two-dimensional grid. (b) STM ima.ges demonstrating how altering the length
of the ligands used alters the size of the pores within the grid which forms. ((a) and (b) taken
from [34]) (c) STM images showing the metal co-ordinate structures formed from the cobalt to
ditopic dicarbonitrile-polyphenyl linkage. The pore size can again be altered by changing the
length of the ligand molecules. (taken from [36])

ure 2.6 (b) shows how using different di-pyridine and di-carboxylic based linkages
the pore size of the network may be tuned. This network is of particular interest
as it demonstrates 'self-repair' where the molecular 'building-blocks' can rearrange
to form a stable well-ordered structure when a mixture of di-pyridine ligands, with
1 or 2 central benzene rings, are combined with a single length of di-carboxylic lig-
and and the Fe atoms. The resultant structure undergoes a local phase separation
to produce sub-domains with different pore dimensions rather than producing in-
complete grid structures with missing ligands. This finding illustrates the desired
properties of self-selectivity and self-recognition. The molecules are able to dif-
fuse over the surface and form the desired network structure, even in cases where
the molecules could potentially be kinetically trapped in a local energy minima
of the system. Further work by Dimitiev et al. [35] shows that the relative stoi-
chiometry of the Fe atoms to the 1,2,4-benzenetricarboxylic acid (TMLA) ligands
has an effect upon the structures formed. An increase in the surface coverage of
the TMLA molecules results in a complicated structure of alternating porous and
close- packed regions.
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Schlickum et al. have studied a metal co-ordinated system based on the cobalt
- ditopic dicarbonitrile-polyphenyllinkage (shown in Figure 2.6 (c)) [36]. These
structures are formed on the Agfl l l ) surface in DHV, and make large domains of
",7 pm2• Again, the size of the network pore may be tuned by altering the length
of the ligand. An interesting point to note is that the Co atoms form 3 bonds with
the ligands at 1200 from each other, which is different to the expected co-ordination
geometry for cobalt-carbonitrile bonds in bulk complexes. This finding suggests
that the underlying Ag( 111) structure plays an essential role in the co-ordination
stoichiometry.

2.2.3 Non-directional molecule-molecule interactions

Not all supramolecular assemblies require the presence of anisotropic interactions,
such as the hydrogen-bonding and metal co-ordination discussed above. A large
threefold symmetric molecule, studied by Cnossen et al. [37], has been observed
to self-assemble into a honeycomb network when deposited on HOPG. The only
intermolecular forces present in this system are the vdW forces, which result in
the molecule forming a close-packed structure. However, the shape of the molecule
means that the resultant structure is porous.

Another well-studied non-directional interaction is the vd\V force between alkyl
chains. It has been demonstrated that there is a preference for alkyl chains ad-
sorbed on the HOPG surface, at the liquid solid interface, to lie flat on the surface
and to form a lamella structure [38]. This interaction between alkyl chains, and be-
tween the alkyl chains and the surface, has been utilised to produce ordered struc-
tures. De Feyter et al. have shown that a range of porous and close-packed struc-
tures can be produced on the HOPG surface at the liquid solid interface [39,40].
Synthesising molecules with alkyl chains attached to predetermined positions on
a molecule allows kagome, hexagonal, and linear patterns to be formed.

Figures 2.7 (a) and (b) show two planar organic molecules which have been
functionalised with alkyl chains consisting of 10 carbon atoms. When the first of
these molecules (molecule A) is adsorbed on the HOPG surface it forms a hexag-
onal shaped network, as shown in Figure 2.7 (d). The molecules are adsorbed on
the surface due to the substrate-molecule interaction, with the hexagonal structure
being stabilised by the interdigitation of the alkyl chains. By changing the shape
of the molecule (to that shown in Figure 2.7 (b)) a different structure is formed
upon the surface, which has a kagome type motif. This finding demonstrates that
by using synthetic chemistry it is possible to design a molecule which will interact
in such a way as to produce complex patterns. Further work has demonstrated
that the structures formed are concentration and coverage-dependent. Depositing
molecules from a high concentration solution onto the HOPG surface results in the
formation of network structures with a close-packed linear arrangement, whereas
for lower concentration solutions the hexagonal structure dominates.
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Figure 2.7: (a) and (b) Chemical structures of two planar organic molecules which have been
functionalised with alkyl chains. (c) STM image of the kagome structure formed by molecule
A on the HOPG surface. (d) S'l'M image of the hexagonal structure formed by molecule B
when deposited on the HOPG surface. ((a)-(d) taken from [39]). (e) Schematic showing how
the concentration of molecules on the surface gives rise to different structures. (f) STM image
showing the open pored structure formed by molecule A at low concentrations on the HOPG
surface. ((e) and (f) taken from [40]).

The length of the alkyl chains also have an effect on the structures formed. The
work by de Feyter and colleagues has shown that the pore sizes of the hexagonal
structures formed above can be altered by varying the length of the alkyl chains
attached to the molecules forming the network [41]. Another less predictable effect
of the length of alkyl chains on the structures formed has been demonstrated by
Wei et al. [42], where having an odd number of carbon atoms produces domains
containing a racemic mixture of the two molecules, with even numbered alkyl
chains giving rise to enantiomerically pure domains.

2.2.4 Covalent bonds

Supramolecular chemistry is based upon non-covalent interactions, and therefore
the structures formed must be by their very nature reversible. This is likely to
be problematic for possible technological applications where the structures should
be stable under a range of conditions. For this reason there has been much work
dedicated to the investigation of how covalent bonds may be formed to produce
supramolecular structures. Work by Grill et al. [43] has shown that a protopor-
phyrin molecule (PP) may be functionalised with bromine atoms on 1,2 or 4 of
its 'legs' (see Figure 2.8 (a)-(c)). After depositing the molecule on the Au(111)
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surface held in UHV, and then heating the sample, the Br atoms are removed from
the molecule resulting in the formation of a free radical species. The activated PP
may now diffuse over the surface and form a covalent bond when it meets with
an ot her PP molecule. By altering the number of Br groups on the PP, different
structures may be formed. Whereas one Br group gives rise to covalently bonded
dimers (Figure 2.8 (g)). two Br groups allow a covalently bonded one-dimensional
chain to be formed (Figure 2.8 (h)).

Figure 2.8: (a)-(c) Chemical structures of three proto-porphyrin derivatives, where a bromine
atom has been attached to 1, 2, or 4 of the aryl side groups. (d)-(f) STM images of the proto-
porphyrin 'building blocks', with the bromine atoms imaged as bright protrusions. (g)-(i) Large
area STM images showing the covalently bound structures formed by the proto-pophyrins when
heated. Dimers, linear chains, and two-dimensional structures are formed depending on the
number of bromine groups each molecule possesses (taken from [43]).
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Condensation reactions between aldehydes and amines have also been stud-
ied as a way of producing covalently bound structures on surfaces held in
URV [44-46]. This method has the advantage that many aldehyde-amine sys-
tems (such as PTCDA and 4,4'-diamino-p-terphenyl (DATP) [45]) form hydrogen-
bonded porous structures. An idealised situation is one where a non-covalently
bound network is self-assembled and then covalently linked by a chemical reac-
tion. Unfortunately, while it has been shown that the condensation reaction does
produce covalent links between the molecules adsorbed on the surface, the temper-
atures required to initialise the reaction results in the re-ordering of the network
into a covalently bound 'glassy' structure.

2.2.5 Functionalising supramolecular structures

\Vithin this chapter the use of molecular 'building blocks' as a way of creating
supramolecular assemblies with predetermined geometries has been discussed. A
great deal of progress has been made within this field, and the goal of being able to
pick molecules that will self-assemble into a given structure is becoming realistic.
A key step in producing nanoscale devices is the ability to incorporate chemical,
optical, electronic, and magnetic functionalities into these systems. One potential
way of doing this is to add functionality to molecular 'building blocks' which have
been previously observed to self-assemble. This approach has been demonstrated
by Perdigao et al. [31]where functionalised derivatives of PTCDI have been used
to re-create the PTCDI/melamine hydrogen-bonded open hexagonal structures
previously discussed (see section 2.2.1).

Figure 2.9 (a) shows the structure of a functionalised R2PTCDI/melamine
hexagonal pore. The 'R' groups denote the chemical functionality attached to
the PTCDI molecule. Two molecules (Br2PTCDI and S2PTCDI, Figures 2.9 (b)
and (c)) were studied, and it was found that on the Ag/Si(I11) surface under
URV conditions both derivatives self-assembled into a hexagonal network when
co-deposited with melamine (as shown in Figures 2.9 (e)-(g)). This finding demon-
strates that it is possible to alter the chemical structure of a molecular 'building,
block' and to retain its ability to form self-assembled structures. From the exper-
iments it would seem feasible to further functionalise the network by adding more
complex groups, potentially allowing porous reactive sites or 'nano test tubes' for
selective reactions.

2.3 Molecular traps

One of the more obvious uses for a porous network is to attempt to trap other
molecular species within the pores. Being able to trap molecules offers alterna-
tive routes towards functionalising the surface, raising the possibility of nanoscale
catalysis, and it has even been suggested that such· arrays could be used for data
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Figure 2.9: (a) Structure of a R2PTCDI/melamine hexagonal pore. (b) and (c) Chemical
structures of Br2PTCDI and S2PTCDI. (d) STM image showing the Br2PTCDI/melamine
network. (e) STM image showing the S2PTCDI/melamine network. (f) Schematic of the
S2PTCDI/melamine network with the alkyl chains of the thioether groups pointing into the
centre of the pore. ((d)-(f) taken from [31]).

storage. A wider ranging application of such porous networks however is the abil-
ity to utilise them as templates for the further growth of nanostructures. Using
a method of sequentially depositing self-assembling layers, it may be possible to
build up a hierarchy of order with structural features on a variety of different
length scales.

Griessl et al. have investigated the guest-host interactions of the trimisic acid
(TMA) honeycomb network formed on a ROPG surface [47]. In Figure 2.10 a TMA
molecule has been trapped within a hexagonal pore of the TMA network structure.
The trapped molecule is stabilised within the network pore via hydrogen-bonding
interactions, these interactions determine the position of the molecule within the
pore.

Work by Madueno et al. [48] has shown that a PTCDI/melamine network
formed on the Au(l11) surface at the solid-liquid interface may be used to trap
and latterly organise a variety of thiol species. Thiols are well known to form self-
assembled monolayers on the Au(l11) surface, but here they have been trapped
within the network pores with the thiols adopting a perpendicular orientation
relative to the substrate (Figure 2.10). This process allows a surface to potentially
be functionalised by a range of chemical groups, as the chemical functionality of the
thiols may be transfered to the surface. In URV the entrapment of thiols within
a parallelogram phase of a PTCDI/melamine hydrogen-bonded network results
in pairs of thiols occupying each pore with the long axis of the thiols orientated
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Figure 2.10: (a) Schematic showing how a single TlVIA molecule may be trapped within a larger
TMA hexagonal network structure (taken from [47]). (b) PTCDI/melamine hexagonal network
on the Au(lll) surface at the solid-liquid interface. A variety of thiol species may be trapped and
organised within the network pores, such as those shown in (c) and (d) ((b)-(d) taken from [48]).

parallel to the AU(lll) surface [49].
The entrapment of fullerene species within a two-dimensional porous network

has also been extensively studied [19,25,50,51]. Theobald et al. demonstrate that
a molamine-P'I'Cfrl network may be used to selectively trap heptamers of e60

molecules [19]. This size selective trapping again demonstrates the possibility of
being able to design systems that may self-assemble to produce order on several
different length scales. The work done by Staniec et al. [25] has shown that
the entrapment of fullerenes in a parallelogram network can lead to a hierarchy
of order. The network itself assembles and then selectively traps dimers of e60

within its pores. A much larger length scale of ordering is also observed as rows
of e60 form, where the presence of one dimer increases the probability that a
neighbouring pore will be filled in one of the row directions of the network.

The entrapment of endohedral fullerenes within such network pores would add
an additional chemical functionality to the surface. Li et a1. have shown that a
porous template formed on HOPG at the solid-liquid interface may be used to
trap endohedral fullerenes [52]. This approach allows a lateral organisation of
functionalised fullerene species on a surface.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter an overview of the recent progress with the field of two-dimensional
surface-supported self-assembly has been presented. The concept of supramolec-
ular chemistry has been explored, and examples of two-dimensional crystals that
may be formed on surfaces both in UHV and ambient conditions have been dis-
cussed. It has been shown that from an understanding of the non-covalent inter-
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molecular forces between the molecular 'building blocks', the production of a wide
range of structures is theoretically possible. However, the subtle balance between
the forces stabilising these self-assembled structures is hard to predict and control.
Steps towards being able to use such templates to organise and trap other molec-
ular species have been shown and will be built upon throughout the rest of this
work. The idea of introducing chemical functionality has been discussed, either
by functionalising the 'building blocks' or by trapping functionalised species, and
will form a major focus for the rest of this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Experimental techniques and
materials

In this chapter the experimental techniques which have been used during the course
of this research are described. The principles of scanning tunnelling microscopy
and photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) are discussed, together with descriptions of
the apparatus used. UHV-ESD is introduced as a method of transferring fragile
molecules into UHV. Finally, the surface reconstruction of Au(lll} is discussed
as well as the techniques used for its preparation.

3.1 Scanning tunnelling microscopy

The development of the STM may be considered a major contributing factor in the
birth of nanotechnology. The STM was revolutionary among surface techniques,
allowing a real space image of the substrate under study. The STM was pio-
neered by Binning and Roher [53] and it enabled lateral resolution several orders
of magnitude greater than any other technique around at the time.

STM is now one of a large family of scanning probe microscopies (SPMs)
such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) [54]and scanning capacitance microscopy
(SCM) [55]. All of these techniques produce a real space 'topography' of the
substrate/ adsorbate system under study by measuring the magnitude of the tip-
surface interaction. The nature of the interaction provides information about
specific physical properties of the material depending on the type of SPM being
employed. However, it is important not to interpret the real space image produced
by a SPM technique as a simple height topography of the surface. AFM provides
information about the force between the tip and the surface, with the magnitude
of the interaction determining the apparent 'height'. An STM measures the flow
of electrons between the probe and the surface, with the electrons undergoing a
quantum mechanical tunnelling process.

An ST11 image of a surface is produced by measuring the magnitude of the
interaction between the tip and the surface for a grid of points. Each of these
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a one-dimensional rectangular potential barrier, illus-
trating the quantum tunnelling phenomena. Barrier has height Va and length L.

points corresponds to a single pixel in the resultant image. The following sections
will discuss the principles behind the acquisition of STM images.

3.1.1 Principles of STM - Quantum mechanical tunnelling

The S'TM apparatus in its simplest form consists of an atomically sharp tip and
a scan-tube made from a piezoelectric crystal. The tip is brought close to a
surface, a bias voltage is applied between the tip and the surface, and the current
flowing between the two is measured. The observed current is a result of the
quantum mechanical tunnelling of electrons between the tip and the sample. A
one-dimensional rectangular potential barrier may be used to represent the vacuum
gap between the tip and the sample, as shown in Figure 3.1 [56]. Assuming that
the gap is sufficiently narrow, electrons may tunnel from one side of the potential
barrier to the other.

A wave function for an electron of mass, m. and energy, E, incident on a finite
potential barrier of height Va and length L may be written for each of the three
regions shown in Figure 3.1.

WI = Aoeikx + Ae-ikx

W2 = BeO:x + c«=
W3 = tie=

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

·J2mE d y!2m(Vo-E) I· h ·bl Iwhere k = ---;:;-an et = n . t is t en POSSI e to ea culate a transmission
probability for an electron to tunnel through this barrier [56].

1 1
2 () ( )

DEE -~L
T = Ao ~ 16 Vo 1 - Vo e (3.4)
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The tunnel current is proportional to the transmission probability, T, and is there-
fore exponentially dependent on the width of the potential barrier, L, and the
variable Q. The width of the barrier is the distance between the sample and the
tip and the variable Q is dependent on the effective barrier height (Vo - E) and
therefore the applied bias. The significance of equation 3.4 is that the tunnel
current is exponentially dependent on the tip-sample separation, giving rise to
sub-Angstrom vertical resolution.

Tersoff-Hamman theory

An alternative approach to describe the tunnel current between two metals sepa-
rated by a vacuum was formulated by Bardeen [57]. In Bardeen's formulation each
metal electrode is treated as an independent system, negating the need to solve
the Schroedinger equation for the combined system, and allowing the vacuum gap
region to be evaluated using perturbation theory. \Ve may apply this model to
the tunnelling between the STl\1 tip and the surface, by considering one of the
electrodes as the tip and the other as the surface. The tunnel current for such a
system has been shown to be given by [57,58]:

. .

1= 2~e L f(EJl)[l - f(Ev + eV)] IAfJlv 1
28(EJl - Ev) (3.5)

Jl,V
where f(E) is the Fermi function, V is the applied voltage, and ll\fJlvl is the
tunnelling matrix element for transitions between state 7/JJl of the tip and 7/Jv of
the surface. Ell is the energy of an electron in the tip state 7/J1L in the absence of
the surface.

The expression may be broken down into its constituent parts with f(EJl)[l -
f(Ev + eV)] giving the probability of an electron occupying a filled tip state (7/JJl)
and of there being an empty surface state( 7/Jv) with the same energy. This ensures
that only tunnelling from filled to empty states is permitted. The delta function in
equation 3.5 represents the conservation of energy in the case of elastic tunnelling.
The final term in the equation is the 'matrix tunnelling element' which may be
interpreted as the probability of the tip and the surface states overlapping, a
necessary condition to allow tunnelling to occur.

By making the assumption that the applied bias voltage is small, and that the
system is at room temperature, the equation describing the tunnel current may
be simplified to:

(3.6)

where EF is the Fermi energy. This equation may be further simplified by consid-
ering the case where the tip is replaced by a point probe [59]to arrive at:
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Figure 3.2: Schematic showing the reciprocal nature of the interacting orbitals of the tip and
the surface (adapted from [61]).

(3.7)
v

where IV!v(To)12 is the probability density of the surface state wavefunction eval-
uated at the position of the point probe, T = To. This simple formulation states
that the measured current is proportional to the local density of states (LDOS) of
the surface, at the Fermi level, at the position of the point probe, To.

As an extension to the model where the STM tip is considered a point probe,
Tersoff and Hamann [59] have shown that the tip may be modelled as a spherical
potential well (corresponding to an s-type electronic orbital at the tip apex). This
modelled to the prediction that the lateral resolution of an STM would be limited
to a value of 6-9 A. However, experimentally determined values for the lateral
resolution of ST~/I images acquired of metallic substrates are significantly better
than this (2.5-3 A [60]). This is due to the tip states used to image the surface
having a higher angular momentum, pz or d;, than the s-type orbitals assumed
above [61].

The reciprocity principle states that interchanging the tip state and the surface
state should result in the predicted STM images being identical [61]. An STM
topograph produced by imaging a series of s orbitals using a tip with a protruding
dz2 orbital will be identical to that produced by imaging a series of dz2 orbitals
on the surface with a s orbital at the tip apex (the tip and surface orbitals for
such configurations are shown in Figure 3.2). Figure 3.2 (c) shows the second
of these situations illustrating that the observed periodicity of the surface will
be resolved on a much smaller length scale than if both the tip and the sample
possessed purely s-type orbitals. Chen [61] has re-evaluated the Tersoff-Hamann
tunnelling matrix for a tip with a dz2 orbital. A tip terminated with a dz2 orbital
will follow the derivatives of the surface wavefunctions which will have a much
stronger corrugation than the Fermi level LDOS.

In summary, the tunnelling current measured using an STM contains infor-
mation about the LDOS at the position of the tip. For tips terminated with an
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atom possessing a dominant s state a constant current STM image will represent
a contour map of the LDOS. However, greater corrugation may be achieved when
a sharper orbital is present on the terminating atom of the tip, and for this reason
the tips most suitable for producing high resolution STM images are those made
from d-band metals (e.g. Pt, Ir, \iV) and semiconductors which form dangling p,
bonds (e.g. Si).

Sample bias and the direction of current flow

Figure 3.3 shows the tunnelling of electrons between the sample and the tip,
demonstrating how applying a bias affects the direction that they travel and the
energy of the states that they may occupy. When zero bias is applied the Fermi
levels of the sample and the tip are equal (Figure 3.3(a)). If a positive bias is
applied to the sample then the Fermi level of the tip is raised relative to that
of the sample. by an amount eV, where V is the applied bias. This allows the
tunnelling of electrons from the filled states in the tip to the empty states in the
sample, as shown in Figure 3.3(b), and provides information about the empty
states of the sample. Alternatively we may apply a negative bias to the sample,
Figure 3.3( c), allowing tunnelling from the filled states in the sample to the empty
states of the tip.

E

---

Tip Sample Tip Sample Tip Sample

Figure 3.3: Schematic showing how electrons may tunnel between the filled and empty states of
the tip and sample. (a) Zero applied sample bias. (b) Positive sample bias. (c) Negative sample
bias.

For an applied bias of approximately zero the tunnel current is proportional to
the LDOS at the Fermi level, as stated in equation 3.7. For finite voltages, such as
those commonly used during STM operation, the current may be approximated by
summing the contributions of the LDOS across a range of energies where tunnelling
is possible. The current is therefore given by:

(3.8)

where T( E, eV) is the transmission co-efficient (defined in equation 3.4). The
variations in T(E, eV) with V can be large, but for small biases we may assume
that T(E, eV) remains constant.
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(3.9)

It is interesting to note that taking dI/ dV results in an expression for the density of
states. This is the basis for scanning tunnelling spectroscopy where I is measured
as a function of V at a given point on the sample, and the derivative of this data
shows information about the energy of LDOS at that point.

Tunnelling through adsorbed molecular species

STl\1 may be used to image molecular species which have been adsorbed on a
surface. The electronic structure of a molecule is often expressed in terms of a
set of molecular orbitals, all of which have well defined energies, and which may
be filled or empty. The highest occupied molecular orbital is labelled the HOMO
with all other filled orbitals labelled as the HOMO-1, HOMO-2, etc. Similarly,
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital is labelled the LUMO, with subsequent
empty orbitals labelled as the LUMO+1, LUMO+2, etc. In the limit of the
weak coupling regime the transfer of the electrons from the tip to the surface
could be treated as two separate tunnelling steps, with the electrons tunnelling
between the tip and the molecule and then between the molecule and the surface.
However, the molecule is in close-proximity to the surface and so is likely to be
strongly coupled to the surface states, meaning that the energies of the molecular
orbitals will be pinned relative to the Fermi energy of the surface [62]. This is
demonstrated in Figure 3.4 where electrons are shown tunnelling to the molecular
orbitals of an adsorbed molecular species. Figure 3.4(a) shows electrons moving
from a negatively biased tip to LUMO of the molecule. Figure 3.4(b) shows the
situation where the tip polarity has been inverted, allowing electrons in the the
HO~10 of the molecule to tunnel into unoccupied tip states.

In terms of the tunnelling model outlined above the HOMO and LUMO of a
molecule will be imaged in STM there is a non-zero probability density for the
wave function describing the orbital present at the position of the STM tip, and
there is a non-zero transmission co-efficient:

lEF+ev lEF+ev
I <X 11jJ(E, To)126(E - Ep)T(E, V) dE ~ l1jJmol(To) 12T(Emol, V)

EF EF
(3.10)

where l1jJmol(To)12 is the probability density for the wave function of the molecule
at position To, and T(Emo1) is the transmission co-efficient. The states are summed
over the energies Ep to Ep + eV, and if the HOMOs or LU110s of the molecule
lie within this range they will be imaged during the STM scan.

For substrate-molecule systems a positive sample bias will result in the LUMO
being imaged, and for a negative sample bias the HOMO of the molecule will be
imaged. It has also been shown that the molecular orbitals of molecules adsorbed
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Figure 3.4: Schematic showing the energetic states of an STM tip, an adsorbed molecule, and
a sample. Strong coupling between the molecule and the sample pins the HOMO and LUMO
relative to the Fermi level of the sample. (a) For a positive sample bias, tunnelling from the tip
to the LU:t\lO is observed. (b) For a negative sample bias, tunnelling from the molecular HOMO

is observed.

on inert metal surfaces such as Ag will be imaged with little contribution from the
surface states [63].

3.1.2 Modes of STM operation

An STM may be operated in one of two main modes, constant height or constant
current. In both modes the tip is raster scanned over the surface with a series
of parallel linescans being acquired. For each linescan the current is recorded at
a number of points (256 points per linescan for the STM used for this work),
with each point corresponding to a single pixel in the final STM image. The
individual linescans are combined over the course of the scanning procedure to
produce a complete STM image. In constant height mode, Figure 3.5( a), the
vertical position of the tip, Z, is not altered. This particular scan mode presents
problems as sudden variations in surface height will result in the tip crashing into
the surface, destroying the atomically sharp tip and prevent further high resolution
scanning. In constant current mode the vertical position of the tip is continuously
altered so as to keep the tunnel current constant, and the variation in vertical tip
posi tion, Z, is recorded, as shown in Figure 3.5 (b).

If we assume the simple relationship between the tunnel current and the tip
sample separation, the variation in Z could be seen as a description of the to-
pography of the surface. Figure 3.5 (c) demonstrates the effect of an insulating
defect on the path of the tip, during operating in constant current mode. As the
tip passes over the defect it will move closer to the surface in order to maintain
constant current. This change in Z will be observed as depression on the surface,
whereas in reality the surface has a small protrusion at this point. The example
illustrates the dangers of interpreting STM data as a simple height profile of the

surface.
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Figure 3.5: Diagram showing the different imaging modes of STM. (a) Constant height mode.
(b) Constant current mode. (c) The effect of insulating surface features on a STM linescan.

Feedback control in constant current mode

A PI (proportional, integral) feedback system is used to obtain a given value for
the tunnel current, Iset. During STM operation the current is recorded, Imeas(t),
and the difference between these two values gives the error signal, ~I(t), which can
then be used to calculate the distance the tip needs to move in order to maintain
Iset. This process is iterative and does not immediately result in the tip returning
to a position where Iset is obtained. For each iteration the change in the vertical
position of the tip is given by ~Z(t):

~Z(t) = a~I(t) + -L si« (3.11)

where the first term is the proportional contribution to the change in Z and
the second term is the integral contribution to the change in Z. a and f3 are
respectively the proportional and integral gain constants, which may be tuned in
order to improve the response of the system.

Figure 3.6 shows how the measured current changes over time for various values
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Figure 3.6: Diagram demonstra.ting the effect of different feedback parameters. (a) How variation
in alpha affects the approach to the set point. (b) How integral and proportional gains are
combined to arrive at the set point.

of the proportional and integral gain constants. A feedback loop responding only
to the proportional gain will never reach Iset, and so the integral gain must also be
incorporated. The values for et and /3 must be chosen with care. If et is too high
the response of the tip will be too great when it encounters an object adsorbed
on the surface, leading to instability. Conversely a small value of et will lead to
the tip not responding quickly enough to changes in surface height, resulting in a
tip crash. If the value for the integral gain constant, /3, is too high, a resonance
is introduced into the current signal. The ideal /3 value is just before the onset of
this resonance.

During the acquisition of an STM image it is important that the PI feedback
loop is given sufficient time to ensure that current at each pixel in the scan is
equal to Iset· For this reason the STM tip 'dwells' for a set time at each pixel
where the current is allowed to stabilise to a value of Iset. For each pixel several
measurements of the tip position are acquired, with an average value being used
in the final STM image.

3.1.3 Controlling tip position

The STM tip positioning system requires both fine and coarse movements. Coarse
movement is required to allow the tip to be positioned at a variety of locations
on the surface, as well as to retract the tip from the surface by a macroscopic
distance to allow sample transfer. These movements are on the length scale of
several millimetres, and for this a slipstick inertial motor is used [64,65]. The
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operation of the motor is shown schematically in Figure 3.7. The stage holding
the piezoelectric scan-tube and the tip is mounted atop a piezoelectric plate with a
shear motion. A voltage is applied to the piezoelectric plate with a sawtooth-type
wavefunction. producing two types of motion. Firstly, the slow increase in voltage
causes a slow shear movement in the piezoelectric plate, pushing the scan-tube
stage forward, shown in Figure 3.7(b). Secondly, the rapid decrease in voltage
causes the plate to return to its original position leaving the scan-tube stage in its
forward position 3.7(c). The continued repetition of this slipstick motion allows
the scan-tube stage to move forward rapidly over distances of mm, while moving
in discrete steps with each step being on the order of a few nanometers.

Slider Scan Tube

(a)

Shear mode
Tip piezoelectric plate

/

(b)

(c)

Initial Position Final Position

Figure 3.7: Schematic showing the motion of a slipstick inertial motor. (a) Initial position
of scan-tube. Voltage to the shear mode piezoelectric crystal is slowly increased. (b) Scan-
tu be is moved forward as piezoelectric crystal shears. (c) By rapidly removing the voltage the
piezoelectric crystal returns to its original position leaving the scan-tube in its new location
(adapted from [66]).

The scan-tube is constructed from PZT (Pb (Zr, Ti)03) [58], with the STM tip
attached to one end of the tube. The tube is split into four quadrants, each sharing
a common ground at the centre of the tube. When a voltage is applied to one of
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Fisure 3.8: Illustration of the motion of the piezoelectric scan-tube. (a) End on view showing the
o

four quadrants of the scan-tube. (b) Schematic showing motion of scan-tube due to an applied
voltage.

the quadrants it extends or contract.s depending on the sign of t.he applied volt.age.
This results in a change in Z direct.ion and induces a bending motion in either
the X or Y direction depending on the restrictions implied by the stationary
quadrant.s. Figure 3.8 shows how these quadrants are set-up, By varying the
voltage applied to each of t.he quadrants it is possible to move the scan-tube, and
hence t.he tip, very precisely in all t.hree dimensions. These mot.ions are used for
varying the tip height above t.he surface in the feedback loop and for controlling
the rastering of the tip across the surface during scanning.

Experimental limits of STM

The resolution of an STM is limited by vibrational noise, tip geometry, and the
piezoelectric controlled movement of the tip. The tunnel current is highly sensitive
to the tip-surface separation, and as such it is important that vibrational motion is
removed from the system. In order to avoid the images acquired being dominated
by the oscillation of the tip due to external mechanical vibrations being coupled
with the system, STMs are decoupled from their surrounding environment by
damping the STM 'stage', which contains the tip and the sample, and by the
vibrational isolation of the STM system by use of a pneumatic table.

The tip geometry is of obvious importance, and although in the ideal situation
the tip will be perfectly symmetric and terminated by a single protruding atom
(preferably with a dz2 orbital present), in reality this is unlikely to be the case.
A tip will have several protruding atoms, all of which will facilitate tunnelling
between the tip and the sample. Depending on the distance between these pro-
trusions, features such as step edges may appear blurry or even as two distinct
features (known as 'tip doubling'). Another observed effect due to the tip apex
structure is that the surface may 'image' the tip and the shape of the tip may
appear as a topographic feature within the acquired STM image. The shape of
the tip may be altered by applying short high voltage pulses to it, facilitating the
re-ordering of the atoms at the tip apex. Repeated pulsing results a variety of
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tip geometries to be sampled, allowing the STM operator to obtain a tip which
provides 'good' resolution.

The movement of the scan-tube over the surface can also introduce artefacts
into the acquired STJ\1 images. Piezoelectric creep is an effect observed when
the STM tip is moved from from one surface site to another, resulting in the
tip continuing to move relative to the surface after the desired movement has
finished [67]. This problem can be overcome by allowing the scan-tube to settle
in the new position before commencing imaging.

A major experimental limitation of STM imaging is due to thermal drift, and
is of particular relevance to the work undertaken here as all the experiments are
conducted at room temperature. Thermal drift introduces an uncertainty in the
relative positions of the tip and the surface. With no thermal drift the path of
the STJ\1 tip should map out a square section of the surface, but with thermal
drift present the tip will map out a section of the surface with a parallelogram
shape. Thermal drift may be reduced by allowingthe tip-sample stage to thermally
equilibrate with the rest of the URV-system, but it is also possible to compensate
for the effects of drift via image processing. Applying skew and stretch operations
to a thermally drifted image will result in regaining the correct dimensions of the

. . .
acquired data.

3.2 Photoelectron spectroscopy

PES is a term which covers a range of techniques that utilise the photoelectric
effect to gain information about surfaces and molecular systems [60]. For isolated
atomic elements there are several discrete electronic states that may be populated
with electrons. The energies of these states are determined by the combination
of protons, neutrons and electrons that make up the individual chemical element,
and as such may be used as a unique 'finger print' to identify the presence of a
particular atomic species within a sample.

3.2.1 The electronic levels of atoms and molecules

The electronic orbitals of an atom may be split into two categories; those which
participate in the bonding and interaction with other atomic species are the va-
lence orbitals, while those which are tightly bound to the nucleus are the core
orbitals. The core orbitals are associated specifically with one atom, whereas the
valence orbitals of two chemically bonded atoms overlap and delocalise over the
area of the interaction. These overlapping valence orbitals produce new molecular
orbitals based on a linear combination of the atomic orbitals (LeAO) and are then
associated with the molecule as a whole rather than a particular atom. The filled
valence states of a molecule are termed the HOMOs, with the filled orbital closest
to the Fermi level being labeled the HOMO, and the subsequent filled orbitals
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known as the HO~IO-l, HOI\'lO-2, etc. Similarly the empty valence states are
termed the LU\IOs. with the empty orbital closet to the Fermi level being labeled
the LU~lO. and the subsequent empty orbitals being defined as the LUMO+l,
LUI\fO+2. etc. The core states are labelled by the quantum numbers required to
describe the orbitals and are written as til; where n is the number of the orbital
shell and Z is the angular momentum. Figure 3.9 shows the electronic states of an

organic molecule.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Schematic of the electronic energy levels for a molecule. (b) Schematic showing
the overlap of atomic orbitals to give rise to the molecular HOMO.
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To allow a comparison of binding energies between different atomic species a
definition of a zero energy level is required. A conventional reference point is the
Fermi level of the system under study. The Fermi level is defined as the energy
where the probability of an electron being present is ~, which for a metal (at low
temperatures) lies just above the highest occupied electronic level. For intrinsic
semiconductors the Fermi level is positioned in the centre of the band gap, and for
molecules the Fermi level should be halfway between the HOMO and the LUMO.

The photoelectric effect is observed when a beam of monoenergetic photons,
with energy hu, are incident on a sample. Photoelectrons will be ejected with
kinetic energy EKE (providing the energy of the incident photons is greater than
the work function of the material). From a knowledge of the kinetic energy of the
ejected photoelectron and the energy of the incident photon, the binding energy
(BE) of the electronic state from which the photoelectron was removed may be
determined using equation 3.12.
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(3.12)

where </> is the workfunction of the material.

3.2.2 Surface sensitivity

One of the many benefits of PES techniques is their inherent surface sensitivity.
X-rays incident on the surface have a penetration depth of several microns [68],
although due to the inelastic scattering process undergone by the photoelectrons,
only photoelectrons produced near the surface will have sufficient kinetic energy to
leave the sample. Photoelectrons produced deep within the bulk will undergo so
many inelastic scattering events that they will have insufficient kinetic energy to
reach the surface. Photoelectrons produced a few atomic layers below the surface
will escape with a greatly reduced kinetic energy and will be registered as a broad
background signal to any measurements taken.

The inelastic scattering processes may include energy transfer to other elec-
trons, or the excitement of phonons and/or plasmons, within the surface bulk.
All of these interactions will reduce the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons. A
measure of how far the electron may travel through a particular medium is given
by the inelastic mean free path, )..(E). Equation 3.13 shows the relationship be-
tween the initial and final intensities for a flux of electrons travelling a distance d
through a material [69].

(3.13)

where l(d) is the intensity of an electron beam after travelling a distance d through
a material with an initial intensity of10• The inelastic mean free path of an electron
is defined as the distance an electron beam travels before its intensity is reduced
by ~ (",0.37) of its initial value [69].
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Figure 3.10: Universal curve showing how the inelastic mean free path of electrons varies with
their kinetic energy (adapted from [69]).
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The inelastic mean free path is highly dependent on the kinetic energy of the
electrons. The empirically derived 'universal curve' [69] is depicted in Figure 3.10
and shows that the shortest mean free path « 10 A) is given for electrons with
kinetic energies of between 40-100 eV. A short mean free path gives rise to a
high surface sensitivity, therefore it is ideal to produce photoelectrons with kinetic
energy of the order of 50 eV. To achieve this an incident photon energy 50 eV
greater than the BE of the electron energy level being probed is required.

3.2.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Isolated atoms have orbitals with unique energies and when, as discussed above,
two atoms are brought together the atomic orbitals combine to form molecular
orbitals. However, the core-orbitals of the atom remain largely unchanged and it
is these core-orbitals that may be investigated using XPS to identify the type of
atoms present.

The fundamental concept of XPS is that the sample of interest is illuminated
with X-ray photons of energy hu, liberating electrons from the core orbital levels
of the atomic elements within the sample. The kinetic energy of the emitted
electrons may be measured, and by applying knowledge of the photoelectric effect
(equation 3.12), the BE of the orbital from which the electron was removed may
be obtained. By comparing the BE obtained from XPS analysis of a sample to a
reference table [70], it is a simple matter to determine the types of material which
are present within the sample.

The ability to identify the types of elements within a given sample makes XPS
a powerful tool for chemical analysis. By illuminating a sample with high fre-
quency X-rays it is possible to obtain BEs for all the elements within the sample,
and hence determine the chemical composition of the sample. Although XPS can
identify different elements, it may also be used to identify the specific chemical en-
vironments that these atoms are in. To understand how this works a consideration
of the 'initial state' is required.

Initial state effects - Chemical shifts

XPS is highly sensitive to the energy levels of the initial system. The core-levels
act as a way of determining the type of atom present, but these core-levels are per-
turbed by the presence of neighbouring atoms. This effect may be demonstrated
by considering the C Is core-level of a carbon atom, which would be expected to
have a BE of rv294 eV. Figure 3.11 (a) shows the chemical structure of a fluori-
nated ethyl acetate molecule, whose XPS spectra is shown in Figure 3.11 (b) [71].
The XPS spectra clearly shows four peaks which have different BEs corresponding
to four distinct chemical environments.

The positions of these peaks are described in terms of a chemical shift Le.
how much the environment of a given atom is changed from a reference value
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Figure 3.11: XPS spectra _illustrating the 'initial state effects' on BE. (a) Chemical structure
for a fluorinated ethyl acetate molecule, (b) XPS Spectra showing the C Is peaks and their
corresponding chemical environments (a.da.pted from [71]).

due to its interaction with the neighbouring atoms. The peak corresponding to
the CH3 group is labelled with a chemical shift of 0, with the CH2 group being
shifted by ",2 eV due to the presence of a neighbouring oxygen atom. The effect
of neighbouring atoms on the chemical shift may be understood in terms of the
electronegativity of the neighbouring atoms. Oxygen has a greater electronegativ-
ity than carbon and so will withdraw electronic character away from the carbon
atom (CH2) resulting in an increase in the BE of the C Is core-level, and hence a
chemical shift. The same is true for the CF3 carbon with the chemical shift being
more pronounced due to the high electronegativity of the three fluorine atoms.

Final state effects

In the formulation of the photoelectric process it is assumed that the electrons
within an atom, and their corresponding energy levels, are unperturbed by the
removal of the core electron during an XPS experiment. This is known as Koop-
mans' theory [72] where the final state is assumed to be equivalent to the initial
state minus an electron. However, the formation of the core-hole is unstable and
the electrons within the atomic levels may re-arrange, giving rise to a difference
between the final and initial states and hence the kinetic energy of the outgoing
electron will be lowered. This in term will lead to a value for the BE of the electron
which is artificially inflated.

Two examples of commonly observed re-arrangements are shown in Figure 3.12
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Fizure 3.12: Schematic depicting shake-up and shake-off of electrons as a result of the removal
b

of a core-electron. (a) Shake-up process, (b) shake-off process, (c) CIs XPS spectra from C60

deposited on the Au(111) surface. Inset shows peaks that correspond to shake-up features (C Is
XPS spectra taken from [73]).

where electrons may move from the HOMO to the LUMO or even be ejected from
the molecule/atom. These re-arrangements are known as shake-up and shake-off
effects. For a shake-up effect (Figure 3.12 (a)) the outgoing electron will lose
kinetic energy equal to the difference between the initial and final energies of
the shake-up electron Esu, which manifests itself as a chemical shift in the XPS
spectrum. Figure 3.12 (c) shows the C Is XPS spectrum for C60 deposited on
an Au(lll) surface, with the small peaks to the high BE side of the main peak
being due to a shake-up feature. Shake-up features are well defined for multi-layer
coverages with the shake-up in the monolayer being quenched by the presence of
the surface. This quenching is due to a disruption of the LUMO by the surface.
Shake-off features (Figure 3.12 (b)) are not commonly observed due to the high
energy cost involved.

Spin-orbit coupling

Electron spin plays an important role in the structure of XPS spectra. In sec-
tion 3.2.1 electronic orbitals were described in terms of the quantum numbers
nand l. Electrons also possess a spin (s = +1/2, -1/2, up or down) and the
electrons within an orbital will form 'up-down' pairs. Electrons in an electronic
orbital interact amongst themselves so as to conserve total angular momentum, j
(j = l + s). The removal of an electron from an orbital during XPS leaves a now
un-paired electron in either the up or the down state. Depending on the value of
s adopted by the unpaired electron, two different j states will be produced, which
will have two different energies [68]. The relative intensities of these two states are
determined by the degeneracy, i.e. the number of electrons in each state, which is
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given by 2j + 1 (NB for s-type states which have l=O there is no splitting).
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Figure 3.13: Schematic showing how the removal of an electron from a high angular momentum
orbital will result in a splitting of energy levels. (a) Removal of a 'down' electron from the 41 to
leave the 4h /2 electronic state. (b) Removal of an 'up' electron from the 41 to leave the 415/2
electronic state. (c) XPS Au 41 spectra showing the splitting of the states.

Figure 3.13 (a) and (b) shows the electron structure for the Au 4/ state (n=4,
l=3) which gives rise to j values of 7/2 and 5/2. This will produce a relative
intensity of 4:3 for the two peaks, and an energy splitting of 3.7 eV, which is
shown in the XPS spectra in Figure 3.13 (c). As an aside, the electron states may
be described in terms of the j - j coupling or l - s coupling and may be expressed
as nlj or 25+1 L respectively. Within this work j - j coupling notation is used and
hence the two Au peaks are labelled as Au 4h/2 and 4/5/2.

Line shape and experimental accuracy

In an ideal view the peaks would be observed as 6-functions at fixed binding
energies. However, experimentally obtained data shows the broadening of the
peaks, which may be explained due to two distinct effects. Firstly, the core-hole
created by the removal of an electron has a finite life time, and the relaxation of
the electrons in the atom gives rise to a Lorentzian broadening of the signal [68].
Secondly, the peak will be broadened due to experimental uncertainty in the energy
of the incident X-ray, and in the detection of the emitted electrons (producing a
Gaussian broadening of the peak). Therefore XPS data needs to be fitted with a
combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian line shapes to accurately model the peak
shapes.

3.2.4 Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure

The previous section described how XPS may be used to obtain information about
the core-levels of atoms to identify the element and its chemical state. This sec-
tion discusses the NEXAFS technique and details how it may be used to probe the
unoccupied levels of both atoms and molecules. Probing the unoccupied states
provides information about the oxidation state of the material and even the orien-
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tation of the molecular orbitals relative to the plane of the surface. Both of these
applications are investigated as part of the later chapters of this work.

X-ray absorption and the relaxation of atoms

The incident X-rays used in XPS are chosen so that they have sufficient energy
to remove a core-electron from an atom. NEXAFS measurements are acquired
using X-rays with energies tuned so that a core-electron may be excited into an
unoccupied state. Figure 3.14 (a) shows the absorption of an X-ray photon which
has been tuned to excite an electron form an occupied core-level to an unoccu-
pied valence-level. The absorption of X-rays may be calculated by measuring the
intensity of the X-rays before and after they are incident on the sample, but it is
more common to measure the effect of the absorption indirectly.
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Figure 3.14: Schematic showing the re-arrangement of electrons during (a) X-ray absorption (lw
tuned to excite electron to the LUMO), (b) participator Auger decay, (c) spectator Auger decay,
(d) X-ray emission.

Figure 3.14 (b )-( d) shows three possible routes for the relaxation of the excited
atoms. The first two routes are Auger processes, with an electron dropping down
to fill the empty core-hole state resulting in the emission of an Auger electron.
The Auger electron may be the original excited electron (participator decay) or
a valence electron (spectator decay). The final process (Figure 3.14 (d)) is X-
ray emission where the excited electron drops back into the core-hole and gives
out energy as a photon. This process is more common for heavier elements and
therefore for light elements the flux of Auger electrons is proportional to the X-ray

absorption.
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The NEXAFS spectrum

A NEXAFS spectrum is obtained by scanning over a range of X-ray energies,
starting at a point below resonance (i.e. the energy required to excite a core-
electron to the lowest unoccupied orbital). An ideal system containing an isolated
atom, as shown in Figure 3.15 (a), will have valence and core-levels which are
occupied with electrons as well as unoccupied states. From this simple pict.ure
it is possible to predict the expected NEXAFS spectra. Figure 3.15 (b) shows a
schematic of a i\EXAFS spectrum for an isolated atom. Peaks are observed where
the photon energy is tuned so that a core-level elect.ron is excited int.o one of the
unoccupied states. The feature t.o the right. of t.he spectra demonstrates excitation
into the continuum of states, which do not. have resolvable discrete energy levels.
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Fiuure 3.15: Schematic showing the predicted NEXAFS spectra for single atoms and diatomico

pairs. (a) Energy levels for a single isolated atom. (b) Predicted NEXAFS spectra for an isolated
atom. (c) Energy levels of of a diatomic pair with a and tt bonds. (d) Predicted NEXAFS spectra
for a diatomic pair (image after [74]).

In the situation where two atoms are bonded together, so that nand (J bonds
are formed, the NEXAFS spectrum alters dramatically. Figure 3.15 (c) shows the
energy levels formed from the combination of the orbitals of two atoms, where
the LCAO results in the formation of nand (J bonding orbitals as well as the n*

and (J* anti-bonding states. The predicted NEXAFS spectra for a pair of bonded
atoms is given in Figure 3.15 (d), with two new features being depicted. The peak
corresponding to a transition to the n* state is seen to appear, and the broad peak
which appears among the continuum levels is due to a transition to the (J* state.
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The :\EXAFS technique has been utilised in two ways during this work. First,
by considering the transitions to unoccupied levels we may determine which states
are filled and which are empty, allowing a determination of the oxidation states
of transition metals. Second, we use angle resolved NEXAFS to investigate the
molecules orientation on the surface. This technique is described within the next
section.

Angle resolved NEXAFS

A useful property of NEXAFS is the relationship between the orientation of the
orbitals to which an electron is excited and the polarisation of the X-ray that
is used to excite the transition. X-rays produced by a synchrotron are linearly
polarised, allowing a range of angles between the E-vector of the incident X-rays
and the substrate to be investigated.

As the polarisation of the o" orbitals runs along the direction of the bond and
the polarisation of the 7r* orbitals runs perpendicular to the a" polarisation vector,
the maximum transition probabilities are 90° out of phase with each other [75].
The 7r* and a" have a sin2e and a cos2e dependence, respectively (where e is
the angle between the vector of a sigma bond and the polarisation vector of the
incident X-ray), on the absorption probability and so by applying a knowledge of
the orientation of the E-vector relative to the surface plane the orientation of the
molecular bonds can be determined.
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Figure 3.16: Schematic showing the angular dependence of the NEXAFS technique. (a) Chemical
structure of the PTCDI molecule, with the polarisation directions of the 71"* and (J* orbitals
highlighted. (b) PTCDI molecule lying parallel to the Au(1l1) surface with the E-vector of
the incident X-rays being parallel to the surface plane. (c) PTCDI molecule lying parallel to
the Au(1l1) surface with the E-vector of the incident X-rays being perpendicular to the surface
plane (after [66]).
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Figure 3.16 (a) shows a PTCDI molecule (a planar molecule with a" and 7r*

orbitals), which we may consider to be lying parallel to the plane of the substrate.
When the polarised E-vector of the incident photons is parallel to the o' plane
of the molecule, as in Figure 3.16 (b), the a" transition signal is maximised and
the transition to the n" orbital is minimised. If the sample is rotated by 90° so
that the E-vector is now parallel to the 7f* orbital vector, as in Figure 3.16 (c), the
transition to the 7f* orbital is now maximised. This angular dependence allows
the orientation of the molecules orbitals relative to the surface to be determined.

3.2.5 Synchrotron radiation sources

Synchrotrons are large scale facilities which are able to produce a range of polarised
electromagnetic radiation with frequencies ranging from the infra-red to hard X-
rays. A monochromator may be used to select a narrow band of photon energies
synchrotron radiation can be utilised to perform a range of experiments, including
XPS and NEXAFS [76].

At the start of the process, electrons from an electron gun are accelerated
using a linear accelerator (LINAC). The electrons are transferred to a booster
ring where they undergo' further acceleration and are finally released into the
storage ring where they will have an energy of several GeV (""1.5 GeV at Max
II). The storage ring is a polygon with a number of straight sections linked by
vertices where a bending magnet is used to alter the direction of the electrons.
At each bending magnet vertex, the velocity of the electrons is altered, producing
photons which are used as the source of X-rays for the experiments conducted
at the synchrotron's beamlines. Synchrotron radiation is approximately linearly
polarised with the E-vector being parallel to the plane of the storage ring. The
synchrotron experiments discussed within this work were undertaken at the Max
II synchrotron facility in Lund, Sweden, using beamline D1011.

Beamline DIDII

The XPS and NEXAFS experiments reported here were conducted at beamline
DI011 at Max-II. The beamline has an energy range of 20-1500 eV and uses a
SX-700 monochromator [77]. The end station consists of a preparation chamber
with facilities for annealing, argon sputtering of the sample, and UHV-ESD, as
well as an analysis chamber equipped with a Scienta SES200 hemispherical elec-
tron analyser and a partial yield detector. Both of the chambers are pumped by
separate ion pumps allowing pressures of ""IQ-10 Torr to be maintained.

A partial yield detector is used to record the flux of emitted electrons during
the NEXAFS experiments. In its simplest form (total yield) the current on a metal
plate, or collector, is recorded, but by biasing a grid of gold wire (situated between
the sample and the collector) with a retardation voltage the signal from the low
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kinetic energy background electrons can be removed. The NEXAFS experiments
detailed in Chapters 6 and 7 use a retardation voltage of 100 V.

The hemispherical electron analyser is used to determine the kinetic energy of
electrons emitted from the sample during the XPS experiments [68]. The analyser
consists of two hemispheres, with the outer hemisphere being biased so as to be
positive relative to the inner hemisphere. Due to the electric field within the
analyser only electrons with a certain kinetic energy will be able to pass through
the detector. By varying the electric field the relative fluxes of electrons with
different kinetic energies may be measured, this information may then be converted
into an XPS spectra.

3.3 Ultra-high vacuum experimental set-up

The aim of this thesis is to study the formation of supramolecular assemblies
on the Au(111) surface. To ensure that the system under study remains free of
contaminants, experiments are carried out under URV conditions. URV is defined
is a vacuum with a pressure of 10-8 Torr or lower. Under ambient conditions a
monolayer of contaminant molecules will cover a surface in less than a second
(1'V3.5ns).. At URV pressures of 10-10 Torr the surface will remain clean for at
least several hours [60], allowing study by XPS, NEXAFS, and STM.

3.3.1 UHV apparatus

The URV system with which this research has been conducted has a base pressure
of 1'V5x10-11Torr. This pressure is maintained by the continuous pumping of the
system with ion pumps and titanium sublimation pumps (TSP) [78]. The system
is split into three main chambers with one subsidiary chamber, all of which are
separated by gate valves. Figure 3.17 shows the system set-up.

Chamber 1 is primarily used as a sample preparation chamber with several
Knudsen cells (K-cells) attached to allow sublimation of organic molecules. A
quartz crystal microbalance is positioned in line with the flux emitted from the
K-cells, allowing the rate of deposition to be measured. The chamber has a ma-
nipulation arm allowing the sample to be moved between chambers 1 and 2. The
yoke attached to the manipulation arm also has the facility to apply a voltage
across the sample holder and hence allows resistive heating.

The STM is housed within chamber 2 which does not contain deposition or
heating apparatus in order to avoid contamination of the STM head. Above
chamber 2 is a subsidiary chamber, chamber 2b, which is connected via a gate
valve. This chamber is used for Ar ion sputtering of samples, and for cleaning STM
tips by electron bombardment. Due to the pressures required for Ar sputtering
chamber 2b is equipped with a turbo-molecular pump (TMP).
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Figure 3.17: Image of the Nottingham STM/UHV chamber.

Chamber 3 is used for the deposition of volatile materials, either by sublimation
or UHV-ESD. The manipulator arm for sample transfer into chamber two has a
filament attached to it to allow indirect annealing of samples by radiative heating.
The chamber contains a residual gas analyser (RGA) which provides information
about the molecular species present within the vacuum system.

Attached to chamber 3 is a fast entry load lock (LL) which allows the insertion,
or removal, of samples. In order to pump the LL down from atmospheric pressure
a Tl\lP is attached to this section of the chamber. The LL may be exchanged with
the UHV-ESD apparatus.

3.3.2 URV techniques

As all the experimental work reported on within this thesis takes place under UHV
the techniques which are specific to this environment are discussed here.

Achieving URV - Pumping and baking

In order to obtain a UHV environment, molecular species must be removed from
the system. To do this the UHV chamber must be sequentially pumped down. At
atmospheric pressure air may be regarded as a fluid and so displacement pumps,
such as rotary vane and scroll, are used to 'shovel' air from inside the system to
the outside. At lower pressures the gasses in the UHV system are better modelled
as individual ballistic particles and it is no longer efficient to use displacement
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pumps. At this stage TMPs are efficient at reducing the pressure to ",,10-8 Torr,
and from there Ion pumps are used to produce pressures of ",,10-10 Torr.

The thin layer of water that covers all objects in ambient conditions is detri-
mental to achieving UHV. Without removing this layer of water the pressure in
the system would not be able to drop bellow ""10-8 Torr, as the water molecules
slowly degas from the walls of the chamber. This problem is overcome by baking
the system at temperatures over 100°C thus removing water from the chamber
walls, and allowing it to be pumped away.

Sublimation using Knudsen cells

Molecules may be deposited on a surface in UHV by sublimation from a K-cell.
The K-cells used for this work consist of a tantalum crucible, containing the
molecules to be sublimed, surrounded by a heating element. The crucible is heated
until a flux of molecules is detected by the quartz crystal micro-balance allowing
a deposition temperature to be determined. With knowledge of the deposition
temperature for each molecule, and the flux for this temperature, it is possible
to expose a sample for a given period of time to produce the required monolayer
coverage.

Tip preparation

In order to obtain atomic resolution of a sample an atomically sharp tip needs
to be prepared. The ideal STM tip should be sharp with a single atom at its
apex, but due to the exponential dependence of the tunnelling current on the tip-
sample distance any atoms a few angstroms further back than the tip atom will
have a negligible effect. For UHV-STM a common method of preparing tips is by
electrochemical etching.

The tips used for this work are made from 0.5 mm diameter tungsten wire. The
tip is held within a tantalum 'tip nut' which is screwed into the piezoelectric scan-
tube. The tips are etched by suspending them in a solution of aqueous NaOH
(",,3 molar concentration). The experimental set-up for this process is shown
in Figure 3.18. An electrochemical reaction occurs with the submerged part of
the wire being oxidised to produce W0,42 [79]. A much greater rate of etching
is present at the meniscus formed around the wire, with the wire thinning and
eventually breaking under its own weight. At this point the tip must be removed
from the NaOH solution and plunged into water to prevent further etching. This
method produces an atomically sharp tip that is covered with a non conductive
oxide layer. The oxide layer is removed by electron bombardment under UHV
conditions before the tip is inserted in the STM.
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Figure 3.18: Diagram showing the set up for electrochemical tip etching.

3.4 Ultra-high vacuum electrospray deposition

Studying the self-assembly of molecules adsorbed on surfaces requires a method
for transferring them onto the substrate. For small molecules (such as PTCDI
and melamine) it is possible to sublime them using a K-cell. The deposition of
larger molecules is problematic as the energy of sublimation is often greater than
the intramolecular binding energies within the molecule and hence dissociation
occurs. In order to facilitate the production of thin films of large molecules for
study under URV conditions, an alternative method of deposition is required. One
such method is a 'rapid heating' technique where the sample is heated very quickly
and operates on the principle that the rate of molecular desorption and molecular
fragmentation are not the same. Thus by heating the sample quickly molecules
may be sublimed before fragmentation occurs [SO]. Pulsed valve techniques have
also been employed to study large molecules [SI], where the molecule of interest
is dissolved in a solution and this solution is introduced into the URV chamber
by means of a small aperture valve (rv50 /-Lm) which is opened and closed quickly
(on the time scale of milliseconds) to allow solvent and solute molecules to enter
the URV chamber. For this work an electrospray ionisation technique has been
chosen to deposit molecules.

Electrospray ionisation is a technique that has been pioneered by Fenn and col-
leagues [82,83]' to introduce fragile, thermally labile, or non-volatile species into
vacuum for analysis by mass spectroscopy [84]. The technique has been utilised
within the Nottingham Nanoscience group to transfer molecules, dissolved or sus-
pended in solution, onto a sample held in URV conditions. The technique of
URV-ESD allows fragile molecules to be deposited onto surfaces to be analysed by
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high sensitivity URV techniques such as STM and synchrotron based studies. The
Nottingham Nanoscience group has previously used the electrospray technique to
deposit carbon nanotubes [85], dye molecules [86,87], and porphyrins [88]. Other
groups have also demonstrated that URV-ESD is a promising method for deposit-
ing polymers and biomolecules [89,90] into vacuum. Within this work URV-ESD
has been combined with ST1,I, XPS, and NEXAFS to allow an investigation of
the chemical, electronic, and structural properties of large complex molecules de-
posited on a surface. This section describes the theoretical and practical aspects
of URV-ESD.

3.4.1 The electrospray ionisation process

The electrospray ionisation process may be considered as having three distinct
stages [91]. The first stage is the formation of charged droplets which carry the
molecule to be deposited; in the second stage the droplets shrink due to solvent
evaporation and undergo fissions leading to very small highly charged droplets;
finally gas-phase ions are produced. Charged droplets are formed by the electro-
spray ionisation event, which is central to URV-ESD, and allows molecules which
have been suspended or dissolved in a solvent to be volatilised. The solvent con-
taining the solute is passed through a metal emitter (a hollow capillary), with a
flow rate of rv 1 J.1Lper minute, leading to a droplet of liquid forming at the end
of the tip. Under conditions where no bias is applied to the emitter, the droplet
will detach itself from the capillary and form a small sphere of solvent and solute.

If a high voltage (RV) is applied to the metal emitter then it is possible to
alter the way the system behaves. Figures 3.19(a) and (b) shows the effect of a
positive bias being applied to the emitter. If the counter-electrode is large and
planar compared to the emitter, the value for the electric field, Ee, in the air at
the capillary tip can be approximated from the following equation [92,93]:

(3.14)

where Vc is the applied bias, re is the outer radius of the emitter, and d is the
distance between the counter-electrode and the emitter. This leads to a very strong
electric field being present at the tip of the emitter. As ionic species emerge from
the emitter they undergo electrophoretic movement due to the electric field. In
the situation where the emitter is positively biased, this results in the migration
of any positive ions in solution away from emitter, and any negative ions will be
drawn into the emitter. The positive ions move to the surface of the liquid at
the end of the emitter, which has the effect of destabilising the liquid surface as
the charge wishes to move away from the emitter but cannot escape from the
liquid [91]. The repulsion between the positive charges at the surface of the liquid
results in the formation of a 'Taylor cone' at the end of the emitter to enable the
solvent molecules to reduce their repulsive interaction [94].
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Fiaure 3.19: Diagram showing the formation of an electrospray event whereby a solvent contain-o

ing C60 is converted from a liquid into a plume of droplets.

At a critical value for the applied RV, resulting in a sufficiently high electric
field Ee, the repulsive force of the positive charges within the solvent overcomes
the surface tension of the liquid, and a liquid filament with a diameter of a few
micrometres is emitted from the tip of the Taylor cone [91]. This filament is
unstable and breaks up into separate droplets each of which carry an excess of
positive charge, solvent ions and the solute of interest. It is these small droplets
that are eventually transferred into URV, with the initial radius of these droplets
increasing approximately in proportion to (flow-rate ?/3 [95]. The radius of the
emitted droplets also increases with decreasing conductivity, implying that the
smallest droplets will be obtained for operating conditions with low flow rates and
high conductivity solutions [93].

Solvent evaporation and droplet fission

The droplets produced by the electrospray event are unstable due to the high num-
ber of positively charged species that are contained within them. As the droplets
travel forward, solvent molecules will evaporate from the droplets, reducing their
size but maintaining their original charge. This will result in an increase in the
stress at the surface of the droplet, due to the coulomb repulsion, and after sev-
eral evaporation events the force of the electrostatic repulsion between the charges
will become equal to the surface tension holding the droplet together. This is the
'Rayleigh stability limit' and is defined by the Rayleigh equation [96]:
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(3.15)

where qn is the total charge within the droplet, to is the permittivity of vacuum,
'"'(is the surface tension of the liquid and D is the droplet diameter. Before the
Rayleigh limit is reached the droplets undergo a 'Coloumb fission' (or 'Coloumb
explosion') process which leads to the production of several smaller droplets. This
fission is 'uneven' with the 'parent' droplet emitting a tail of much smaller droplets,
with the stream of droplets carrying off ,,-,2%of the mass of the parent droplet and
",15% of the charge [97]. The 'offspring' droplets are much smaller than the parent
droplet and have a much higher charge-to-mass ratio. These smaller droplets may
then undergo subsequent fission events, with the droplets further reducing in size,
but for smaller droplets it is not known whether the fission is even or uneven [91].

CRM and IEM models of ion formation

The electrospray process will produce gas phase ions, but the pathway by which
this occurs is still debated. The principal mechanisms for the formation of the
gas phase ions are the charged residual model (CRM) and the ion evaporation
model (IEM). In the CRM [98], the droplets undergo successive fission events
until droplets (with single or multiple charges) containing only one solute molecule
remain. The solvent molecules in these drops will evaporate leaving the solute
molecule which will retain the 'residual' charge of the droplet. In the IEM [99] the
droplets are assumed to reduce in size by solvent evaporation and fission processes,
until the charge density is high enough for ions to be emitted from the droplet.
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Figure 3.20: Schematic representation of the IEM and CRM pathways for the formation of
gas-phase ions.

Figure 3.20 shows a schematic representation of both the IEM and CRM path-
ways. Both processes are initiated by solvent evaporation and droplet fission, with
the CRM mechanism droplets undergoing further solvent evaporation and droplet
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fission until single molecule with a residual charge remain. In the IEM mechanism,
droplets undergo solvent evaporation and then ion evaporation to displace charged
solvent molecules and solute molecules from the droplet.

3.4.2 The electrospray apparatus

The set-up for the UHV-E8D apparatus is shown in Figure 3.21. The solvent is
forced from the syringe through a metal emitter (with an internal diameter of
100 J1m) using a constant backing pressure to obtain a flow rate of rv1 J1Lper min.
Applying a bias of between +1.5 kV and +2 kV to the emitter, with the grounded
entrance capillary acting as the counter electrode, gives rise to the formation of the
electrospray event at atmospheric pressure. The resultant spray then enters the
system through the metal entrance capillary (internal diameter 0.25 mm) into the
first differentially pumped chamber (DPC-1) which is at a pressure of rv1 mbar,
maintained by constant pumping with a scroll pump.

The molecular beam then passes through a skimmer cone (81, aperture diam-
eter, 0.4 mm) into DPC-2 which is held at a pressure of ",10-2 mbar, and passes
through the second skimmer cone (82, aperture diameter, 0.6 mm) into a cham-
ber which is pumped by a TMP and has a background 'pressure of ",,10-5 mbar.
Finally the beam passes through a pin hole (PH, aperture diameter, 1 mm) and
into a UHV where the sample is mounted. In the Nottingham URV system the
sample preparation chamber (chamber 3) has a base pressure of ",10-11 mbar.

With the sample preparation chamber open to the differential pumping system,
but in the absence of spray, the pressure is of the order 6x10-9 mbar. When the
spray is in operation the pressure in the sample preparation chamber rises to
2xlO-7 mbar indicating that solvent molecules (detected by a RGA) are present.

3.4.3 The free-jet expansion

In order to enable the transfer of molecules from ambient conditions to a UHV en-
vironment the electrospray apparatus incorporates a series of differentially pumped
chambers. When gas moves from one chamber to another it may undergo a free-jet
expansion depending upon the magnitude of the change in pressure, and the ratio
of specific heats for the expanding gas [100,101]:

Po > (h' + 1)) h' - 1)
H - 2 (3.16)

where v is the ratio of specific heats (Cp / Cv), Po is the pressure of the low pressure
chamber, and P1 is the pressure of the chamber which the gas is expanding into.
If the inequality in equation 3.16 is met, and the gas is initially in the continuum
flow regime, then a free-jet expansion occurs. For the apparatus used for these
experiments the transition from atmospheric pressure to DPC-1 results in the
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Figure 3.21: The electrospray experimental set-up. (a) Photograph showing the electrospray
apparatus before attachment to a UHV system. (b) Schematic representation of the electrospray
apparatus.
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Figure 3.22: Schematic showing the free-jet expansion.

formation of a free-jet expansion as the gas moves from a high to a low pressure
(, is taken to be 7/5 - the value diatomic molecules, such as nitrogen, which is
the major component of air).

Figure 3.22 shows a schematic of the expansion of a gas from a low pressure
region to a high pressure region where a free-jet expansion is formed. The pressure
to the left of the emitter is Po and the pressure in the chamber is Pl. If the pressure
differential is sufficient to allow the free-jet expansion, then gas moving through
the emitter is accelerated as it moves into the lower pressure chamber, and will
expand and reach supersonic speeds. The expansion causes the formation of a
cone known as the 'zone of silence', where the velocity of the gas is supersonic i.e.
it has a Mach number greater than 1. The Mach number of an expanding gas is

given by:

M = Vexpand

Vloeal
(3.17)

where Vexpand is the velocity of the expanding gas and Vioeai is the local speed of
sound. As the gas continues to expand it becomes turbulent and slows down, so
that the pressure conditions can be matched with those of the chamber the gas
is expanding into, this region of turbulence is known as the 'Mach disk'. The
distance of the Mach disk from the end of the emitter, xM, has been determined
to be given by [102]:

(3.18)

where D is the internal diameter of the emitter. For the UHV-ESD system used
for the experiments presented within this thesis the skimmer cones are always po-
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sitioned after the Mach disk of the expanding gas. This allows for a determination
of an upper limit for the velocity of a the expanding gas. After the Mach disk the
velocity of the expanding gas takes a value of At less than 1. This means that
the velocity of the expanding gas is equal to or less than the local speed of sound
(which for an ideal diatomic gas at room temperature is 344 ms-1 [101]). It is
therefore possible to estimate an upper limit on the kinetic energy of any solute
molecule, with mass m, travelling through the differentially pumped electrospray
apparatus (and hence the kinetic energy when they impinge on the sample) by
assuming that they are travelling at the local speed of sound and applying:

(3.19)

3.4.4 The concentration gradient produced by UHV-ESD

The UHV-ESD apparatus described here produces a non-uniform coverage of
molecules over the surface during deposition. This non-uniform coverage is due
to the fact that the flux of molecules impinging on the surface will be greater at
the centre of the molecular beam and will decrease with radial distance from the
centre. This is due to the diffusion' of molecules as the beam travels from the
entrance to the UHV chamber to the sample. This distribution of coverage, as
a function of distance from the centre of the beam, is expected to lead to a con-
centration gradient of deposited molecules across the surface. This concentration
gradient could be problematic in terms of producing uniform films of deposited
molecules, but it also allows the investigation of a range of surface coverages on
a single sample. Therefore, a single sample can be used to study the coverage
dependence of XPS and NEXAFS due to sub-monolayer, multi-layers, and even
thick films.

3.5 Surfaces

The Au(111) substrate is used during this work as a support for the supramolecular
assemblies that are studied. Within the context of these experiments an ideal
surface should allow molecular diffusion. Although the substrate will playa role in
the orientation and morphologies of the structures produced, the Au(111) surface
has been chosen as it has previously been shown that molecular diffusion is not
inhibited, allowing the self-assembly of structures which are non-covalently bound.

3.5.1 The AU(lll) 22xV3 reconstruction

In the bulk, gold has a face centred cubic (FCC) structure. However, the (111)
plane of the surface reconstructs to give a 'herringbone' structure with a unit cell
22 x v'3 times larger than that of the bulk [103]. This 'herringbone' pattern is
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.23: Schematic showing the herringbone reconstruction of the Au(l11) surface. (a)
Spacing and directions of the double bright lines of the herringbone reconstruction. (b) Atomic
position of the Au atoms on the surface al =a2=2.85 A a3=2.75 A which corresponds to a lateral
compressions of 4.55% in the [0 r 1] direction compared with the bulk.

observed in STM as pairs of bright, parallel lines which 'zig zag' their way across
the surface. The reconstruction of the Au(l11) surface is unusual as gold is the
only coinage metal to undergo this process.

The top layer of atoms in the Au(111) plane are laterally compressed along the
[0 I 1] direction which allows 23 rows of atoms to fit into the space normally occu-
pied by only 22 rows in the bulk configuration. This compression leads to alternate
domains of FCC and hexagonal close-packed (RCP) structure. Atoms which re-
side on the boundaries between these domains sit in a energetically unfavourable
position and appear brighter in an STM scan by approximately 0.2 A [103]. Due
to the three-fold rotation symmetry of the (111) surface these domain boundaries,
represented by rows of raised atoms, may change direction with an angle of 1200

relative to one another. This results in the classic herringbone pattern, illustrated
in Figure 3.23.

The herringbone reconstruction has been extensively studied using STM [103-
105], and it has been seen that the atoms at the boundary of the RCP and FCC
domains appear as bright features (Figure 3.24). These pairs of lines are observed
to bend through ± 1200 every 250 A due to long range elastic lattice strain.

3.5.2 Preparation of the Au(lll) surface

This section briefiy describes the processes that are required to obtain the surface
reconstruction of the Au(111) surface. The gold on mica samples were purchased
from Agilent as 10 rnm'' pieces (thickness 1500 A). They are formed by the epitaxial
growth of Au on a mica substrate and are then fiame annealed in R2 to produce
a fiat, clean surface. The samples are trimmed to 4 mm x 10 mm strips to be
inserted into the sample holder, with a strip of low resistivity Si placed behind it
to allow resistive heating of the sample.

Samples introduced to DRV will be covered in a thin layer of water, which
may be removed by annealing. Contaminants are then removed from the surface
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Figure 3.24: STM images showing the AU(1l1) herringbone reconstruction. (a) Large scale
image (800 A x 800 A) showing the herringbone pattern with crystographic directions indicated.
(b) Close up image (140 A x 140 A) with atomic resolution showing the FCC and HCP regions.
Atoms on boundary between these regions appear brighter due to their energetically unfavourable

position (images from [105]).

by bombarding it with Ar ions. Argon is introduced to chamber 2b of the URV
system via a leak valve to give a background pressure of 6 x 10-6 Torr. The
argon atoms are then ionised, accelerated over a potential difference of rv 1 keV,
and then impinge on the Au(lll) sample. A drain current is measured from the
sample, with a typical current of '""'-'3pAbeing obtained. The sample is sputtered
for 20 minutes, and then subjected to an anneal at 500°C for 20 minutes before
slowly reducing the temperature to allow the reconstruction to form. Images of
the surface taken after the sputter-anneal cycle show the characteristic (22 x vi3)
herringbone reconstruction of the Au(lll) surface [103J.

3.6 Summary

Within this chapter the experimental techniques (STM, XPS, NEXAFS, and
URV-ESD) that will be utilised throughout this work have been described. A
description of the operating methodology has been given along with an overview
of the underlying theory. The general topic of URV science has been introduced,
and details of the equipment needed to obtain and maintain a URV environment
have been given. Finally, the Au(111) surface, which is used a support for the
molecular assemblies studied in this work, has been described.
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Chapter 4

Hydrogen-bonded supramolecular
networks: PTCDI as a molecular
building block

In this chapter the PTCDI molecule is studied as a potential molecular 'building
block' for use in the formation of hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structures. Pre-
vious studies of the use of the PTCDI-melamine synthon to create" hexagonal and
parallelogram network structures on the A u(111) surface are reviewed. In addition
to these structures two new phases are discussed, where an excess of melamine
leads to the formation of an alternative hydrogen-bonding junction. Following this,
the ability to functionalise these molecular networks using derivatives of PTCDI
is explored.

4.1 Hydrogen-bonded structures formed from
PTCDI and melamine

Hydrogen-bonded structures based on the interaction between PTCDI and
melamine have been extensively studied by the Nottingham Nanoscience group.
This chapter provides an introduction to previous work undertaken in this area,
as well as detailing further work conducted as part of this thesis. The results
presented here demonstrate that the complex nature of interactions between
PTCDI and melamine gives rise to a variety of complex structural arrangements.
Initially work within the group was focused upon the investigation of planar
organic molecules such as PTCDI, PTCDA, NTCDI, melamine, and cyanuric
acid [14,19,20,106,107]. The molecules were sublimed onto an Ag/Si(111) surface
held in a UHV environment and studied by in situ STM. These experiments re-
vealed that the deposited molecules are free to diffuse on the surface and are able
to form hydrogen-bonded supramolecular structures commensurate with the high
symmetry Ag/Si(111) surface.
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The Ag/Si(111) surface is not stable under ambient conditions and hence is
of limited use for many potential technological applications. For this reason ex-
periments have been conducted where these supramolecular structures have been
prepared on the Au(111) surface. There are two main benefits in using the Au(111)
substrate: Firstly it allows the effect of altering the surface chemistry on the struc-
tures formed to be studied. Secondly, we may determine whether it is possible to
produce networks on a more robust substrate. Previous experimental work within
the group has shown that the cyanuric acid/melamine structures formed on the
Ag/Si(l11) can also be formed on the Au(111) surface (see Chapter 2). The next
section of this chapter discusses the structures formed from PTCDI and melamine
molecules which have been deposited onto the Au(111) surface.

Methods

All of the supramolecular structures discussed within this chapter have been
formed under UHV conditions and are supported on either Ag/Si(111) or Au(111)
substrates and then imaged using an STM operating in constant current mode us-
ing electrochemically etched tungsten tips. Work which has been performed as
part of this thesis has been carried out exclusively on the Au(111) surface. Gold
on mica substrates were prepared by Ar ion sputtering (",,6 x 10-6 Torr, ",,0.7 keV,
",,2 A) and annealing (500°C) as described in Chapter 3. STM was used to check
the surface quality, ensuring that the characteristic herringbone reconstruction
was observed [103].

The materials used as molecular 'building blocks' have relatively low molecular
weights, and as such may be deposited by sublimation from K-cells. The molecules
were deposited at the following temperatures: PTCDI (435°C), melamine (95°C),
Br2PTCDI (362°C), and S2PTCDI (292°C). These temperatures were recorded
with a thermocouple attached to the K-cell, and the flux of the molecules was
detected using a quartz crystal micro-balance.

After the deposition of molecules the sample may be annealed using a Si back-
heater incorporated within the sample-holder. Annealing and deposition of the
PTCDI based molecules were conducted in chamber 1 of the Nottingham UHV sys-
tem, with the STM measurements being acquired in an adjoining isolated chamber
(chamber 2) to avoid contamination. Deposition of the more volatile melamine
molecule was carried out in another isolated chamber (chamber 3).

4.1.1 Homo-molecular interactions of PTCDI
and melamine

The chemical structures of PTCDI and melamine are shown in Figure 4.1 (a). Both
molecules contain Sp2hybridised carbon atoms, with the atoms being confined to
a plane. These molecules have previously been observed to form homo-molecular
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interactions governed by hydrogen-bonding. These interactions are highly direc-
tional and give rise to the well defined dimer bonding arrangements shown in
Figure 4.1 (b). Close-packed structures, such as those in Figure 4.1 (c), have
been previously observed on both the AgjSi(111) [20] and Au(l11) [14] surfaces.
Chains of molecules, stabilised by the double hydrogen-bonded arrangement (see
Figure 4.1 (b)), are observed for low coverages «0.02 ML) of PTCDI deposited
on the AgjSi(111) surface. The centre to centre spacing of the molecules along the
hydrogen-bond chain is measured to be 14.1 A ± 0.2 A [20]. The molecules within
the chain are canted by 8 ± 2° within the row in order to facilitate the hydrogen-
bonding interaction. When the molecular coverage is increased (>0.02 ML) two-
dimensional islands are formed on the AgjSi(l11) surface. For the Au(l11) sur-
face only two-dimensional islands are observed irrespective of the molecular cov-

erage [14].
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Figure 4.1: (a) Chemical structures of PTCDI and melamine. (b) Double hydrogen-bond inter-
actions between dimers of PTCDI and melamine. The experimentally observed centre to centre
spacings [16,20] are shown as well as the hydrogen-bond separation and binding energies obtained
from DFT (see appendices A and B for details). (c) Homo-molecular close-packed structures of
PTCDI and melamine, with the experimentally observed dimensions [16,20].
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(a)
LUMO HOMO
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Figure 4.2: (a) Structure of the PTCDI molecule overlayed with the DFT calculated HOMO and
LUl\10, STM image to the right shows a region of close-packed PTCDI on the Au(lll) surface
showing tunnelling from the HOMO (Vsample = -0.70 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (b) Structure of the
melamine molecule overlayed with the DFT calculated HOMO and LUMO, STM image to the
rizht shows a region of close-packed melamine on the AU(lll) surface showing tunnelling from
o

the HOMO (Vsample = -l.70 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). [STM images provided by L.M.A. Perdigao]

Domains consisting exclusively of melamine molecules are not observed to
form on the AgjSi(lll) substrate in the absence of PTCDI, possibly due to the
low sticking co-efficient of melamine on this surface. However, experiments per-
formed on the Au( 111) surface show the formation of domains of porous, honey-
comb, melamine networks [16]. These honeycomb networks have a periodicity of
10.9 A ± 0.2 A, with the structure stabilised by the double hydrogen-bonds formed
between pairs of molecules. The centre to centre spacing of these molecules has
been found to be 6.3 A ± 0.1 A which is close to the DFT calculated separation

(6.1 A) [16].
STM offers a method of accurately determining the dimensions of self-

assembled molecular structures. However, in order to utilise STM to its full po-
tential we require information about how the molecule is expected to appear in
an STM image. To a good approximation (see Chapter 3) the molecule's HOMO
and LUMO can be used to predict the shape of the molecule when imaged in
STM. Figure 4.2 shows the DFT calculated HOMO and LUMO for PTCDI and
melamine, as well as STM images showing tunnelling from the HOMO to the tip.
These calculations allow us to better understand the structures observed in STM.
PTCDI molecules are imaged as bright lozenges, whereas melamine molecules may
be observed as darker triangular features.
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4.1.2 The mixed phase of PTCDI and melamine

When PTCDI and melamine are co-deposited on Au(1l1) and annealed at ,,-,50°C,
they combine to produce a 'mixed phase' structure, consisting of alternating rows
of PTCDI and melamine. Such structures are stabilised by a triple hydrogen-bond
between the PTCDI and melamine molecules (shown in Figure 4.3 (a)). An STM
image of the highly ordered mixed phase is shown in Figure 4.2 (b). The white
lozenge features correspond to rows of PTCDI molecules, with the dark contrast
regions corresponding to the positions of the melamine molecules. A less ordered
type of the mixed phase has previously been reported [14], but this structure has
not been analysed before now. A high resolution image of the structure is shown in
Figure 4.3 (d). The separation between the parallel rows of the PTCDI molecules
varies across the structure, indicating that the regions of melamine have different
structures. A spacing of 21.9 A ± 0.5 A is indicated on the STM image as well as
a much large separation of 31.5 A ± 0.5 A.

(a)
1.9'&'

ceNeo
H
H-Bond

10.0'&' BE=O.7geV

Figure 4.3: Mixed phase structure formed by PTCDI and melamine. (a) Structure of the PTCDI-
melamine triple hydrogen-bond, with the DFT calculated distances and BE shown. (b) STM
image of the PTCDljmelamine mixed phase on the Au(lll) surface (Vsample = -2.50 V, Itunnel =

0.03 nA). (c) Schematic showing the structure of the mixed phase, distances shown are obtained
from DFT calculations. (d) STM image of the mixed phase, with the internal structure of the
alternating rows of PTCDI and melamine being shown (Vsample = -2.50 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).

The structure of the mixed phase may be modelled using the molecular sep-
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arations obtained from the DFT calculated PTCDI-melamine and melamine-
melamine hydrogen-bonding distances. Figure 4.3 (c) shows the proposed model
for the structure of the mixed phase. A separation of 21.5 A for the small spacing
between PTCDI rows is in good agreement with the experimentally determined
distance and corresponds to a single 'ribbon' of melamine molecules. This 'ribbon'
is able to form double hydrogen-bonds between the melamine molecules while fur-
ther stabilising the structure by forming triple hydrogen-bonds between themselves
an the neighbouring PTCDI molecule. The larger separation (31.7A) is congruent
with the experimental data, and corresponds to a domain of melamine arranged
in a 'honeycomb' structure positioned between the rows of PTCDI. This larger
structure allows the formation of both melamine-melamine and PTCDI-melamine
hydrogen- bonds.

4.1.3 Hexagonal and parallelogram phases of the
PTCDI/melamine network

By annealing the mixed phase of PTCDI/melamine at "'50-80DC, a hexagonal net-
work structure may be produced on both the Ag/Si(111) [19]and the Au(l11) [24]
surfaces. The pore-pore separation of the hexagonal network has previously been
determined to be 34.6 A and 35.0 A for the Ag/Si(l11) and the Au(111) sur-
faces, respectively. Figure 4.4 (a) shows a schematic of the hexagonal network
structure. Melamine molecules are positioned at the vertices of the network, with
each molecule forming three triple hydrogen-bonds with the neighbouring PTCDI
molecules. The directionality of the hydrogen-bonds, and the three fold symmetry
of the melamine molecule, gives rise to an angle of 1200 between the long axes of
the PTCDI molecules attached to the melamine vertex. This hydrogen-bonding
determines the large scale hexagonal structure of the network. The stoichiometric
PTCDI:melamine ratio for the hexagonal structure is 3:2. An ST11 image of the
hexagonal network formed on the Au(111) surface is shown in Figure 4.4 (b).

Further annealing of the hexagonal phase formed on the Au(lll) surface results
in the production of an additional, more complex 'parallelogram phase' (it should
be noted that the parallelogram phase is not observed to form on the Ag/Si(111)
surface). Figure 4.4 (c) shows a schematic of the parallelogram phase. The exper-
imentally determined dimensions of the structure were found to be 30.7 A ± 0.4 A
and 19.4 A ± 0.3 A with an angle of 87 ± 20 [25]. This structure is stabilised
by a mixture of hydrogen-bonding arrangements. The PTCDI molecules running
in the approximately horizontal direction in Figure 4.4 (c) are involved in triple-
hydrogen-bonds with the two melamine molecules at either end. The vertical
double rows of PTCDI are stabilised by each PTCDI molecule being bound to
a melamine molecule (via a triple hydrogen-bond) at one end and to a PTCDI
molecule (via a double hydrogen-bond) at the other end. The stoichiometric ratio
for the parallelogram structure is identical to that of the hexagonal network (3:2 in
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic of the hexagonal network structure with each vertex consisting of three
PTCDI/melamine triple hydrogen-bonds. (b) STNI image of the hexagonal phase formed on the
Au(lll) surface (Vsample = +2.50 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (c) Schematic of the parallelogram
network structure, the unit cell is highlighted with a green dotted line. (d) STM image of the
parallelogram network formed on the AU(lll) surface (Vsample = -2.30 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).

both cases). Figure 4.4 (d) shows an STM image of a region of the parallelogram
network formed on the Au(111) surface.

Although both network structures have the same stoichiometric ratio, the fact
that the parallelogram network forms at a higher temperature implies that there
is a difference in the energy required to produce the two structures. It is possible
to estimate an energy per unit area based on the unit cell of these structures and
the number of hydrogen-bonds that they contain. The unit cell of the hexagonal
network contains 6 PTCDI-melamine hydrogen-bonds (0.80 eV per bond), and
the unit cell of the parallelogram structure contains 4 PTCDI-melamine bonds
and 1 PTCDI-PTCDI bond (0.48 eV per bond). This gives an energy per unit
area value of 4 x 10-3 eVA -2 for the hexagonal network and 6 x 10-3 eVA-2
for the parallelogram structure. These findings indicate that we would expect
the parallelogram structure to be the more stable. This simple argument for the
energetics of the two structures does not include the vdW interactions between
molecules or the interaction between the molecules and the surface. However,
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due to the close-packed nature of the parallelogram phase, the vdW contribution
would be expected to increase the stabilisation of the parallelogram phase relative
to the hexagonal phase.

4.2 Melamine-rich hydrogen-bonded
supramolecular structures

The hexagonal and parallelogram network structures have the same PTCDI:melamine
ratio. Structures can also form which have a larger proportion of melamine than
either the parallelogram or hexagonal phase. Such structures are created by in-
creasing the amount of melamine on the surface during the annealing stage of net-
work production. As part of this work two melamine-rich supramolecular struc-
tures have been characterised. The ST~1 image shown in Figure 4.5 (a) shows
a PTCDI/melamine network structure which has approximately square shaped
pores. The experimentally measured distances for the periodicity of the 'square'
phase structure were determined to be 24 A ± 1 A and 27 A ± 1 A, with the
angle between the unit cell vectors measured as 99° ± 4°. The square phase is seen
to exist alongside the hexagonal phase, which allows for an easy identification of
the features corresponding to PTCDI and melamine molecules. A model for the
proposed structure of the square network is given in Figure 4.5 (b). This structure
is based on a melamine-rich node (shown in Figure 4.6) and is discussed in more
detail below.

Another network structure is also observed to co-exist with the square and
hexagonal phases. Figure 4.5 (c) shows an STM image of a network structure con-
sisting of hexagonal and triangular pores, reminiscent of a kagome lattice structure.
The dimensions of the unit cell for this structure are measured to be 50 A ± 1 A
by 50 A ± 1 A, with an angle of 59° ± 4°. As with the square phase, the hexag-
onal shaped pores may be used to identify the features which correspond to the
PTCDI and melamine molecules. A proposed model for this 'super-hex' structure
is shown in Figure 4.5 (d). Similar to the square phase the super-hex phase may
be constructed by combining several melamine-rich vertices together. Both of the
melamine-rich structures have the same PTCDI:melamine ratio of 1:2.

The melamine-rich vertex (shown in Figure 4.6 (a)) is composed of 4 melamine
molecules and 4 PTCDI molecules. The two melamine molecules at the top right
and bottom left of the central cluster each form two triple hydrogen-bonds with
two PTCDI molecules (highlighted in blue in the Figure). The cluster of melamine
molcules are bound together by two different hydrogen-bonding interactions. The
top and bottom pairs of molecules interact via the same double hydrogen-bond
as discussed for melamine dimers (highlighted in red). Within the melamine-rich
junction there are also two new hydrogen-bonding interactions (highlighted in
green).
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Square Phase Super-Hex Phase

Figure 4.5: (a) STM image of the square phase formed on the AU(lll) surface (Vsample =

+2.50 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (b) Schematic showing the proposed structure of the melamine-
rich square phase. The unit cell is highlighted by a green dotted line. (c) STM image of the
super-hexagonal phase formed on the Au(lll) surface (Vsample = +2.50 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).
(d) Schematic showing the proposed structure for the melamine-rich super-hexagonal phase, the
unit cell is highlighted by a green dotted line.
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The stability of the melamine-rich vertex structure has been investigated using
OFT calculations. The dimensions of the geometry optimised structure are shown
in Figure 4.6 (b). The total BE of the structure has been calculated to be 5.75 eV.
By breaking the junction down into its component hydrogen-bond interactions (2
melamine-melamine, 4 melamine-PTCDI, 2 melamine-rich) an estimate of the BE
of the additional melamine-rich interactions can be obtained. These additional
interactions provide 1.53 eV of energy to the structure.

The melamine-rich junction can be extended in two different ways to give rise
to the square and super-hex network phases. Figures 4.5 (b) and (d) show the
structures created by using the melamine-rich node (as calculated by OFT) and
then extending the network structure. The dimensions obtained from the OFT
calculations are in good agreement with the experimentally determined values.
The melamine-rich structures appear to be meta-stable as annealing the sample
at lOO°C gives rise to the complete conversion of the mixed and hexagonal phases
to the parallelogram phase. By comparing the PTCOI:melamine stoichiometric
ratio for all the structures we can see that annealing has reduced the 1:2 ratio
for the melamine rich phases to a 3:2 ratio for the parallelogram phase. This
demonsttates that the excess melamine involved in the melamine-rich vertex has'
been removed from the surface during the annealing process allowing the more
stable parallelogram phase to form.

Melamine rich junction

(b)
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PTCDI-Melamine H-bonds

Melamine-Melamine H-bonds

Melamine rich vertex l-l-bonds

Figure 4.6: (a) Structure of the proposed melamine-rich hydrogen-bonded junction. Previously
observed PTCDI-melamine and melamine-melamine hydrogen-bonds are present as well as ad-
ditional hydrogen-bond interactions. (b) Schematic showing the DFT calculated dimensions of
the melamine-rich junction.
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4.2.1 Formation of the various PTCDI/melamine phases

In order to understand the methodology for the creation of the various phases of
the PTCDI/melamine molecule networks on the Au(l11) surface, a flow diagram
of the processes involved is illustrated in Figure 4.7. Starting from a clean Au(lll)
substrate the deposition of PTCDI by sublimation results in the formation of the
homo-molecular close-packed PTCDI structure. The subsequent deposition of
melamine allows the mixed phase to self-assemble on the surface. Consequently
the mixed phase will have an excess of melamine, and stoichiometric ratio of at
least 1:2. Depending upon the PTCDI:melamine ratio at the surface, annealing
the sample at rv50°C gives rise to the formation of either an exclusively hexagonal
phase, or a co-existing mixture of hexagonal and melamine-rich phases. It is
interesting to note that a similar procedure performed on the Ag/Si(l11) surface
only produces the hexagonal phases. This may be due to a mismatch in the
commensurability between the network structure and the underlying periodicity
of the substrate. If the periodicity of the Ag/Si(l11) surface is incommensurate
with that of the melamine-rich structure then the formation of such structures may
be inhibited, whilst the hexagonal network (with a commensurate periodicity) is
able to form. Finally, annealing the sample at rv100°C removes excess melamine
from the surface so that the PTCDI:melamine ratio is reduced to 3:2, allowing for
the re-arrangement of the molecules into the more stable parallelogram phase.

Another way of looking at the structures formed is to consider a phase di-
agram for the system, where the variables are the sample anneal temperature
and the PTCDI:melamine ratio. Figure 4.8 shows a schematic representation of
such a phase diagram, illustrating the complex nature of a bi-component sys-
tem. The homo-molecular phases can be understood in terms of the molecules
adopting their lowest energy structures, which are driven by the formation of the
highly directional, anisotropic, hydrogen-bonds. The molecules are also able to
close-pack so as to maximise the vd\V interactions between the molecules. By
forming close-packed structures both the vdW and hydrogen-bonding interactions
are maximised.

Combining the two molecules on the surface results in the possibility of a range
of structures being formed. Some of these structures, such as the hexagonal phase,
are easy to understand and could arguably be predicted by simply considering of
triple hydrogen-bond between PTCDI and melamine. However, the subtle bal-
ance between the highly directional hydrogen-bonding interactions and the more
general isotropic attraction of the vdW forces between the molecules means that,
in practice, it is difficult to predict whether structures such as the melamine-rich
and parallelogram phases will form on the surface.
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Figure 4.7: Flow diagram demonstrating the methodology for forming the various
PTCDI/melamine hydrogen-bonded network phases on the Au(111) surface.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic showing the conditions required to form the various PTCDI/melamine
structures. By altering the PTCDl:melamine stoichiometric ratio and the anneal temperature a
wide range of structures may be formed.

4.3 Adding chemical functionality to a hydrogen-
bonded network

It is desirable to be able to create surface supported self-assembled structures
which incorporate predetermined chemical, optical, electronic, or magnetic func-
tionality within the structures formed. One possible way of achieving this is
to use chemically functionalised molecular 'building blocks' as the components
of a self-assembled structure. Work previously carried out within the Notting-
ham Nanoscience group has focused on using derivatives of the PTCDI molecule
with chemical groups attached to the bay positions of the perylene core. This
functionalised R2PTCDI molecule could be incorporated into a hydrogen-bonded
supramolecular network in a similar fashion to unfunctionalised PTCDI (as demon-
strated in Figure 4.9 (a)). The position of the functional groups, as indicated by
an 'R', is such that they are able to protrude into the network pores. This ar-
rangement potentially allows the formation of a porous structure where the pores
have been prepared with a specific chemistry. Two candidate molecules for these
experiments are shown in Figure 4.9 (b) and (c), where the molecule in (b) has had
two Br atoms attached to its sides (Br2PTCDI) and molecule (c) has been func-
tionalised with propyl-thioether side groups (S2PTCDI). Both of these molecules
have been previously studied on the AgjSi(lll) surface, and have been observed
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Figure 4.9: (a) Schematic showing how a chemically functionalised R2PTCDI molecule could
be incorporated into the hexagonal network [adapted from [31]]. (b) and (c), chemical struc-
tures of Br2PTCDI and S2PTCDI. (d) and (e) STM images of Br2PTCDI/melamine, and
S2PTCDI/melamine, networks formed on the Ag/Si(lll) surface (Vsample = +2.10 V, Itllnnel =

. 0.05 nA, and Vsample = -2.50 V, Itllnnel = 0.03 nA) [images courtesy of L.M.A. Perdigao].

to form hetero-molecular hexagonal structures when mixed with melamine [31].
STM images of the structures formed from Br2PTCDI and S2PTCDI are shown
in Figure 4.9 (d) and (e).

The shape of the S2PTCDI molecules allows for an alternative homo-molecular
structure to be formed on the AgjSi(111) surface. When the molecule is sublimed
onto the substrate, regions of an open porous network are observed in the STM
images. Figure 4.10 (a) is an STM image showing a region of the hexagonal
network formed in the absence of melamine. The periodicity of the network is
smaller than that of the PTCDljmelamine hexagonal structure and is measured
to be 28.3 A ± 1 A [31].

The formation of this homo-molecular hexagonal structure is driven by an
alternative hydrogen-bonding arrangement involving three S2PTCDI molecules
at each vertex of the network. This type of hydrogen-bonding motif has previ-
ously been observed for the cyanuric acid molecule when deposited onto both the
AgjSi(111) [14] and the Au(111) [16] surfaces. Figure 4.10 (b) shows a schematic
of the hydrogen-bonding arrangement for 3 cyanuric acid molecules at a trimer
junction, with Figure 4.10 (c) showing how the S2PTCDI molecules can be ar-
ranged on the AgjSi(111) surface using this type of trimer bonding arrangement
to give rise to the open pored hexagonal structure. The hexagonal network was
found to be commensurate with the underlying surface lattice, with the network
running 16° ± 2° off the [1 1 2] major surface axis [31].

This type of bonding arrangement has not been observed for either the PTCDI
or Br2PTCDI molecules deposited on the AgjSi(111) or the Au(111) surfaces. The
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arrangement is therefore attributed to an effect mediated by the thioether pendant
groups. The most obvious effect that the pendant groups will have, is to desta-
bilise the homo-molecular close-packed structure exhibited by non-functionalised
PTCDI. The second, less obvious effect, is that the addition of the alkyl side-
chains allows for the formation of secondary hydrogen-bond interactions adding

further to the stability of the trimer node.

Figure 4.10: (a) STM image showing the homo-molecular hydrogen-bonded hexagonal struc-
ture formed by S2PTCDI on the Ag/Si(111) surface (Vsample = -2.50 V, Itttnnel = 0.03 nA).
(b) Schematic showing the trimer node of three hydrogen-bonded cyanuric acid molecules.
(c) Schematic showing the homo-molecular hexagonal network formed by S2PTCDI on the
Ag/Si(I11) surface. [STM image courtesy of L.M.A. Perdigao, (c) adapted from [31]]

Trimer A Trimer B

Figure 4.11: Two possible arrangements for the trimer node formed from S2PTCDI molecules.
The pendant thioether groups may be in bonding, (a), or non-bonding, (b), positions giving rise
to additional hydrogen-bonding interactions.

Figure 4.11 shows two possible models for the arrangement of the side chains of
the S2PTCDI molecules involved in a trimer bonding node. Trimer A shows a con-
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figuration where the side chains of one molecule are brought into close proximity
with the carboxyl (C=O) group of a neighbouring molecule within the junction,
allowing for a potential secondary hydrogen-bond interaction. Trimer B shows a
different bonding set-up where the side chains are positioned so that there is no
interaction with the carboxyl groups.

4.3.1 DFT calculations of the functionalised R2PTCDI
structures

In order to investigate the effect of these chemical groups on the hydrogen-bonding
interaction between molecules, DFT calculations have been performed as part of
this work. Figure 4.12 shows schematics of the different hydrogen-bonding ar-
rangements that have been modelled using DFT. The 'R' group represents either
H, Br, or SCH2CH2CH3 for PTCDI, Br2PTCDI, and S2PTCDI respectively. For
the dimer bonding arrangements (Figure 4.12 (a) - (c)) three distinct structural ar-
rangements are possible, labelled A, B, and C. Table 4.1 shows the BE between the
two molecules. with all the calculated BEs being in the range 0.47-0.49 eV. These
calculations demonstrate that the addition of the chemical side groups does not
effect the strength of the hydrogen-bond interaction between the two molecules.

Dimer A Dimer B Dimer C
(d) (e) (f)

~ ., '

Trimer A Trimer B

Figure 4.12: Schematic showing the structures used to determine the DFT calculated binding
energies for homo-molecular dimers ((a)-(c)), and trimer ((d) and (e)) arrangements, as well as
the R2PTCDI/melamine hetero-molecular interactions.

As discussed previously there are two possible orientations for the molecules
involved in the trimer bonding junction (labelled trimer A and B in Figure 4.12 (d)
and (e)). Table 4.1 shows that for the S2PTCDI trimer junction, trimer A is more
stable than trimer B by 0.16 eV. This additional stabilisation may be attributed
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to the secondary hydrogen-bonding interaction between the alkyl chains and the
carboxyl group. Compared to the other trimer nodes which have been modelled,
trimer A is the most stable. Even though all of the trimer junctions modelled by
DFT are predicted to be stable structures, only the S2PTCDI trimer is observed
experimentally. This may be attributed to the fact that the close-packed structure,
which is the observed structure for PTCDI and Br2PTCDI, is de-stabilised by the
presence of the alkyl chains.

Dimer Dimer Trimer Trimer R2PTCDI +
Molecule Arrangement BE (eV) Arrangement BE (eV) melamine

BE (eV)
PTCDI - 0.48 - 0.78 0.80

A 0.48 A 0.73 0.87
Br2PTCDI B 0.47 B 0.78

C 0.47
A 0.48 A 0.86 0.87

S2PTCDI B 0.49 B 0.70
C 0.48

Table 4.1: Binding energies for various R2PTCDI interactions.

4.3.2 Structures formed by Br2PTCDI and melamine on
the Au(lll) surface

The R2PTCDI derivatives of PTCDI have been investigated further as part of
this thesis. The Br2PTCDI molecule has been sublimed onto an Au(111) surface
held in UHV conditions, with the resultant self-assembled structures being charac-
terised by STM. These experiments were performed in order to ascertain whether
functionalised network structures could be formed on both the Ag/Si(l11) and
Au(l11) surfaces.

Figure 4.13 shows the DFT calculated HO~fO and LUMO for the Br2PTCDI
molecule. Both the HOMO and the LUMO have part of their orbital structure po-
sitioned over the Br atoms and it is therefore expected that the Br atoms should be
visible in STM images as bright protrusions. The STM image shown in Figure 4.13
(c) shows a domain of close-packed Br2PTCDI deposited on the Au(l11) surface,
with the pairs of bright features on each molecule corresponding to the Br atoms.
The molecules have adopted a close-packed structure similar to that observed for
PTCDI, with rows of molecules forming double hydrogen-bonds at both ends.
The separation between the molecules along the row is found to be 15 A ± 1 A,
which is in excellent agreement with the measured values obtained for the PTCDI
close-packed structure. The formation of close-packed Br2PTCDI is unexpected,
as a repulsive interaction between the bromine atoms of the molecules in adjacent
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(a)

HOMO

(b)

LUMO

Figure 4.13: Structure of the Br2PTCDI molecule overlayed with the DFT calculated LUMO,
(a), and HOMO, (b). (c) STM image showing a close-packed domain of Br2PTCDI on the
Au(lll) surface. The bright features correspond to the position of the Br atoms (Vsample =
-0.30 V, Itllnnel = 0.03 nA).

rows (due to the electronegativity of the bromine atoms) is anticipated to desta-
bilise the close-packed structure. Similar to the PTCDI close-packed structure, the
Br2PTCDI close-packed domains show that there is a balance between the vdW
and hydrogen,.bonding forces both of .which are maximised by the close-packed

arrangement.

(d) Close-packed
Br2PTCDI

+ Melamine + AnnealCJI_"~Hexagonal PhaseMixed Phase

Figure 4.14: STM images showing: (a) A domain of close-packed Br2PTCDI (Vsample = -1.80 V,
Itllnnel = 0.03 nA). (b) Mixed phase of Br2PTCDI and melamine (Vsample = -2.25 V, Itllnnel =
0.03 nA). (c) Hexagonal network structure (Vsample = -2.50 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). All structures
are formed on the AU(lll) surface.

Following a similar methodology to that described for PTCDI it is possible to
form a hexagonal phase incorporating the Br2PTCDI molecules. Figure 4.14 shows
STM images of the Au(l11) surface at various stages throughout the network pro-
duction. Figure 4.14 (a) shows a region of close-packed Br2PTCDI, while (b) shows
the mixed phase produced after the deposition of melamine. This structure is iden-
tical to the mixed phase structure observed for PTCDI and melamine. The bright
lozenge features correspond to Br2PTCDI molecules, and the darker features cor-
respond to the position of melamine. Annealing the sample at ,,-,soac results in the
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formation of domains of hexagonal network such as those shown in Figure 4.14 (c).
The measured periodicity of the hexagonal structure is 34 A ± 1 A, in agreement
with the previously measured PTCDI/melamine hexagonal structure.

4.3.3 Structures formed by S2PTCDI and melamine on the
Aut l.Ll ) surface

Following the deposition of a low molecular coverage of S2PTCDI on the Au(111)
surface, the formation of one-dimensional chains of hexagonal structures are seen
to run along the [1 1 2] direction of the reconstructed Au surface. Figure 4.15 (a)
shows a large scale STM image where several one-dimensional hexagonal chains
are seen to run along the [1 1 2] direction, which corresponds to the bright lines of
the herringbone reconstruction. The chains alter direction with an angle of ",120°
(as shown at the top of Figure 4.15) in order to maintain their orientation relative
to the herringbone structure. The periodicity of the structure is measured to be
26.5 A ± 1 A for the centre to centre spacing of the hexagonal pores. This distance
is in agreement with the periodicity measured for the hexagonal structures formed
·on the Ag/Si(111) surface [31]. Increasing the coverage of molecules on the surface
results in the formation of small regions of two-dimensional hexagonal structures
such as that labelled in STM image Figure 4.15 (b). The higher coverage results in
'noisy' STM images indicating that there a great deal of molecular species diffusing
over the surface. Figure 4.15 (c) shows a schematic of the hexagonal structure with
the experimentally determined periodicity highlighted.

The structure of the hexagonal chains can be confirmed by investigating the
internal structure of the S2PTCDI molecule as it appears in ST!\1 images. Fig-
ures 4.15 (d) and (e) show the DFT calculated HOMO and LUMO for the
S2PTCDI molecule. The calculations reveal that part of the molecular orbital
structure for both the HOMO and LUMO is located over the sulphur atoms within
the molecule, and hence it is expected that the S atoms will appear as bright fea-
tures in the STM images. Figure 4.15 (f) shows a close-up STM image of a region
of the hexagonal network where pairs of bright protrusions can clearly be resolved
for each S2PTCDI molecule (highlighted with open circles). By ovelaying the
S2PTCDI molecules onto this STM image (Figure 4.15 (g)), it can be seen that
the bright features correspond to the positions of the S atoms for three molecules
arranged in a trimer node structure. The position of the bright protrusions also
allows us to distinguish between the two trimer types (A and B). As the structure
shown in the image is a trimer of type A conformation, where the alkyl chains
are in a position to participate in the secondary hydrogen-bonding interaction dis-
cussed previously in this chapter. Analysis of several STM images shows that only
trimer A structures are observed on the Au(111) surface following deposition.

Surfaces prepared with a coverage of '" 1 ML produce different molecular struc-
tures. Figure 4.16 (a) shows an STM image acquired from an Au(111} surface after
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Figure 4.15: (a) STM image showing chains of the hexagonal network, formed from S2PTCDI,
running along the [11 2] direction of the AU(lll) surface (Vsample = -1.20 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).
(b) STM image showing the Au(lll) surface with a higher molecular coverage, two-dimensional
hexagonal structures are observed to form (Vsample = +2.00 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (c) Schematic
of the hexagonal chain structure, with the experimentally observed periodicity indicated. DFT
calculated (d) HOMO and (e) LUMO, for S2PTCDI. (f) STM image of a trimer node, the bright
features correspond to the positions of the S atoms (Vsample = +1.25 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (g)
STM image with the position of the S2PTCDI molecules.
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Figure 4.16: ST~I image showing a high coverage of S2PTCDI on the Au(ll1) surface. Three
direction of the row phase are indicated (R1-R3), running at 600 to one another. A region of the
two-dimensional hexagonal structure is also highlighted (Vsample = -2.00 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).
(b) Close-up ST~I image showing the row phase and a region of the amorphous phase (Vsample

= -1.80 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).

the deposition of rv 1 ML of S2PTCDI. Regions of the two-dimensional hexagonal
structure are still present, but co-exist alongside regions of a 'row' phase. The row
phase is seen to run in three different directions on the surface, labelled RI-R3,
with each row domain being rotated by 120° relative to each other. These rota-
tions suggest that the three-fold symmetry of the underlying gold surface (possibly
the herringbone reconstruction) is playing a role in the direction of these molecu-
lar domains. The separation between the rows of molecules varies between 15 A
and 27 A, with the larger separation indicating that the molecules are unlikely
to be interacting with each other through vdW or hydrogen-bonding forces. The
spacing between the molecules along the row direction is 14 A ± 1 A which is
in agreement with the separation expected for a structure stabilised by a double
hydrogen-bond between the molecules, similar to that observed for PTCDI and

Br2PTCDI.
As well as the well ordered row and two-dimensional hexagonal phases a large

proportion of the surface is covered in an amorphous structure (shown in Fig-
ure 4.16 (b)). There appears to be no order to the molecular domains. This type
of structure may be formed as the alkyl chains inhibit the formation of a close-
packed structure and the high surface density of molecules prevent diffusion to
form the two-dimensional hexagonal structure.

Finally, an attempt was made to form the S2PTCDI/melamine hexagonal net-
work structure by depositing S2PTCDI, then melamine, and annealing the sam-
ple at '"'-'SO°C.In contrast to the same experiment previously carried out on the
Ag/Si(l11) surface, the hexagonal phase is not readily formed on the Au(111)
surface. Some small regions of the hexagonal network were observed, such as that
shown in the STM image in Figure 4.17 (a). The bottom right corner of the image
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Figure 4.17: (a) STM images showing a small region of the S2PTCDI/melamine hexagonal
structure (Vsample = +1.50 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (b) The same STr-I image with an overlay
of the hexagonal network structure, the centre to centre spacing of the pores is indicated. (c)
Schematic showing the structure of the S2PTCDI/melamine hexagonal network.

is a small section of the hexagonal network, where the centre to centre spacing is
measured to be 34 A ± 1 A. Figure 4.17 (b) shows the same STM image with the
structure of the hexagonal network overlayed, with a schematic of the molecular
structure shown in Figure 4.17 (c).

4.4 Summary

Within this chapter the hydrogen-bonded structures formed by PTCDI and
R2PTCDI have been discussed. An overview of the previous work conducted
on the Ag/Si(1l1) surface has been given, and new results have been presented
describing previously unobserved structures formed on the AU(111) surface. The
complexity of the PTCDI/melamine structures has been detailed, highlighting the
delicate balance between the anisotropic hydrogen-bonding interactions, which
should drive the system to form highly symmetric ordered networks such as the
hexagonal phase, and the vdW forces which drive the formation of complex close-
packed structures like the parallelogram phase.

The ability to produce chemically functionalised supramolecular structures has
also been investigated. The addition of Br atoms to the core of the PTCDI
molecule does not inhibit the formation of the hexagonal phase on either the
Ag/Si(111) or Au(111) surfaces. However, the addition of the thioether chains
of the S2PTCDI molecule radically alters the shape of the molecule and hinders
the formation of the close-packed molecular structures observed for PTCDI and
Br2PTCDI whilst promoting the formation of a new hydrogen-bond stabilised
structure.

The work discussed in this chapter shows that hydrogen-bond mediated self-
assembly is a promising way to produce a range of structures and that it is possible
to add chemical functionality to these structures. However, it is not easy to predict
which structures will form without a complete understanding of the molecule-
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molecule and molecule-substrate interactions. These interactions become even
more unpredictable for more complex three-dimensional molecules (examples of
which are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis). However, such complex
molecules are thermally labile and hence may not be sublimed. The next chapter
investigates the use of the UHV-ESD technique as a way of transferring molecules
from solution to substrates held in UHV.
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Electrospray deposition of C60

In this chapter an alternative technique for transferring fragile molecules into a
UHV environment for analysis by STM and XPS measurements is described. The
fullerene C60 is investigated as a test case, allowing comparisons to be made be-
tween UHV-ESD and thermal deposition techniques as a way of producing thin
films of C60 on an Au{lll} substrate. Step-edge decoration and hexagonally close-
packed islands are observed at low and multilayer coverages respectively. It is also
demonstrated that the deposition of molecules by UHV-ESD can be used in conjunc-
tion with a surface which has been prepared with a hydrogen-bonded supramolecular
template.

5.1 The transport of fragile molecules into an
UHV environment: C60 as a test case

The concept of bottom-up fabrication of nanoscale devices relies on the ability
to accurately position molecular and atomic species, which possess well defined
optical, electronic, and magnetic properties. Unfortunately many of the molecules
that display these interesting physical properties (e.g. functionalised/ endohedral
fullerenes, porphyrins, single molecule magnets, etc.) are fragile and hence may
not be sublimed. Electrospray ionisation provides a highly promising route for
the deposition of non-volatile molecules onto surfaces held in URV (as discussed
in Chapter 3). The Nottingham Nanoscience group have previously demonstrated
that carbon nanotubes can be deposited from a liquid suspension onto a surface
held in high vacuum using an in-vacuo implementation of electrospray ioniza-
tion [85]. It should be possible to deposit fragile molecules on a surface held in
URV using UHV-ESD and to then characterise the surface using high sensitivity
URV techniques such as STM and XPS.

C60 is known to be a highly stable molecule which may be sublimed, and has
been chosen to illustrate the potential of URV-ESD. The behaviour of fullerenes
on noble metal surfaces has been extensively studied and allows us to compare
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the electrospray apparatus.

the results obtained from the UHV-ESD of C60 with previous STM and XPS
data. 'Within this chapter the adsorption of C60 on an Au(111) substrate and a
hydrogen-bonded supramolecular network will be described.

5.1.1 Experimental set-up

The electrospray apparatus used for this experiment is described in Chapter 3.
In this version of the apparatus (shown in Figure 5.1) the solvent containing the
dissolved fullerenes is forced from a reservoir and through an emitter due to a
backing pressure of Ar gas. The volatilised spray enters the differentially pumped
chambers of the apparatus via a skimmer cone with a 0.5 mm aperture (replaced
by an entrance capillary in later versions). The remaining three apertures are
skimmer cones, each with an aperture of 0.5 mm. The electrospray molecular
beam was aligned with an Au(111) sample held in chamber 3 of the Nottingham
UHV system. The Au(l11) sample was prepared by Ar sputtering and annealing
cycles (as described in Chapter 3) until a clean surface was observed in STM.
A dilute solution of C60 in toluene/acetonitrile was prepared by ultrasonication
(concentration typically less than 1 mg ml' of C60, purity 99.9 %), with the
mixture of toluene and acetonitrile in a 4: 1 ratio by volume.

During deposition a pressure rise from 5xl0-9 Torr to 2xl0-7 Torr was ob-
served, indicating the introduction of solvent molecules to the chamber. Toluene
and acetonitrile molecular species were identified by a RCA. After UHV-ESD of
C60 the Au(111) sample was characterised by an STM housed within an adjoining
UHV chamber (chamber 2).

5.1.2 UHV-ESD of C60 on AU(III)

Initially the Au(111) sample was positioned below the direct line of sight of the
electrospray beam and the sample was exposed to a flux of C60 for 1 hour. Subse-
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Figure 5.2: STf\I images of an AU(lll) surface after electrospray deposition of C60. Images show
that at low coverages C60 is preferentially adsorbed at step edges. (a) Vsample= +2 V, Itlmnel=

0.03 nA. (b) Vsample= -0.7 V, Itunnel= 0.03 nA. (c) Vsample= -0.7 V, Itunnel= 0.03 nA.

quent ST:-'l characterisation of this surface showed that the monatomic step edges
of the Au(l11) substrate were decorated with e60 molecules. Figure 5.2 shows
S'I'M topographs where bright features, corresponding to e60, cluster at step edges.
A high resolution image (Figure 5.2 (c)) shows individual e60 molecules trapped
at a step edge. The structures observed here are in good agreement with those
expected for a low coverage of e60 on Au(111) produced by sublimation [108].
This finding demonstrates that e60 molecules deposited by UHV-ESD are able to
diffuse from the centre of the Au(111) terraces and become pinned at the step
edges, in a similar way to e60 deposited by sublimation.

As a test to ensure that the surface features observed after UHV-ESD are not
due to a contaminant present within the solvent, a blank solution was sprayed
onto a clean Au(111) substrate. The resulting surface morphology, after 1 hour of
spray deposition, is shown in Figure 5.3 and shows no step edge decoration. This
calibration experiment confirms that the structures observed in Figure 5.2 are due
to the presence of e60 on the Au(111) surface.

Figure 5.3: STM images of an Aul l l l ) surface after electrospray of blank solvent, no decoration
of the step edges is observed (Vsample = -1.8 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).

The experiment was then repeated with the sample directly in-line with the
electrospray beam, allowing a greater flux of molecules to impinge upon the sur-
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Figure 5.4: STM images of an Au(lll) surface after UHV-ESD of multilayer C60 coverage.
Multilayers of hexagonally close-packed C60 islands are observed. (a) Vsample= +2 V, Itunnel=

0.03 nA (b) Vsample= +2 V, Itunnel= 0.03 nA (c) Vsample= +2 V, Itunnel= 0.03 nA

face. The sample was subjected to a 30 minute deposition, resulting in different
surface structures to those discussed above. Characterisation of the surface by
STM after the deposition of C60 shows that faceted islands have been formed
(Figure 5.4). The internal structure of the islands may be resolved as hexagonally
close-packed features with a diameter of 10 A ± 1 A (Figures 5.4(b) and (c)), in
good agreement with the structures produced by sublimation [108]. The forma-
tion of close-packed structures again demonstrates that the UHV-ESD deposited
molecules are free to diffuse across the surface in a similar way to sublimed C60.

XPS data and analysis

In a separate experimental run at the UK synchrotron radiation source (SRS)
facility in Daresbury, XPS measurements for electrospray deposited C60 on an
Au(l11) substrate were acquired. The experimental set-up is identical to that
described in the previous section (section 5.1.1). The experiments were conducted
on beamline 5U.1 using a concentric hemisphere electron energy analyser (VG-
CLAM). The experimental data was collected by C. J. Satterley, G. Magnano, A.
Rienzo, and L. C. Mayor, and was analysed by C. J. Satterley and published in
reference [73]. The findings from this experimental run are included here as they
clarify the amount of solvent arriving at the sample as well as demonstrating that
the expected electronic properties of C60 are maintained.

A 10 mm by 10 mm gold single crystal was used as the substrate for these mea-
surements. The sample surface was cleaned by argon ion sputtering and annealing
cycles. The cleanliness of the sample, prior to UHV-ESD of C60, was verified by
a negligible CIs signal (hv=390 eV) and by a wide-scan survey spectra showing
that no contaminants were present.
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Figure 5.5: C Is spectra for 3.5 ML and 1ML of C60 on AU(l11). Spectra have been normalised
to the top of the peak. The inset shows the shake-up features on the high BE side of the C Is
peak (taken from [73]).

Initially 3.5 monolayers (ML) of C60 were deposited onto the Au(l1I) substrate
using UHV-ESD (coverages obtained by comparing the ratio of the C Is peak to
the Au 417/2 using the Seah and Dench method [69]). A monolayer of C

60
was then

produced by annealing the sample at ",,670K until the ratio of the peaks remained
constant and there were no further changes to the line-shape of the spectrum,
indicating that the monolayer with its higher BE to the AU(l1I) surface was left
with the loosely bound multilayers being desorbed.

The C Is spectra (Figure 5.5) shows a single peak which may be attributed
to C60. A single broad peak is expected as the carbon atoms in C60 are in ap-
proximately equivalent chemical environments. There is no evidence of a peak at
higher BE in the region that would indicate the presence of the CN group found
in acetonitrile. This indicates that there is no solvent on the surface which agrees
with the lack of features in the Nl s region of the spectrum (not shown here). For
the monolayer coverage a single 'shake-up' feature is observed at higher BE with
increasing coverage giving rise to more pronounced 'shake-up' features. The line-
shape and shake-up features of the CIs peak closely matched core-level spectra
from thermally deposited C60 [109] suggesting that the deposited molecules have
not been damaged by the electrospray process.

5.2 UHV-ESD of molecules on a hydrogen-bonded
supramolecular network

Following the successful UHV-ESD of C60 on to an Au(Ill) substrate, the question
as to whether UHV-ESD is compatible with surfaces that have been templated
with a hydrogen-bonded supramolecular network is addressed. The formation
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Figure 5.6: Chemical structure for (a) melamine (b) PTCDI and (c) CGo. (d) and (e) show
the proposed structural models for the hexagonal and parallelogram hydrogen-bonded networks.
The position of trapped dimers and heptamers of CGO are shown within the network pores.

of two-dimensional supramolecular structures has been extensively studied (work
in this field has been discussed in Chapter 2) and it has been shown that such
structures may be used as ordered templates containing pores with dimensions
on the order of nanometres. Such nanoscale templates are ideally suited to the
capture of additional moieties which may be used to further functionalise the
surface. Here the potentially destructive nature of UHV-ESD is addressed by
studying the PTCDI/melamine bi-molecular network as a test system for the
UHV-ESD of CGo·The combination of these two techniques potentially allows the
lateral organisation of the deposited moieties.

Melamine and PTCDI molecular 'building blocks' (molecular structures shown
in Figure 5.6, (a) and (b)) are known to self-assemble into open pored hexago-
nal [24], and parallelogram [25], networks when co-deposited on an Au(l11) sub-
strate and subjected to the appropriate annealing conditions. The structures for
the hexagonal and parallelogram networks are shown in Figures 5.6 (d) and (e).
Sublimation offullerenes, from a K-cell in UHV, onto such a network results in the
size selective trapping of heptamers and dimers of CGOin the hexagonal and par-
allelogram network pores respectively. In this section it is demonstrated that the
UHV-ESD of CGOon a bimolecular PTCDI/melamine network produces structures
that are comparable to those produced by sublimation.
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5.2.1 UHV-ESD of e60 on a supramolecular network

Network structure before UHV-ESD of C60

The experimental set-up of the electrospray apparatus, preparation of the C60
solution and preparation of the Au(111) substrate are identical to that described
above in section 5.1.1. Co-existing bi-molecular networks with hexagonal and
parallelogram shaped pores were produced on the surface using the procedures
detailed in Chapter 4. Figure 5.7 (a), (b) and (c) show STM images of the network
produced prior to the UHV-ESD of C6Q. Figure 5.7 (a) is a STM topograph
showing several small domains of the parallelogram network (labelled A). Regions
of the parallelogram network with dimensions of 200 A x 200 A were typically
observed. Islands of close-packed PTCDI [20] (labelled B) which have not been
converted into the network arrangement are seen to co-exist with the hydrogen-
bonded networks, as well as with regions of the clean gold substrate (labelled C).
Although the majority of the ordered structures are composed of the parallelogram
network, under the annealing conditions used for this experiment, small regions
of the hexagonal network are also observed (shown in Figure 5.7 (c)).

Figure 5.7: STM images showing the network structures prior to UHV-ESD of C6o. (a) STM
image showing the types of structure formed upon the AU(111) surface (Vsample = -2.00 V,
Itunnel = 0.03 nA). Area A shows a large domain of the parallelogram network, B is a region
of close-packed PTCDI, and region C is an area of gold which is free from adsorbed molecules.
(b) STM image showing the internal structure of the parallelogram network (Vsample = -1.80 V,
Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (C) STM image of the internal structure of the hexagonal network which
exists alongside the parallelogram network (Vsample = -1.80 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).
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Network structure after UHV-ESD of C60

The series of STM images shown in Figure 5.8 provide insight into the effect of
energetic C60 and solvent molecules colliding with the network structure during
UHV-ESD. Figure 5.8 (a) shows an image of the surface morphology after a two
minute UHV-ESD of C60• From the image it is possible to identify several areas of
interest. The dashed box labelled A shows a region of parallelogram network with
a row of C60 dimers trapped within the pores. Area E is a region of hexagonal
network with C60 heptamers filling the pores, while C shows an area of network
which appears to have been re-ordered during the UHV-ESD. The area to the
right of the image is a large island of close-packed PTCDI and is free of adsorbed
C60.

Figure 5.8 (b) shows an area with a similar structure to region E, where a
regular array of trapped C60 clusters, with each duster being formed from seven
molecules in a hexagonal arrangement, are identified as heptamers trapped in the
hexagonal shaped pores of the network. Second layer growth of C60 is also ob-
served, with the extra layer of molecules filling the spaces in between the trapped
heptamers, leading to the 'bright' open pored structure seen in the centre of the
image. The 'streaky' scan-lines observed in the top section of the image are in-
dicative of the presence of diffusive molecules, suggesting that some molecules
are not completely immobilised by the presence of the network. Trapped C

60
dimers mixed in among the heptameric structure demonstrate that defects, of the
type reported in previous work [24] (where domain boundaries between regions of
hexagonal network lead to the formation of pores which may trap C60 dimers), are
also present on the surface.

Due to their size and shape, the parallelogram network pores provide trap
sites for dimers of C60 [25]. The bright rectangular features present in the central
region of the image shown in Figure 5.8 (c) have a periodicity and an apparent
height, which agrees with that previously measured for the thermally deposited
C60 trapped within the parallelogram network pores (dimensions of 30.7 A ± 0.4 A
by 19.4 A ± 0.3 A [25] and an apparent height of ",6 A) allowing us to attribute
these features to trapped C60 dimers.

In addition to the trapped molecules, there are several islands of close-packed
C60 visible in the image. These islands have the same apparent height as the
dimers, indicating that the close-packed domains are formed on the clean Au(lll)
surface and not on top of the PTCDI regions. Areas of close-packed PTCDI (e.g.
the region to the right of the image in Figure 5.8(a)) are free from C60 providing
further evidence that the adsorption of C60 onto PTCDI is unfavourable.
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Figure 5.8: STM images of the surface after UHV-ESD of e60· (a) The surface after being
subjected to 2 minutes of electrospray deposition of e60 from a solution of toluene:acetonitrile (1
mgjml of e60 dissolved in a 4:1 solution, by volume). The areas marked A, Band e demonstrate
the three different surface morphologies observed (Vsample = +1.80 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (b)
Area of hexagonal network pores filled with heptamers of e60 (similar morphology to area e
highlighted in (a). In the bottom part of the image a second layer of e60 growth is observed,
forming a bright, open pored, hexagonal array (Vsample = +1.80 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (c)
Region of parallelogram network which has trapped several e60 dimers (similar morphology to
area A highlighted in (a)). (Vsample = +1.80 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA).
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Comparison between structures produced by UHV-ESD and thermal
deposition

The observed structures of trapped C60 dimers and heptamers formed by UHV-
ESO and sublimation are in excellent agreement [24,25]. Figure 5.9 compares STM
images of the structures formed by the two techniques. Figures 5.9, (a) and (b),
show trapped heptamers of C60 held within a hexagonal PTCDI/melamine network
pore. The individual molecules within the heptamer form a hexagonal close-packed
arrangement and have an intermolecular separation of ""10 A which is similar to
the structure that C60 forms on clean Au(l11). This result demonstrates that any
solvent molecules deposited on the sample have no effect upon the trapping of
molecules within pores, implying that any solvent contamination present does not
effect the diffusion or packing of the deposited molecules.

In regions of the surface with a higher coverage of C60 second layer growth
over the regions of hexagonal network is observed. This second layer growth
manifests itself as a 'bright' porous hexagonal structure which exactly reproduces
the geometry of the underlying PTCOI/melamine hexagonal network. The STM
images shown in Figure 5.9, (c) and (d), again demonstrate the agreement between
the structures produced by UHV-ESD and sublimation.

The STl\1 images in Figure 5.9, (e) and (f), show regions of parallelogram
network that have been filled with dimers of C60• It is interesting to note that
the parallelogram network does not preferentially form second layer growth of
C60; areas of parallelogram network remain with only one layer while surrounding
hexagonal networks exhibit multilayer growth. The reluctance of the parallelogram
phase to form a second layer of C60 again confirms that the molecules deposited
by UHV-ESD are free to diffuse.

Network Re-ordering

Some areas of the supramolecular network have been re-ordered during the UHV-
ESD of C60• Figure 5.10 shows STM images of surface domains that have different
morphologies to those observed prior to the UHV-ESD. Figure 5.10 (a) shows a
'mixed' phase of PTCDI and melamine where rows of PTCDI are stacked side
by side and are separated by rows of close-packed melamine (labelled as A, a
domain of close-packed C60 is labelled as B). This structure has been observed
previously and is produced after the co-deposition of melamine and PTCDI, prior
to the further annealing stage which is required to form the network (discussed
in Chapter 4). It is similar to, but more ordered than, one of the mixed phases
identified in reference [24]. In Figure 5.10 (b) it can be seen that there are three
distinct layers of close-packed PTCDI islands (labelled 1-3), with a difference in
apparent height between the layers of ""1.5 A which agrees with the expected value
for the measured 'thickness' of a PTCDI molecule.

As this 'mixed' structure is not present on the surface before UHV-ESD (and
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Figure 5.9: STM images showing the similarities between electrosprayed and thermally de-
posited C60. (a) Thermally deposited C60 trapped as heptamers within hexagonal network
pores (Vsample = -2.00 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (b) STM image showing electrospray deposited
C60 trapped in hexagonal network pores (Vsample = -2.00 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (c) and (d)
show second layer growth of C60 over a region of hexagonal network (V sam.ple = + 1.80 V, Itunnel
= 0.03 nA) and (Vsample = +1.80 V, Itunnel = 0.03nA). (d) and (e) are STM images of trapped
dimers of C60 held within the pores of the parallelogram network ((V sam.ple = -1.0 V, Itunnel =

0.03 nA) and (Vsam.ple = +1.8 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA)). Images (a) and (c) acquired by L. M. A.
Perdigao
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Figure 5.10: (a) STIVI image showing an area of network that has been re-ordered. The regu-
lar hydrogen-bonding structure of the network has been altered leading to a 'mixed' phase of
melamine and PTCDI (Vsample = +l.80 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (b) Multiple layers of close-
packed PTCDI have been produced as a by-product of the network re-organisation (V sample =
+1.80 V, ItunneL = 0.03 nA).

is not observed as an effect of thermal sublimation) we conclude that the network
re-ordering is associated with the UHV-ESD process. The PTCDI:melamine ratio
for this 'mixed' structure is approximately 1:2, and is different to the equivalent
ratio for the hexagonal and parallelogram networks, both 3:2. Therefore if re-
ordering were to occur during UHV-ESD, areas with an excess of PTCDI would
be expected on the surface. The result of this re-ordering is shown in Figure 5.10
(b) where, by analysing the apparent height of the PTCDI islands, it can be seen
that three distinct layers of close-packed PTCDI have been formed. All PTCDI
islands before UHV -ESD were measured to have an apparent height corresponding
to a height of one molecule, therefore the resulting multilayered structure of islands
following deposition provides evidence for the removal of PTCDI molecules from
the bi-molecular network during the creation of the 'mixed' phase.

Image analysis of the STM data allows a quantitative picture to be obtained
of the differences between the surface coverage of the supramolecular structures
before and after UHV-ESD of C60. The overall ratio of PTCDI to melamine, 2:1,
is unaffected by exposure to electrospray deposition, but the relative abundance
of the various phases does change. The coverage of the parallelogram network is
reduced from 48 % ± 9 % before UHV-ESD to 15 % ± 8 % afterwards. Conversely,
the coverage of both the close-packed PTCDI and 'mixed' phases increase from
rv 10 % to "",20 % and from 0 % to rv 20%, respectively, suggesting the conversion
of the parallelogram network into other phases.

The conversion of the network structure is unlikely to be a direct result of the
impact of the deposited C60 molecules. An upper limit for the kinetic energy of
a single CGO molecule may be calculated by treating it as a ballistic object with
K E = 1/2mv2 and assuming that the maximum velocity is equal to the speed of
sound at 298 K (as discussed in Chapter 3). This analysis gives a value of 440 meV,
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which is lower than the DFT calculated value for the PTCDI/melamine synthon
BE of ",,750 meV. This comparison of energies confirms that the supramolecular
framework should be stable under the electrospray beam, but it does not preclude
the possibility that clusters of molecules, or the impact of multiple molecules upon
the same site, may be responsible for the change in network structure.

It is possible that network re-ordering is mediated by solvent droplets arriv-
ing at the surface. Subsequent evaporation of the solvent may lead to a phase
separation of the melamine and PTCDI molecules producing the 'mixed' phase
observed. It may be possible to characterise and reduce this effect, and also in-
vestigate whether it is due to nanoscale solvation in droplets, by increasing the
desolvation of the electrospray beam; this is a design feature which will be included
in future models of the DRV-ESD apparatus. Chapters 6 and 7 discuss experi-
ments which use a modified DRV-ESD set-up which should reduce the amount of
solvent introduced into the DRV system.

The results discussed above show that it is possible to deposit molecules on
a hydrogen-bonded supramolecular network in DRV using electrospray deposi-
tion. The structures observed in the STM images provide clear evidence that C60

dimers, and heptamers, may be trapped within the network 'pores in a similar
fashion to molecules which have been sublimed. The similarities in the structures
produced by the two deposition techniques show that the organisation of the guest
C60 molecules, Le. the size selective trapping of molecules, is driven by similar
microscopic processes, confirming DRV-ESD as a highly promising method for in-
troducing guest moieties onto a pre-prepared (potentially fragile) nanostructured
surface.

5.3 Summary

The results contained within this chapter demonstrate that DRV-ESD is a tech-
nique that produces similar structures to those obtained by sublimation when
used to transfer C60 into vacuum and onto an AU(ll1) substrate and Au(ll1}
pre-patterned with a hydrogen-bonded supramolecular network. Fullerenes them-
selves are neither fragile nor thermally labile but are extremely useful in showing
the possibilities of DRV-ESD. This work is an important stepping stone on the
way to using DRV-ESD to deposit fragile molecules which will be discussed in
the next chapter. In the next two chapters the use of DRV-ESD to deposit single
molecule magnets and porphyrin based molecular wires will be discussed.
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Self-assembled aggregates formed
by single molecule magnets on a
gold surface

In this chapter the use of UHV-ESD to deposit a molecule which is thermally labile
. is investigated. The single molecule magnet (SMM), MnI2012(02CCH3Jt6(H20h
(MnI2(acetateh6) has been transferred from solution, using UHV-ESD, onto an
Au{lll} substrate held in UHV. The deposited Mnldacetate}16 molecules formfil-
amentary aggregates due to the anisotropic nature of the molecule-molecule and
molecule-substrate interactions. The spontaneous ordering of molecules into two-
dimensional self-assembled arrays is commonly stabilised by directional intermolec-
ular interactions which may be promoted by the addition of specific chemical side-
groups to a molecule. Here the self-assembly observed is driven by anisotropic
interactions which arise from the three-dimensional shape of the molecule. The
interactions are modelled using MD simulations. The fragile Mn12012 core of the
Mnldacetate)16 molecule is found to be compatible with the UHV-ESD process,
as confirmed by NEXAFS spectroscopy. UHV-ESD of SMMs onto a surface that
has been pre-patterned with a hydrogen-bonded supramolecular network is shown
to provide additional control of lateral organisation.

6.1 Single molecule magnets as molecular
building blocks

The focus of the work within this thesis is the investigation of the intermolecular
forces which drive the bottom-up self-assembly of large organic molecules. An
understanding of these forces may potentially lead to the production of nanoscale
structures with pre-designed optical, chemical, structural and magnetic function-
alities [110-117]. The formation of such devices requires a detailed knowledge and
control of the forces which drive the ordering of molecular arrays [81,118-122].
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Figure 6.1: (a) Chemical structure of Mn12012(02CCH3h6(H20)4 (Mn12(acetate)16), (b) Struc-
ture of i\1nI2(acetate)16 shown as a space filling CPK model. The dimensions of the molecule

are indicated.

Research within the area of self-assembly has largely focused on the investigation
of systems which use highly directional anisotropic interactions such as hydrogen
bonding, or metal co-ordination, to promote the formation of arrays with con-
trolled structural characteristics. There have been great successes in this approach,
particularly when applied to relatively simple molecules with high symmetry (such
as the PTCDI/melamine structures discussed in Chapter 4). For larger, more com-
plex moieties, the influence of intermolecular interactions is much more difficult to
predict, since anisotropies result from the balance between the three-dimensional
shape of a molecule and its surface chemistry. The SMM Mn12(acetate)16 (struc-
ture shown in Figure 6.1) provides an interesting and well studied example of
a large, complex molecule and has attracted great interest due to its intrin-
sic magnetic functionality. Of particular interest to this thesis is the complex
three-dimensional molecular shape which leads directly to the spontaneous forma-
tion of filamentary structures through the aggregation of diffusing Mn 12(acetate) 16
molecules. In this context Mn12(acetate)16 provides an exemplar of a nanoscale
object with a complex intermolecular potential in which anisotropies arise from
the asymmetric shape of the molecule rather than through interactions which are
intrinsically anisotropic.

SMMs exhibit magnetic properties, such as hysteresis cycles and magnetic
anisotropy, originating from a purely molecular basis [123, 124], in contrast to
classical systems which derive their magnetic properties from the bulk material.
SMMs have been shown to exhibit quantum magnetic tunnelling effects [125,126]
which demonstrate their potential to be used as components in molecular infor-
mation storage devices [127,128]. Lateral organisation is highly relevant to these
applications, although so far there have been relatively few high resolution studies
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to determine the influence of intermolecular interactions on the packing and order-
ing of these molecules. This is due in part to the fragile nature of Mn12(acetateh6
and other SMMs which makes them unsuitable for sublimation and largely pre-
cludes the investigation of derived thin films using techniques such as UHV-STM
and XPS.

The molecule investigated here is based on the mixed valence dodecaman-
ganese (III, IV) cluster which contains four MnH ions within the core and eight
1In+3 ions around the periphery. The magnetic core is protected by an organic
shell which may be altered by conventional wet chemistry techniques such as lig-
and exchange [129-131] and direct synthesis from the appropriate carboxylate
reagents [132]. Recently there have been successful attempts to deposit various
SMM moieties onto surfaces using solution based deposition methods. This can
be achieved either by functionalising the cluster so that it may be grafted onto an
Au(l11) surface [130,131,133-137]' or by pre-functionalising both the substrate
and the SMM to encourage the formation of adsorbed layers [138-140]. Depo-
sition in UHV using pulsed laser deposition [141], matrix assisted pulsed laser
evaporation [142], a pulsed vacuum spray technique [143], and a local mechanical
method [144]have 'also been demonstrated.' However, when applied to the forma-
tion of thin films, these techniques may result in fragmentation and damage to
the manganese core [143,145].

In this chapter UHV-ESD is discussed as a way of depositing sub-monolayer
to multilayer coverages of Mn12(acetate)16. It has recently been shown that UHV-
ESD, and related spray techniques, provide a viable method for the transfer of
non-volatile/thermally labile species such as dye molecules, and polymers from
solution onto surfaces held in UHV [73,86,90,146-149] and the development and
application of these techniques is crucial for the deposition of Mn12(acetate) 16. The
complex molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate interactions of 1\In 12(acetate) 16
show the challenges in utilising such molecules as molecular 'building blocks'.

6.2 Experimental methods

Deposition of Mn12(acetate h6 and subsequent characterisation by STM were car-
ried out in the Nottingham UHV system with a base pressure of rv5xlO-11 Torr.
A gold on mica substrate was loaded into the UHV system and cleaned by Ar
ion sputtering (6 x 10-6 Torr, 0.7 keY, 2 J,LA) and annealing (500°0). Images of
the surface were acquired using an STM, housed within the UHV system, using
electrochemically etched tungsten tips, and operating in constant current mode
at room temperature. Images of the surface taken after the sputter-anneal cy-
cle show the characteristic (22 x J3) herringbone reconstruction of the Au(111)
surface [103).

The SMM Mn12(acetateh6 (shown in Figure 6.1) was transferred, using UHV-
ESD, from a solution of methanol (MeOH) onto the Au(111) substrate. The
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the modified UHV-ESD set-up where the initial skimmer cone at the
entrance to the differential pumping section has been replaced by et capillary to reduce the volume
of solvent entering the system.

UHV-ESD experimental set-up, described in Chapter 3, has been modified in
light of the results from the C60 deposition experiment. In order to reduce the
amount of solvent being introduced into the UHV chamber the first skimmer
cone has been replaced by a capillary with an aperture diameter of ,,-,0.2 mm,
increasing the effective path length that the emitted drops have to travel before
impinging on the sample. This increases the probability that molecules arriving at
the surface will be completely desolvated. The new experimental set-up is shown
in Figure 6.2. The length of the capillary may be varied in order to maximise the
desolvation, and heat may be applied to further increase the removal of solvent.
In the experiment reported here, a capillary is used which increases the path
length by '"'-'3cm compared to the previous set-up, with no heating applied due to
the fragile nature of the molecules. The backing pressure applied to the solvent
reservoir has been reduced (a syringe is now used to force the solvent through the
emitter), which provides a decreased flow-rate, allowing greater control for the
rate of deposition.

The operation of the UHV-ESD apparatus is identical to that described in the
previous C60 deposition experiment (Chapter 5), with the only difference being a
smaller pressure rise in the preparation chamber during deposition ('"'-'2x 10-8 Torr
to rv4 x 10-8 Torr) due to the decreased volume of solvent entering the system.

XPS and NEXAFS experiments were conducted at the bending magnet beam-
line DlO11 at Max II, MAX-lab in Lund. The DlOll end station is equipped with
a SCIENTA SES200 electron analyser, with the base pressure within the analysis
and preparation chambers being 2 x 10-10 mbar and 5 x 10-10 mbar respectively.
For these experiments the sample was orientated at normal emission relative to
the analyser. The sample used was a single crystal Au(lll) substrate with a 10
mm diameter (2.5 mm thickness) purchased from Metal Crystals and Oxides Ltd.
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UK. A loop of tungsten wire was passed through the crystal in order to mount
it and to provide resistive heating, with a thermocouple wire attached within a
small cavity to monitor the temperature. The sample was cleaned using cycles
of argon sputtering (I keY) and annealing (600°C) until it showed a negligible C
Is core-level signal. C Is core-level spectra were measured using hv=340 eV. Mn
NEXAFS data were recorded at the Mn 2p adsorption edge (Mn L-edge) with the
emitted electrons collected by a partial yield detector, with a retardation potential
of 100 V. The photon energy was calibrated by taking the energy separation of
the Au 41 core-level photoemission peaks excited by X-rays in pt and 2nd order.
Coverages were calibrated by comparing the attenuation of the Au 41 substrate
peak to that of the clean Au{l11) sample with the mean free path through the
SM1\1scalculated using the Seah and Dench method [69].

6.3 Filamentary aggregates of Mn12 (acetate) 16

A sub-monolayer coverage (rvO.35 ML) of the SMM MnI2{acetateh6 has been pre-
pared on an Au{lll) surface using UHV-ESD. Figure 6.3{a) ~hows a large area
STM image typical of the surface following deposition. It is immediately clear from
the image that the molecules are mobile and diffuse on the surface following ad-
sorption as they form complex aggregates in which meandering filamentary struc-
tures coexist with small disordered clusters. These features are somewhat reminis-
cent of the filamentary networks reported for planar organic molecules [150,151],
which have been described as two-dimensional glasses. From a consideration of
the hard sphere radius of the molecule (Figure 6.1{b)) it might be expected that
the MnI2{acetateh6 molecule would be orientated so as to maximise contact area,
potentially maximising the vdW interactions with the substrate, giving rise to
a circular cross section in STM images. However, as shown in the STM image
of an isolated MnI2{acetateh6 (Figure 6.3(b)) the orthogonal dimensions of the
molecule, labelled rl and r2, are not equal and the molecule is imaged with an
ellipsoidal cross section. The average values of rl (short axis) and r2 (long axis)
for isolated molecules have been experimentally measured to be 1.6 nm ± 0.3 nm
and 2.2 ± 0.4 nm respectively, with an aspect ratio of 1.4 ± 0.2. The lateral
dimensions of the MnI2(acetate)16 appear to be approximately 30% larger than
the hard-sphere radius values due to STM tip convolution (two different STM tips
were used for these measurements). The average apparent-height of the molecules
is found to be 0.45 nm ± 0.08 nm, lower than the hard-sphere dimension. This
difference is attributed to a lower LDOS associated with the MnI2(acetate)I6 as
compared to the metallic Au surface.

A striking feature of the molecular assemblies observed using STM is the
propensity of the MnI2(acetate) 16 molecules to self-assemble into meandering fil-
amentary structures as depicted in Figure 6.3(c). These structures are observed
to run over step edges, giving rise to the large scale surface structure seen in Fig-
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Figure 6.3: (a) Large scale STM image of the Aul l l l ) surface after the UHV-ESD of ",0.35 ML
of Mn12(acetate) 16 (Vsample = +l.80 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). Filamentary structures are observed
to run over the surface and are contiguous at step edges. (b) Close-up STM image of an isolated
Mn12(acetate)16 molecule (Vsample = +2.00 V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). The molecule displays an
elliptical cross-section (r2 > rj ). (c) STIVIimage showing the internal structure of a molecular
aggregate comprised of individual SMMs (Vsample = +2.00 V, Itunnel = 0.05 nA).

ure 6.3(a). The formation of these structures is not associated with, and does
not follow, the underlying herringbone reconstruction of the Au(111) surface. In
the previous chapter (Chapter 5) it was shown that the UHV-ESD of C60 onto
an Au (111) surface results in the formation of close-packed two-dimensional do-
mains, indicating that the vdW forces that cause the molecules to close-pack
are isotropic. However, in contrast to C60, the vdW interactions between the
Mn12(acetateh6 molecules leads to the formation of filamentary structures which
indicates an anisotropy within the molecule-molecule interactions. These interac-
tions may be investigated using MD simulations, and are discussed in the next

section.

6.3.1 Molecular dynamics simulations of Mn12 (acetateL,

The STM images raises questions as to how the Mn12(acetateh6 molecules orien-
tate themselves relative to the surface, and about the nature of the mechanism
which drives the self-assembly of these complex aggregates. Semi-empirical MD
simulations have been used to obtain information about the energetic states that
an individual molecule deposited onto the AU(lll) substrate may occupy. A sim-
ple schematic of the molecule, shown in Figure 6.4(a) (with the majority of the
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Mn12(acetateh6 depicted as a red ellipsoid and with the protruding CH3 groups
shown as grey circles), is used to analyse the MD results.

There are 16 CH3 groups in total, eight of which lie around the circumfer-
ence of the ellipsoid (labelled 1 to 8), and four on both the top and bottom of
the molecule (labelled A to D and E to H respectively). l\ID quench simulations
were performed on a single Mn12(acetate)16 molecule on the Au(111) substrate
(see appendix B for details of the MD simulations). The quench simulation allows
geometry optimisation calculations to be performed using a variety of starting
geometries determined by MD. From the geometry optimised structures it is pos-
sible to identify several distinct local energy minima, each of which may be defined
by the orientation of the molecules CH3 groups relative to the surface. The left
hand column of Figure 6.4(b) shows a top-down view of the geometry-optimised
energy minima with the values for their aspect ratios. The middle column shows
schematic representations of the molecule, with the CH3 groups in contact with the
Au(111) surface for each orientation highlighted in blue. The edge-on view of the
molecule in the right hand column shows how the molecules are orientated relative
to the surface with the CH3 groups in contact with the surface highlighted. States
Ml and M2 (identified in Figure 6.4) are energy minima where the molecule is
positioned perpendicular to the gold surface, while in state M3b the molecule lies
almost fiat on the surface. In the lowest energy state (state M4b), the molecule
is canted so that four CH3 groups are in contact with the surface.

The energies of the states have been plotted as a function of the number of
CH3 groups in contact with the surface (Figure 6.4(c)). The graph shows a linear
trend which demonstrates that the BE of the molecule to the surface, and hence
the molecular orientation, is determined by the number of CH3 groups in contact
with the Au(l11) surface. State M4b has the greatest BE (0.31 ± 0.02 eV),
and the geometry of this state gives a top-down aspect ratio of 1.3 ± 0.1 which
is in agreement with the value obtained from the STM images. Within error,
states M3c, M4a and M4b fit the experimentally measured aspect ratio (states
Ml and M2 may be discounted due to their low BE to the Au(111) surface), in
these states the molecule is canted relative to the plane of the Au(111) surface.
The MD simulations show that the structures observed in STM are driven by the
maximisation of the number of CH3 groups in contact with the Au(111) surface.
This anisotropic interaction between the molecule and the substrate, due to the
anisotropic shape of the molecule, is the first step in understanding the structures
observed in STM.

The simulations also provide insight into the formation of the complex aggre-
gates of Mn12(acetate)16 molecules on the Au(111) surface. A similar approach to
that described above is taken with a quench simulation being performed to deter-
mine the energy minima for a system containing two Mn12{acetate)16 molecules
absorbed on an Au(l11) surface. Figure 6.5(a)-(d) shows the geometry of the
four local energy minima states for two molecules. For each state the BE between
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Figure 6.4: MD calculated configuration of Mn12(acetate)16 on AU(1l1). (a) CPr<: hard-sphere
model of Mn12(acetateh6 and schematic of the molecule with the CH3 groups of the organic
shell labelled 1-8 and A-H (grey circles) and the core represented as a red ellipsoid. (c) The left
hand column shows a top-down view of the states determined to be energy minima of the system
(1 Mn12(acetateh6 on the Au(111) surface) by the MD quench simulation. The aspect ratio of
each state is shown (a). The middle column is a schematic of a face-on view, with the CH3
groups in contact with the Au surface highlighted as blue circles. The right hand column shows
an edge-on view rotated by 90° compared to that of side 1, with the CH3 groups in contact with
the Au surface highlighted as blue circles. The states are shown in order of increasing BE, Ml
to M4b. (c) Graph showing the BE of the SMM to the Au surface as a function of the number
of CH3 groups in contact with the surface.
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the two molecules has been calculated, with state Dl defined as a non-bonding
configuration where the molecules are not in contact with each other. State D2
shows an edge-to-edge configuration, while states D3 and D4 show face-to-face
configurations where the surface area between the two interacting molecules is
maximised (the substrate interaction is included in the calculation but is approx-
imately equal for all pair configurations and has been subtracted from the quoted
values which thus correspond to intermolecular interactions - see appendix B).
Importantly, the BE of state D4 is considerably greater than that of state D3 due
to the interdigitation of the methyl groups.

The determination of these states allows us to identify the anisotropy in the BE
between pairs of molecules which manifests itself in the formation of the filamen-
tary structures. Interestingly the two molecules in the most strongly bound pair
arrangement (D4) adopt inequivalent surface configurations with, for example, a
difference in tilt angle of ",150 as illustrated in Figure 6.5. One consequence of
this is that a given molecule cannot maximise its pair-wise intermolecular inter-
actions with more than one of its nearest neighbours. We may therefore expect
a competition and interdependency between interactions with multiple nearest-
neighbours. Overall we may expect the molecular shape asymmetry to lead to a
complex intermolecular potential, which promotes an overall anisotropy through
the face-to-face configuration but also possesses several local minima. This leads
to a large multiplicity of quasi-degenerate configurations for an arrangement of
many molecules. From this perspective the Mn12{acetateh6 morphology may be
seen as analogous to the networks described recently as glasses [150,151]. These
findings again show the differences between the regular two-dimensional island
growth observed for C60 (see Chapter 5), which is driven by isotropic interactions,
and the filamentary structures presented in this chapter.

In order to further investigate the nature of the anisotropic forces between the
molecules, a larger simulation containing several Mn12{acetateh6 molecules was
performed. Figure 6.5{e) shows the results of a MD simulation where the positions
of five :Mn12{acetateh6 on an Au(111) substrate have been allowed to evolve over
time (see appendix B for details of the MD simulations). The resultant structure is
a molecular aggregate similar to those observed in the STM images. Figure 6.5{f)
shows a schematic of the final configuration, with the molecules labelled 1 and 2
clearly adopting the state D2 type of bonding configuration, while molecules 3, 4,
and 5 adopt conformations similar to states D3 and D4.

It is important to note that the magnetic properties of Mn12{acetateh6 are
unlikely to be the driving force behind the formation of the observed structures.
The MD simulations do not include any information about the magnetic inter-
actions between the molecules and therefore is not responsible for the predicted
structures. It would be unphysical to include magnetic interactions within the
simulations as the blocking temperature of Mn12{acetate)16 (the temperature at
which the magnetic spin will not relax back to its ground state) is 4 K [152] and
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Figure 6.5: Schematic showing the bonding states (corresponding to local energy minima ob-
tained by a MD quench simulation) available to a pairs of Mn12(acetate)16 molecules adsorbed
on the AU(1l1) surface. (a)-( d) Schematics showing the energy minima of the molecule-molecule
interaction between two Mn12(acetate)16 molecules. (e) Final structure from a MD simulation
of five Mn12(acetate)16 molecules on an Au(ll1) surface showing the formation of a filamentary
structure. (f) Schematic showing the positions of the five SMMs at the end of the MD simulation.
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therefore magnetic ordering is not expected at room temperature.

6.4 NEXAFS spectra of MnI2(acetate)16

The combination of STM and MD simulations has allowed us to characterise the
structures formed by the Mn12(acetateh6 when deposited on the Au(111) sur-
face. The stability of the S]\1Ms undergoing the deposition process is confirmed
by NEXAFS measurements acquired at beamline DI0l11 of the MAX-Lab syn-
chrotron radiation facility. Figure 6.6 shows NEXAFS spectra taken at the Mn 2p
adsorption edge for coverages between 0.2 ML and 2.5 ML, from which the oxida-
tion state of the manganese atoms in the core of the molecule may be identified.
For multi-layer coverages, the NEXAFS spectra are consistent with a mixture
of Mn3+ and MnH oxidation states, similar to those previously observed [153]
for an undamaged Mn12(acetate)16 molecule (the Mn12(acetateh6 molecule should
contain 4 l\lnH and 8 Mn3+ atoms [152]).

However, for the sub-monolayer coverages (0.21\IL, 0.5ML, and 0.6ML) the
spectra observed is consistent with that of a sample consisting predominantly of
the Mn2+ oxidation state. This analysis is based on a comparison with NEXAFS
data acquired for a reference sample of MnO [153,154]' which contains only the
Mn2+ oxidation state and is characterised by a large peak in the NEXAFS spectra
at ,,-,640eV (labelled as Mn2+ in Figure 6.6). From this comparison we may assert
that for sub-monolayer coverages of Mn12(acetate)16 deposited by UHV-ESD the
majority oxidation state for the Mn atoms is 2+. This finding bears similarities
to beam damage studies where several single crystal samples of SMMs, based on
the Mn12(acetate)16 core, were investigated by measuring NEXAFS spectra over
the course of several hours [155]. The continued exposure of the sample to the
synchrotron beam resulted in the growth of the peak corresponding to the Mn2+
oxidation state. However, it is important to note that the observation of the
Mn2+ oxidation state for sub-monolayer coverage is not due to beam damage and
all spectra are acquired immediately after the initial exposure to the beam, before
beam damage occurs.

The features labelled Mn3+ (,,-,642.0eV) and MnH ("-'643.5 eV) in Figure 6.6
can be seen to grow dramatically as the coverage is increased, confirming that
the reduction of the Mn atoms is due to a surface mediated effect. The mech-
anism for reduction may be due to a direct charge transfer from the surface or
may arise from internal changes to the bonding within the Mn12012 core, possibly
due to surface-induced modification or even loss of the attached H20 or acetate
ligands. A simple charge transfer from the surface would likely be associated
with strong surface-core bonding which is unlikely to be compatible with the ob-
served diffusivity of the Mn12(acetateh6 and therefore the second possibility is
more probable. Modification of the shell ligands would naturally lead to correc-
tions to the simple numerical model, but the overall hypothesis that the shape
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Figure 6.6: NEXAFS spectra measured at the Mn 2p adsorption edge (Mn L-edge) for a range
of coverages (0.2 ML - 2.5 ML) of the Mn12(acetateh6 deposited on the AU(l11) surface. The
photon energy was calibrated by measuring the energy separation of the Au 4/ core-level pho-
toemission peaks excited by 1st and 2nd order X-rays. The positions of the peaks corresponding
to the presence of Mn2+, Mn3+, and Mn4+ are labelled.
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asymmetry of the molecule leads to the observed structures is expected to remain
valid. However, it must be noted that the exact nature of the surface-molecule and
molecule-molecule interactions in this situation are undefined within the context
of our current model. Overall the expected oxidation states for an intact molecule
are observed for multilayer coverage, confirming that the chemical properties of
1-1n12{acetateh6are unaffected by the UHV-ESD process.

6.5 UHV-ESD of Mn12(acetate)16 on a
supramolecular network

The previous sections have demonstrated that UHV-ESD of 1\ln12(acetateh6 can
be used to produce sub-monlayer and multilayer films on the Au(111) surface.
The compatibility between PTCDI/melamine hydrogen-bonded supramolecular
networks and UHV-ESD has been demonstrated in the previous chapter (Chap-
ter 5). Here it is shown that Mn12(acetateh6 may be induced to form structures
with a different order to those reported on above, when deposited on a surface
on which a hydrogen-bonded nanoporous network has been prepared. In Chap-
ter 4 the various phases of PTCDI/melamine structures were discussed: in this
experiment the hexagonal phase was prepared on the Au(111) surface. The pores
within such a network have been shown to act as nanoscale traps for diffusing
molecules [47,50,51,118]' including (for low coverage) molecular species deposited
by UHV-ESD (Le. UHV-ESD of C60- Chapter 5). Figure 6.7({a), (b), and (c))
shows the structure of melamine, PTCDI and the structure of the hexagonal net-
work respectively. From a comparison of the dimensions of the hexagonal network
pores and the Mn12(acetate)16 molecule it is expected that each pore will have
the capacity for one molecule. Figure 6.7(d) shows an AU(l11) substrate which
has been pre-patterned with a PTCDI/melamine hexagonal network and has been
exposed to a deposition of ",0.05 ML of Mn12(acetate)16 via UHV-ESD. The po-
sitions of Mn12(acetateh6 trapped within a pore of this host/guest architecture
are highlighted (in addition some, non-highlighted, Mn12(acetate)16 molecules are
adsorbed at other sites on the surface), and it can be seen that the resultant
structure demonstrates a trapping of the molecules within the pores. This result
shows that hydrogen-bonded supramolecular networks have the potential to trap
Mn12(acetateh6 deposited by UHV-ESD and locally inhibit the formation of fil-
aments, such as those discussed above, or other molecular aggregates. Figures
6.7(e) and 6.7(f) show close-up STM images of the hexagonal network containing
two trapped Mn12(acetate)16 molecules, with the overlay in Figure 6.7(f) highlight-
ing the positions of the network pores. A line profile of a trapped Mn12(acetate)16
is shown in Figure 6.7(g) (the path of the line profile is depicted in 6.7(f)) from
which the periodicity of the hexagonal network, labelled P, and the position of
the trapped Mn12{acetate)16may be determined.
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Figure 6.7: Mn12(acetate)16 adsorbed on a supramolecular network. Chemical structures of (a)
melamine, and (b) PTCDI. (c) Structure of the self-assembled hexagonal network formed by
the hydrogen-bonding interaction between melamine and PTCDI. The grey circle represents the
size of a Mn12(acetate)16 relative to the dimensions of the network. From geometric consider-
ations, one Mn12(acetateh6 may be trapped within each pore. (d) STM image of the Au(l11)
surface which has been pre-patterned with a PTCDI/melamine network prior to the UHV-ESD
of MnlZ(acetate)16 (Vsample = +1.80 V, tunnel = 0.03 nA). The dashed black circles highlight
MnlZ(acetate)16 molecules trapped within a network pore. (e) Close-up STM image showing
two MnlZ(acetate)16 molecules trapped within neighbouring network pores (Vsample = +1.80
V, Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (f) STM image, from (e), with an overlay highlighting the position of
the hexagonal network. (g) Line profile taken over a region of network containing one trapped
Mn12(acetate) 16· The path of the line profile is shown in (f) and the periodicity of the hexagonal
network is labelled P. The location of the trapped Mn12(acetate)16 in the centre of the pore is
marked.

Interestingly there IS an indication in this image that the occupancy of the
neighbouring host sites is slightly correlated, with the presence of a trapped
Mn12(acetate) 16 increasing the likelihood of a neighbouring pore also containing a
trapped Mn12(acetateh6. This finding bears similarities to the observed correla-
tion between occupancy of C60 dimers trapped with a PTCDI/melamine parallelo-
gram network and the probability of a neighbouring pore being occupied [25]. For
the C60 dimers the correlation was attributed to a kinetic effect, although for the
Mn12(acetate h6 molecule an energetic origin is also possible. In this instance no
statistical analysis has been performed to determine the extent of any correlation
which may be present.
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6.6 Summary

In this chapter the UHV-ESD of Mn12(acetate)16 on an Au(111) substrate, produc-
ing both sub-monolayer and multilayer coverages, has been demonstrated. These
findings show that large three-dimensional molecules, such as l\ln12(acetateh6, can
form complex aggregate structures, with the growth of the filamentary structures
being due to anisotropic intermolecular interactions. In this case the anisotropy is
a direct consequence of the vd'W interactions between the acetate ligands which
are asymmetrically arranged around the Mn12core and does not arise from chem-
ically specific interactions (Le. hydrogen-bonding, metal-organic co-ordination).
The interlocking of these groups may be considered as a three-dimensional ana-
logue of the alkyl chain interdigitation as observed for planar molecules [156].
These results show that the growth of materials from the vapour deposition of
large molecules which lack a high degree of symmetry can give rise to highly com-
plex structures, and that such aggregated structures can be modelled using MD
simulations.

NEXAFS analysis of the samples show that the expected oxidation states for
the Mn atoms is maintained for coverages of two mono-layers or more and hence it
is expected that the molecules will maintain their magnetic properties. Finally it
has been shown that supramolecular templating can influence the lateral organisa-
tion of large three-dimensional molecules. These new insights into the combination
of UHV-ESD and the surface adsorption of complex organic molecules should find
relevance for the controlled formation of nano-structured surfaces based not only
on Mn12(acetate)16 but with many other large molecules. In the following chapter
a porphyrin based molecular wire is investigated, providing further information
about the complexities of the self-assembly of complex organic molecules.
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Chapter 7

Conformation and packing of
porphyrin oligomers and
polymers on a gold surface

In this chapter porphyrin oligomers and polymers are studied as an example
of a complex molecule which possesses novel optical and electronic properties.
Here UHV-ESD has been utilised to deposit the thermally labile, porphyrin based
molecules on the Au(lll) surface. The porphyrin oligomers (consisting of 4 and
6 porphyrin units) are observed to self-assemble into highly ordered close-packed
domains, stabilised by the interdigitation of alkyl chains attached to the porphyrin
cores of the molecules. A combination of STM, XPS, and NEXAFS techniques are
used to investigate the structure and chemistry of the oligomers. The porphyrin
polymer, consisting of approximately 40 porphyrin units (,,-,54 nm in length), is
observed to form domains of quasi-dose-packed structures stabilised by the inter-
digiation of alkyl chains. A measure for the persistence length of the polymer has
been obtained (",,25 nm), demonstrating that despite the flexibility of the polymer
chains, localised ordering on the surface is present due to the chain-chain interac-
tions.

7.1 Porphyrin polymers as self-assembling
molecular wires

The production of nanoscale electronic devices may potentially be realised by a
bottom-up self-assembly process, utilising electronic components which have been
produced via chemical synthesis. Many systems have been studied where the elec-
tronic components of a circuit are pre-designed 'molecular components' with the
desired opto-electronic properties such as light emitting diodes [157],photo-voltaic
diodes [158],and field-effect transistors [159]. In order to join these components to-
gether to produce a truly nano-electronic circuit, molecular wires will be required.
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Major candidates for molecular wires include materials like carbon nano tubes
(both single [160] and multi-walled [161]) and 7r-conjugate organic polymers [162].

Conjugated organic polymers have stimulated great interest due to their po-
tential applications in nonlinear optics [163], light harvesting [164,165]' and nano-
scale charge transport [166-168]. As with many other organic materials, interfacial
properties are likely to play an important role in their applications in molecular
electronics [169]. However, it has not so far been possible to study these effects
due to the difficulty in preparing suitable monolayers, since these polymers can-
not be sublimed. A question of particular interest relates to the influence of the
flexibility of such large molecules on the ordering within interfacial regions.

On a more fundamental level, the interactions between such molecular wires
has the potential to give rise to the formation of self-assembled structures. In
the previous chapter (Chapter 6) it was demonstrated that the Mn12(acetate)16
molecule forms filamentary structures on the AU(lll) surface due to its complex
three-dimensional shape, therefore the porphyrin oligomers and polymers may also
be expected to exhibit complex interaction potentials. The chemical structure of
the porphyrin sub-units is of particular relevance with respect to the self-assembly
of supramolecular structures. Each porphyrin core has been functionalised with
four octyl chains (see Figure 7.1), providing an alternative method of stabilising
supramolecular structures via the interdigitation of alkyl chains. Alkyl chains
have been previously shown to form self-assembled structures directed by vdW
interactions at the liquid-substrate interface on Au(l11) [170] and HOPG [171,172]
surfaces. This interdigitation of the alkyl chains leads to the formation of close-
packed structures, and it is this intermolecular interaction that has been utilised
to order molecules functionalised with alkane chains, leading to the formation of
close-packed [173-175] and porous [40,176-178] supramolecular structures.

(b) 1.33nm

6.65nm

Figure 7.1: (a) Chemical structures of the porphyrin oligomers P4 (N = 4) and P6 (N = 6)
and porphyrin polymer Pn (N ~ 30-50, polydisperse, endgroups H rather than Si(C6H13h).
(b) The structure of the porphyrin hexamer P6. The separation between the centres of the
porphyrin sub-units is indicated.

In this chapter the adsorption of two oligomers, a tetramer (P4, N = 4) and a
hexamer (P6, N = 6), and a porphyrin polymer (Pn, N ~ 30-50), formed from a
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monomer unit with alkyl side chains (chemical structure shown in Figures 7.1 (a)),
has been investigated. Due to the fragile nature of these molecular species it is not
possible to deposit these molecules on a substrate held in URV by sublimation,
therefore URV-ESD is utilised to deposit P4, P6 and Pn on an Au(lll) surface
for characterisation via STl\1 and synchrotron based studies (XPS and NEXAFS).

7.2 Experimental methods

The URV-ESD of the porphyrin polymers and oligomers was performed within the
Nottingham URV system with a base pressure of 5xlO-ll Torr. The electrospray
apparatus and operation is identical to that described in the previous chapter
(Chapter 6). P4 was dissolved in a toluene/methanol mixture (1:1 by volume).
P6 and Pn were dissolved in a toluene/methanol solution (2:1 and 3:1 by volume
respectively) with the addition of ,,-,5%of pyridine to prevent the molecules from
aggregating and precipitating out of solution. All of the compounds were dissolved
to give a concentration of ,,-,50j.Lgper ml of solvent mixture. A bias of "-'2 kV
(relative to the grounded entrance capillary) ~as applied to the emitt~r in order to
produce the electrospray event, with the pressure rise in the preparation chamber
(due to the introduction of the molecular beam) measured to be of the order
5 x 10-8 Torr. A drain current of 50-100 /-lA was measured at the entrance capillary
to the UHV system.

The preparation of the Au( 111) substrate, and the details of the STM are iden-
tical to that described in the previous chapter. XPS and NEXAFS experiments
were conducted at the bending magnet beamline DI0ll at Max II, MAX-lab in
Lund. The DlOll end station is equipped with a SCIENTA SES200 electron
analyser. For the XPS experiments the sample was orientated at normal emission
relative to the analyser, for NEXAFS experiments this angle was varied. The
sample, and the preparation methodology, for this experiment are identical to
that described in Chapter 6. A single crystal substrate was prepared by cycles of
argon sputtering (1 keY) and annealing (600°C) until it showed a negligible C Is
core-level signal (measured using hv=340 eV). N Is and Zn 2p core-level spectra
were measured using hv=500 eV and hv=1250 eV respectively. N Is NEXAFS
data were recorded at normal incidence, 300 and 600 with the emitted electrons
being collected with a partial yield detector (100 V retardation potential). All
XPS spectra were calibrated to the Au4f substrate peak at 84.0 eV. The photon
energy for the NEXAFS spectra was calibrated from the energy separation of the
Au 4f photoemission peaks excited by X-rays in l " and 2nd order.
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7.3 Self-assembly of the porphyrin oligomers P4
and P6

Images acquired after the deposition of a sub-monolayer coverage of P6 show
that, despite their large size, the porphyrin oligomers diffuse on the surface and
form highly ordered islands composed of parallel molecular rows (see Figure 7.2
(a)). The porphyrin sub-units are clearly resolved in the STM images as bright
features, with six porphyrin units being observed for each P6 molecule, and the
intramolecular separation of porphyrins determined to be 1.33 nm ± 0.07 nm.
The measured porphyrin separation is found to be in good agreement with the
value obtained by X-ray crystallography (1.353 nm) [179]. There appears to be
no preferred orientation between the molecular domains and the crystallographic
axes of the substrate.

Annealing the sample at "'100°C causes the P6 islands to grow and become
more ordered (shown in Figure 7.2 (b)). The predominant feature of these domains
is the formation of columns, with molecules stacked above one another. The
heavily faceted edge of the molecular domain at the top of the STM image shown
in Figure 7.2 (b), compared to the smooth side on the right of the domain, indicates
a preference for molecules to join at the ends of the molecular columns. Figure 7.2
(c) is a high resolution STM image showing the molecular structure of the close-
packed domains, from which the distance between porphyrins in neighbouring
molecules (a = 2.6 nm ± 0.2 nm) and the canting angle between the long axis
of the molecule and the row axis (4) = 15° ± 3°) can be measured. Within the
close-packed array there are a small number of molecules with a different number
of porphyrin units, the region D in Figure 7.2 (c) shows a porphyrin oligomer with
only 5 monomer units. The presence of a small proportion of shorter oligomers is
consistent with the sample purity.

The offset between porphyrin groups in neighbouring molecules (as defined in
Figure 7.2 (d)), b. ~ 0.7 nm ± 0.1 nm, is equal within experimental error to
half the prophyrin spacing, 1.33 nm. This offset is suggestive of an interdigitated
arrangement in which the octyl sidechains lie perpendicular to the long axis of
the molecule and parallel to the gold surface (a schematic of this structure is
shown in Figure 7.2 (d)). This chain conformation would allow the alkyl chains of
adjacent molecules to interdigitate within the close-packed structure facilitating
the maximisation of both the amount of surface covered by the 'footprint' of
molecules and the vd\V interaction between the interdigitating chains which has
previously been shown to be the driving force behind many self-assembled systems
containing alkyl chains [40,118,170,173,174,176-178,180].

In order to gain further information about the nature of the interaction a
shorter porphyrin oligomer (P4) has been studied. The P4 oligomer was deposited
on the Au(l11) substrate, resulting in the production of an analogous structure
to that described for the P6 molecule. Figure 7.3 (a) shows an STM image of a
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Figure 7.2: (a) STM image of close-packed domains of P6 adsorbed on the AU(111) surface after
UHV-ESD (Vsample = -1.80 V, It1Lnnel = 0.03 nA). (b) Close-packed domains of P6 imaged after
annealing the sample at rvlOO°C (Vsample = -1.80 V, It1Lnnel = 0.03 nA). Annealing facilitates
formation of highly ordered molecular domains (typically 50 nm x 50 nm in area). (c) High
resolution STM image of a close-packed domain of P6, the separation of the bright features
corresponding to the positions of the porphyrins is indicated (Vsample = -1.80 V, It1Lnnel = 0.03
nA). The region labelled D highlights a porphyrin oligomer with only five monomer units. (d)
The proposed model for the P6 molecules in the close-packed structure.
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Figure 7.3: (a) STt-.I image showing the P4 molecules within a close-packed domain (VsQmple

= -1.80 V. Itunnel = 0.03 nA). (b) Schematic showing the molecular orientations of the P4
molecule, and the experimentally determined dimensions of the close-packed domain.

region of close-packed molecules, the dimensions of the structure are indicated on
the image. Similar to the P6 structure the separation between the molecules is
determined to be a = 2.9 nm ± 0.2 nm, with an average canting angle ¢ = 110.
The offset value, 6, is smaller than that observed for P6 but is still consistent with
the interdigitation of the alkyl chains. The similarities between the structures of
P6 and P4 close-packed molecules demonstrates that the self-assembly of these
structures is driven by the interdigitation of the alkyl chain sidegroups and the
conformation that they adopt.

7.4 Synchrotron studies of P4

Angle resolved NEXAFS acquired following UHV-ESD of the P4 oligomer show
that the porphyrin cores of the molecules are lying fiat relative to the Au(111)
surface. This is demonstrated in Figure 7.4 (a) where the nitrogen Is NEXAFS
shows the growth of the l s-» n* peak with an increasingly grazing angle of inci-
dence, with negligible intensity at normal incidence. This is consistent with the
nitrogen 7[* bond being parallel to the surface, as described in Chapter 3. Further
to this, XPS data was collected which demonstrates that the Zn atoms within
the porphyrin are not displaced when the molecule is deposited. Figure 7.4 (b)
shows N Is XPS data for a range of molecular coverages, where in all cases there
is only one chemical environment indicating that all 4 nitrogen atoms within the
porphyrin core are bonded to the zinc (if the Zn atoms were removed to form the
porphyrin free base then two chemical environments for the N atoms would be ex-
pected). Zn 2p spectra are shown in Figure 7.4 (c) for a range of coverages, again
only showing one chemical environment. This finding is in contrast to other work
on more reactive surfaces where the Zn atom is removed from the porphyrin [88].
This additional information confirms the structural model determined by STM
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Figure 7.4: (a) N Is NEXAFS spectra (5.2 ML). The growth of the Is -+ 7r* transition with
increased grazing angle shows that the porphyrin sub-units are lying flat relative to the Au(I11)
plane. (b) N Is, and (c) Zn 2p, core-level photo emission spectrum measured using hv = 500 eV
and hv = 1250 eV respectively. One chemical environment is observed in all cases.

and allows additional chemical information to be obtained. The ability to com-
bine the techniques of STM, XPS and NEXAFS by producing samples that can
be investigated in situ makes UHV-ESD a powerful experimental tool.

7.5 Self-assembly and persistence length of the
porphyrin polymer Pn

Deposition of the porphyrin polymer (Pn, consisting of ",40 porphyrin subunits
- determined by gel permeation chromatography [181]) on the Au(111) surface
results in long chains being observed to run along the surface. Quasi-close-packed
regions where chains are aligned (similar to, but smaller than, the lamella struc-
tures formed by polythiophene [90,182,183]), and more disordered regions where
bends and kinks occur, together with points where the polymer chains cross (see
Figure 7.5) are seen to co-exist on the surface. As with the porphyrin oligomers
it is possible to identify the porphyrin sub-units as bright features within the
molecules. The intramolecular separation between porphyrin units is in good
agreement with both the X-ray diffraction data and the measured values for the
oligomers with a value of 1.34 nm ± 0.07 nm being found for Pn.
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Figure 7.5: (a) STM image of the porphyrin polymer Pn after UHV-ESD on the Au(l11) surface
(Vsample = -1.80 V, IttLnnel = 0.03 nA). (b) STM image showing a close-up of two Pn molecules
(Vsample= -1.80 V, IttLnnel = 0.03 nA). The individual porphyrin units can be distinguished, and
the Pn molecules can be observed to travel over a step edge. The two Pn polymers can be seen
to cross over at the point labelled P2 resulting in a bright contrast feature twice the height of
a single Pn (measured at Pj ). A Pn chain which has a nonlinear backbone is shown with its
radius of curvature labelled 1"". (c) Large area STM image showing a high density region of Pn
(Vsample = -1.80 V, IttLnnel = 0.03 nA). The bottom third of the image shows a region where the
tip state allows imaging of individual porphyrins within the Pn to be resolved. Bright contrast
points show where two Pns cross over, and several 'hair-pin bends' are observed.
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The average length of the polymer chains is measured to be 54 nm with a
standard deviation of 12 nm, consistent with the expected length of ",,54nm for a
40 unit porphyrin chain. This demonstrates that the Pn molecules are not dam-
aged by the UHV-ESD process. In quasi-close-packed areas, prior to annealing,
there is a small variation in the separation of the neighbouring segments of the
aligned chains, but after annealing (",,100°C) the polymers show a separation of
2.8 nm ± 0.3 nm. This value is close to the separation of the porphyrin oligomers,
indicating that the quasi-dose-packing of the polymers may also be driven by the
interdigitation of the alkyl chain sidegroups.

In regions of the surface with a low molecular coverage, such as that shown
in Figure 7.5 (b), the path of an individual polymer may be imaged. Here a Pn
molecule is seen to run continuously over a step edge and bend back upon itself
producing a 'hairpin bend' arrangement. The radii of curvature for several such
bends have been measured, with the smallest observed radius being 1.3 nm (cor-
responding to a turn of 180° in 3-4 porphyrin units). Such flexibility is allowed
due to the nature of the linkages between the porphyrin cores, with the alternat-
ing single and triple bonds between the carbon atoms providing freedom for the
backbone of the molecule to bend.

Another feature prevalent in all STM images of Pn are the bright contrast
regions at the junction where two polymers cross over. Measurements of the
apparent height of these cross-over junctions (P2 in Figure 7.5 (b)) are found to
be ",,0.4 nm, roughly twice the value of the measured height for a Pn above the
surface ("-'0.2 nm, PI in Figure 7.5 (b)). Further examples of these cross-over
points can be seen in Figure 7.5 (c) where a region of high molecular coverage
is observed. The bottom third of the STM image dearly shows that the bright
features where the polymers cross have continuous variation in topographic height,
indicating that the polymer chains do not break when crossing. The angle formed
between the axes of the two crossing polymers is measured to be 91° ± 9°, which
implies that there is a preferred orientation for the porphyrin sub-units to adopt
at the molecular intersection.

To determine the influence of the chain-chain interactions on the flexibility
of Pn deposited on the AU(I11) surface a statistical analysis of the distance, R,
between porphyrin units which are separated by a contour length of L along the
chain has been performed. L is chosen to be an integer number, N, of porphyrin
sub-units. Figure 7.6 (a) shows histograms of the normalised frequency of R
for N = 5, 7, 9, and 11. For small values of N we observed a sharply peaked
distribution with the average value of the end to end distance, Rav~ L (Le. Pn
remains straight for short segments). These data are consistent with previous
studies on porphyrin oligomers containing up to four units (N = 4) where a sharp
peak in the distribution is observed at L with a tail in the distribution to small
R [179]. However, for larger values of N the distribution observed in this work
broadens and the value of Rav deviates significantly from L. This deviation is due
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Figure 7.6: (a) Histograms showing the normalised frequency distribution of the end-to-end
length, R, for segments of the polymer chain containing 5, 7, 9, and 11 porphyrin monomer
units. (b) Plot of In(cosB) against contour length, L, averaged over several polymer chains.

to the increase in occurrences of R « L which is a direct result of the 'hair-pin'

structures.
A value for the angular correlation length (i.e. the length over which the

chain orientation becomes decorrelated), Lel of Pn deposited on to the Au(l11)
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surface has been determined by measuring the average value of cos B, where B is
the angle between vectors tangent to the axis of the polymer measured at two
points separated by a contour length of L [184]. The average is taken over all
segment pairs with the same contour length separation. It is possible to estimate
Le assuming an exponential dependence:

(7.1)

The plot of In (cosB) against L (Figure 7.6 (b)) shows a linear dependence, giving
Le = 27 nm ± 6 nm. For isolated non-interacting polymers the definition of Le is
equivalent to the persistence length, Lp, which provides a measure of the intrinsic
flexibility of a polymer chain [185-187] and has been successfully determined in
previous scanning probe studies of polymeric molecules [188,189]. For the densely
packed porphyrin polymers discussed here Le and Lp are not equivalent due to
interactions with the surface and between neighbouring chains (for example the
interdigitation of alkyl chains). However, it is interesting to note that the value of
Le is significantly greater than the value of persistence length previously measured
for analogue oligomers in solution (Lp "-'19nm) [17~]. This indicates that polymers
adsorbed on surfaces studied here are, on average, straighter than in the solution
phase.

This increase is attributed to the planar geometry of the adsorbed molecules:
in solution the porphyrins can bend out of plane, whereas on the surface, bending
can only occur in the plane of the porphyrins so that deformation is localised in the
acetylenic bridges. Inter-chain interactions are also expected to promote parallel
alignment of neighbouring chains. Parallel chains of polymers would allow the
interaction between the interdigitating alkyl chains to be maximised (as discussed
for the oligomers) and minimise the energy cost caused by the bending of the
polymer backbone. This finding demonstrates that the anisotropic interactions
of the alkyl chains attached to the cores of the porphyrins are the driving force
for the self-assembly and long-range ordering of these molecular wires. This is
consistent with the STM images which show that sharp bends do not occur in
segments of the polymer within quasi-close-packed regions. The images, supported
by statistical analysis, show that simple models of polymers, such as the wormlike
chain (\VLC) [186]model cannot fully account for the observations presented here.
In particular the finite frequency of R « L in the histograms for large values of L
in Figure 7.6 (a) is inconsistent with the WLC model. This disagreement is due
to significant inter-chain interactions.

7.6 Summary

The self-assembly of two different porphyrin oligomers and a porphyrin polymer
on the Au(111) surface has been demonstrated. These results highlight the impor-
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tance of UHV-ESD as a method of facilitating the STM imaging of large complex
molecules. The UHV-ESD technique has also been shown to be compatible with
these potentially fragile, thermally labile molecules, and provides a non-destructive
technique for depositing complex molecules into UHV for study by high resolution
ST~1 and synchrotron based techniques. The structures formed are driven by the
conformation and interdigitation of the alkyl side chains. All of the structures
observed here can be rationalised in terms of the anisotropic nature of the vdvV
interactions between the alkyl sidegroups of the molecules.

In addition it has been shown that conjugated porphyrin polymers are sur-
prisingly flexible, even when constrained to a two-dimensional surface, and that
their conformations and chain-chain crossing geometries are strongly influenced
by interchain interactions. The results presented in this chapter (and Chapter 6)
demonstrate that complex molecules have the potential to give rise to unexpected,
large scale structures due to their shape and functionality. These interactions are
not as transparent as the hydrogen-bonding interactions discussed in Chapter 4,
and the prototypical molecular systems described here demonstrate that any at-
tempts to design a self-assembled suprarnolecular structure containing complex
three-dimensional molecules must consider a range of interIIiolecular interactions.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this chapter a summary of the findings reported on within this thesis is pre-
sented.

8.1 Summary of findings

The work detailed within this thesis has focused on the fundamentals of self-
assembly, the interactions between the molecular 'building blocks' which ulti-
mately determine the geometric arrangement of the structures formed. A detailed
understanding of these nanoscale interactions allows us, in principle, to design
structures with predetermined geometries and chemical functionalities, by choos-
ing an appropriate set of starting materials. Several molecules, which possess
novel functionalities, have been investigated as part of this work, with particu-
lar importance being placed on the intermolecular forces which give rise to the
supramolecular assemblies that are formed.

The PTCDI/melamine bimolecular system has been studied, with a range of
complex supramolecular structures being observed. These structures have revealed
that although a strongly directional hydrogen-bonding interaction exists between
the PTCDI and melamine molecules, vdW forces play an important role and can
produce a staggering array of complex phases which cannot simply be predicted
from a knowledge of the geometry of the hydrogen-bonding interaction. Three
new phases of the bi-molecular PTCDI/melamine system have been described in
Chapter 4, where 'melamine-rich' molecular assemblies have been shown to form
on the Au(l11) surface producing both kagome lattice structures and networks
with square pores. STM and DFT have been utilised to investigate the struc-
tures formed, demonstrating that this relatively simple system possesses a complex
'phase space', altering the stoichiometric ratio of the molecular constituents and
the temperature used to create the networks can lead to a wealth of structures.

The potential to introduce chemical functionality to these supramolecular net-
works by substituting the PTCDI molecule for the Br2PTCDI or S2PTCDI deriva-
tive has also been demonstrated. A hexagonal network phase formed from a
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mixture of Br2PTCDI and melamine has been observed to form on the Au(l11)
surface. However, the addition of these functional sidegroups can lead to an alter-
ation in the structure of the self-assembled networks which form. The S2PTCDI
molecule does not readily participate in the hexagonal phase containing melamine,
but is able to form an alternative homo-molecular hexagonal arrangement. This
alternative arrangement is driven by a hydrogen-bonding interaction involving
the SCH2CH2CR3 side chains of the functionalised molecule. This finding demon-
strates the complexities in designing a supramolecular system, where altering the
shape of a molecule can effect the intermolecular interactions to such an extent
that the molecular arrangement observed is radically different to that of a 'similar'
molecule.

In order to facilitate the UHV-STM and synchrotron based investigations of
complex organic molecules, many of which are thermally labile, the UHV-ESD
technique has been developed within the Nottingham Nanoscience group. Chap-
ter 5 detailed results that demonstrated UHV-ESD can be used to deposit C60for
study by STM and XPS, as well as demonstrating that the technique could be
used to deposit low coverages of the molecule on a PTCDI/melamine hydrogen-
bonded supramolecular network. The results presented in this thesis show that
there is a good agreement between the structures formed by thermally deposited
C60 and those transferred onto a surface by URV-ESD. These results represent
an important step towards being able to deposit complex molecules with 'novel'
functionalaties on to surfaces held in URV.

Two examples of complex organic molecules which have been observed to self-
assemble on the AU(111) surface have been discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. The
SM~1 Mn12(acetateh6 is found to be compatible with the UHV-ESD process (as
determined by NEXAFS measurements of the oxidation states of the Mn atoms
within the core of the molecule), and is observed to form complex aggregate struc-
tures. The formation of these structures is driven by anisotropic intermolecular
interactions, which are a direct consequence of the complex three dimensional
shape of the molecule. This prototypical molecular system provides insight into
the interactions expected for large molecules adsorbed at surfaces, and demon-
strates that moving away from using small planar molecules (such as PTCDI and
melamine) as molecular 'building blocks' increases the complexity of the molecule-
molecule interaction potential. MD simulations have been used to great effect in
understanding the interactions which drive the formation of filamentary structures
formed by Mn12(acetateh6, revealing that the molecule orientates itself on the sur-
face to maximise the number of CR3ligands in contact with the surface. The shape
of the molecule also gives rise to the anisotropic nature of the molecule-molecule
interactions, with the interdigitation of CH3 ligands on neighbouring atoms be-
ing the most stable state for two interacting molecules. It has also been shown
that a degree of lateral organisation can be imposed on the structures formed by
Mn12(acetate)16, by using a surface pre-patterned with PTCDI/melamine hexag-
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onal network to trap one molecule within each network pore.
Sub-monolayer coverages of porphyrin oligomers and polymers have also been

prepared on the Au(111) surface by UHV-ESD. Surprisingly, these large molecules
are seen to self-assemble into regular close-packed arrays. In this instance the
molecular ordering is mediated by an interdigitation of the alkane chains of neigh-
bouring molecules. The porphyrin polymers are found to be flexible, and the struc-
tures that they form also appear to be strongly influenced by molecule-molecule
interactions governed by the conformation of the alkyl chains attached to the
porphyrin cores of the monomer units.

This work has demonstrated that although the interactions between molecules
within self-assembled structures are complex, it is possible to analyse and un-
derstand the formation of such structures in terms of the molecule-molecule and
molecule-substrate interactions.
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Appendix A

Theoretical background to DFT,
MM, and MD

In this chapter the concepts underpinning DFT, molecular mechanics (MM), and
MD simulations are described. A background to the techniques is presented, as
well as a discussion of their computational implementation. Particular attention
is given to the implementation of the techniques ·within the Dmol' and Forcite
programs.

A.1 Background to DFT

DFT is a powerful technique which is based on the principles of quantum mechan-
ics. Within the context of this thesis, DFT has been used to calculate the electronic
structure of molecular systems, allowing the HOMO and LUMO of molecules to
be simulated in order to better understand how molecular species appear in STM
images. DFT also allows the geometric structure corresponding to the energetic
ground state of a molecule-molecule junction to be predicted. These calculations
enable us to determine whether a particular geometric arrangement of molecules
is energetically stable. Fundamentally, all of this information is acquired by solv-
ing the Schroedinger equation for the system under study. In many cases, finding
this solution or an approximation to it is non-trivial. The first section in this
appendix aims to introduce DFT in the context of Hartree-Fock theory and to
show the development of DFT into its current form. This appendix is not in-
tended as an exhaustive account of the technique, and further detail can be found
in references [190-192].

The Schroedinger equation

The Schroedinger equation in its time independent form gives the relationship
between the wave function, W (describing the particles within a system), and the
total energy of the system, E.
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......_

Hw=Ew (A.I)

For a many-body system it is not possible to solve the Schroedinger equation ex-
actly, therefore several assumptions and approximations are applied in order to
allow a solution to be obtained. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows a
large system containing many nuclei (and their associated electrons) to be sim-
plified by assuming that the positions of the nuclei are fixed. This assumption
is based on a consideration of the mass of the nuclei and the electrons (nuclei
are several orders of magnitude more massive than the electrons), for this reason
the electronic 'relaxation' compared to nuclear motion is instantaneous and hence
the motion of the nuclei and electrons can be decoupled (solving the Schroedinger
equation for fixed nuclei positions). This allows equation A.I to be split into
nuclear and electronic components .

......_

u,«, = Eewe
HnWn = Enwn

(A.2)
(A.3)

The subscripts e and n refer to electrons and nuclei respectively. The energy of
the electronic component may be split into kinetic and potential energy operators,
T and V:

_.._ _.._

He = T; + Ven+ Vee
it; = Vnn

(A.4)

(A.5)

The nuclear Hamiltonian contains only an electrostatic term corresponding to
the interactions between all of the nuclei within the system, no kinetic term is
included due to the arguments inherent to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
The electronic Hamiltonian includes terms corresponding to the kinetic energy
of the electrons, i: and the potential energy of the electron-electron, ~e, and

......_

electron-nuclei, Ven, interactions.
The electronic Hamiltonian for the Born-Oppenheimer approximation of an

isolated N-electron system can be written as:

(A.6)

where the summation is over all electrons in the system, and V(ri) is the potential
energy of the ith electron in the field of the nuclei. For a given system there
are many valid solutions to equation A.I. Each wave function, 'Ilk, that is an
eigenfunction of the equation will correspond to an energy eigenvalue, Ei, For
each system there will be a ground state wo, with an energy Eo, and it is this
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state that we seek to identify in order to find the most stable state of a system.
The expectation values for an observable are given by:

< A >= JW*AWdx = < wlAlw >
J w*wdx < wlw > (A.7)

If w is normalised then the expectation value for the observable < A > is reduced
to:

(A.8)

For a system in state W, which is not necessarily an eigenfunction of the system,
the expectation value for the energy will be given by:

E[W] =< H >= J w* iiwdx (A.9)

This energy must be equal to, or greater than, the energy of the ground state,
allowing us to impose an upper bound on the energy of the system. For any trial
wave function Wtrial the expectation value for the energy of the system will be:. . .

(A.lO)

Therefore by minimising E[Wtriad with respect to Wtrial we may obtain the true
ground state of the system. This procedure is known as the variation principle,
with a formal proof being given in reference [192].

The most complicated system that may be solved analytically by the applica-
tion of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is that of the Ht molecule. This
is due to the fact that exact solutions to systems which contain more than one
electron cannot be written, as the wave function to describe interacting electrons
is not known. Another drawback to the current formulation of the problem is that
relativistic effects are not incorporated, and the effect of spin interactions are not
included. Both of these problems can be overcome to a certain extent by applying
the Hartree-Fock approximation.

A.I.1 Hartree-Fock approximation

The Hartree- Fock approximation treats the motion of each electron independently
and ignores any interaction between them. This allows the all-electron wave func-
tion for a N electron system to be expressed in terms of a sum of the one-electron
wave functions. The one-electron wave function, which is in this instance non-
relativistic, may be modified to take into account the effect of spin. This is achieved
by defining each one-electron wave function to be a product of the spatial wave-
form and a function which represents spin. The spin positions 'up' and 'down'
are represented by the functions 0: and (3 ; these two functions are orthonormal
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to each other. This combination of the spatial wave function, 'l/J(x), and the spin
component gives rise to a set of one-electron 'spin-orbitals' (h

From the 'spin-orbitals', a many-electron wave function for the system un-
der study may be created. It is not possible to simply sum the set of one-electron
spin-orbitals to create the many-electron wave function. As electrons are fermions,
the total wave function must be antisymmetric with respect to exchange of elec-
tron position. This asymmetry may be ensured by the construction of a Slater
determinant, where all the one-electron spin-orbitals are placed within a matrix
with the rows containing the electron co-ordinates and the columns containing the
'spin-orbitals':

<I> _ 1
BD - VFif (A.ll)

(h(N) (fJ2(N) .. · ¢N(N)

where N is the total number of electrons in the system. For the molecular sys-
tems considered within this thesis the columns can be seen as the single-electron
wave functions, or molecular orbitals which the electrons occupy, with the rows
representing the co-ordinates of the electron occupying that orbital.

In theory it is possible to use a superposition of the Slater determinants as the
initial trial electronic wave function. However the Hartree-Fock method assumes
that the electronic wave function consists of a single determinant. The electronic
energy of the system can then be given by [192]:

(A.12)

where:

hi = J ¢:(rl) [_~V'2 +V(r1)] ¢i(rddrl

jij = Jr f ¢i(rl)¢: (rl)J.-¢j (r2)¢j(r2)drldr2
} r12

kij = Jr f ¢:(rl)¢j(rl)_1 ¢j(r2)¢i(r2)drldr2
) r12

(A.13)

(A.14)

(A.15)

hi contains terms which define both the kinetic energy of an electron i and its
potential in the field of all nuclei; jik is the 'Coloumb integral' and takes into
account the classical electrostatic repulsion between the electrons; and kij is the
'exchange integral' which has no classical analogue. These terms can be written
as operators with the whole expression used to define a new Fock operator, h.

N

h = hi + LCiij - kij)
j=l

(A.16)
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where h is the Fock operator for the ith Minimising equation A.12 by applying the
variation principle gives rise to the Hartree-Fock equations, which are a pseudo-
eigenvalue problem:

(A.17)

where Xi represents a molecular orbital of the system, and fi is the energy asso-
ciated with that molecular orbital. The Hartree-Fock equations must be solved
iteratively to obtain the molecular orbitals of the system, and hence the total
wave function for the system. Once the orbitals have been found the energy for
the system can be calculated. The iterative approach used is known as the self-
consistent field (SCF) procedure. The output from the nth iteration is used as the
input (n + l)th iteration, until the difference between energies calculated between
successive iterations is less than a convergence value, at which point the solutions
are judged to be self-consistent. Once the SCF orbitals have been found, it is pos-
sible to calculate the total energy of the system by considering the total electronic
energy, as defined by equation A.12, and adding the energy contribution from the
nuclei:

(A.18)

Linear combination of atomic orbitals

Methods for solving the Hartree-Fock equations have been proposed by Roothaan [193]
and Hall [194]. The solutions involve splitting the molecular orbitals, Xi, into a
set of known functions. This set of known functions is termed the 'basis set' and
can be viewed as the atomic orbitals of the structure which are combined to give
rise to a molecular orbital.

L

Xi = LCmiVm
m=l

(A.19)

where each molecular orbital, Xi, is constructed from a set of L basis functions
(atomic orbitals), Vm. Substituting equation A.19 into the Hartree-Fock equations
results in the solutions being tractable in terms of a set of matrix equations known
as the Roothan- Hall equations. The parameters of the basis functions can be
altered in order to minimise the energy of the system. Solutions to systems which
are found by this type of method are known as Hartree-Fock solutions of the
system.

Any type of basis function may in principle be used to produce the orbitals
for a system. However, they should have a physical significance to the problem,
i.e. the atomic orbital should be centred on the nuclei, and the function should
go to zero as the distance from the nuclei becomes large. There is also a compu-
tational issue to be considered, for isolated atoms the orbitals are well described
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by exponential functions, but such functions are 'computationally expensive' and
in general Gaussian functions are preferred. A discussion of the different types of
basis sets is given towards the end of the DFT section of this appendix.

A.1.2 Limitations of the Hartree-Fock technique

The Hartree-Fock technique has several limitations, most notably its inability to
cope with the interactions between electrons. This reliance on using single, non-
interacting, wave functions to describe the electrons means that the technique is
entirely non-relativistic. The effects of spin may be added ad hoc by enforcing
electrons to pair up as opposite spin systems, described by a single wave function.
This enforced pairing is known as restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF). If this restric-
tion is not stated, unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF), then a separate spatial wave
function must be used to describe each electron. UHF has the effect of allowing
spin paired electrons to become spatially separate and artificially lower the energy
of the system. A by-product of using the UHF method is that the system may
exhibit 'spin contamination' whereby the calculated electronic ground state is ac-
tually a mix of excited states which can lead to discrepancy between predicted
and observed molecular structures. For this reason systems with many electrons,
for example heavy atoms, are not well suited to be investigated by HF methods.

Hartree- Fock theory relies on the construction of the wave function from a
single Slater determinant. However, a single Slater determinant is only an exact
description of the wave function for a system of N non-interacting electrons. As
all the electrons within the system are treated as non-interacting, there is no
correlation between them, resulting in the overestimation of the repulsive coulomb
interactions. It is possible to attempt to overcome this problem by mixing Slater
determinants, but the mixing itself is not a simple linear combination.

The difference between the true ground state energy of a system and the
Hartree-Fock calculated energy is termed the 'correlation energy', E~, of the
system:

(A.20)

DFT offers an alternative approach to solving the Schroedinger equation by con-
sidering the density of an electron gas instead of a wave function. Amongst the
benefits offered by DFT is a more thorough treatment of the correlation interac-
tion.

A.2 Density functional theory

Instead of using orbitals to model electron position, DFT uses an electron density
to model the distribution of charge within the system under study. This allows
the complicated N electron wave function, W, to be replaced with a much simpler
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electron density p(r). Integrating the electron density over all space should return
the total number of electrons within the system:

J p(r)dr = N (A.21)

Modern DFT owes its origins to work by Thomas and Fermi [195] who described
electrons as a gas, and showed a relationship between the total kinetic energy of a
electron gas and the density of the electron gas. This was one of the first attempts
at using density functionals to obtain information about the electronic properties
of a system. DFT in its current form is based on the proofs by Hohenberg and
Kohn [196] that show there exists an exact energy functional, E[p] and that an
exact variation principle which may be applied to this functional. The electron
density, p(r), may be used to determine the electronic properties of the system.
That is to say that knowledge of the exact function describing the electron density
will allow the calculation of, amongst other things, the ground state energy of the
system.

Eo. = E[po(r)] (A.22)

Any trial density used will give an energy for the system which is greater than or
equal to that of the ground state energy.

Eo ::; E [Ptrial (r)] (A.23) .

By minimising equation A.23 a value for the ground state energy of a system
can be estimated. By analogy with the Hamiltonian description of the electronic
energy of a system the energy functional in DFT may be expressed in terms of
the following:

E[p] = T[p] + Vne [p] + Vee [p] (A.24)

where T[p] is the kinetic energy of the system and Vne[p] is the potential energy
of the electron gas as determined by the effect of the nuclear field. The Vee [p]
term describes the potential energy due to the interaction between electrons. The
Vne[p] term is system dependant, and can be solved by the Hartree-Fock method
described previously. The other two terms require no knowledge about the system
and may be universally defined. Unfortunately, the exact form of T[p] and Vee[P]
are unknown. Early methods used to solve the above equation relied on treating
the electron-electron potential simply as the coulomb interaction and by express-
ing the kinetic term by considering an idealised uniform non-interacting electron
gas. These methods were unsuccessful as they produced results that predicted no
bonding between atoms.

This problem was overcome by Kohn and Sham [197] who split the kinetic
energy term into two parts:
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(A.25)

The term Tks[P] represents the kinetic energy of a fictitious non-interacting N
particle system, and the term in parentheses represents the error due to the in-
teraction between electrons in the real system. This is similar to the approach
explained previously in the HF method, with the ground state wave function for
this system being described by a single Slater determinant. Instead of the spin-
orbitals used for the Slater determinant of the Hatree-Fock method, the orbitals
used are Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals. It is interesting to note that the KS orbitals do
not correspond to atomic orbitals, unlike the spin-orbit orbitals, and their actual
physical significance is under debate. The KS orbitals, ¢i' that form the Slater
determinant for this system should reproduce the real electron density:

(A.26)

By following the procedure for obtaining the Fock operator, a KS operator can
be constructed and the kinetic energy of this system obtained by solving the
Schroedinger equation:

N

Tks = -~ ~ J ¢:(r)\I2¢i(r)dr
t

(A.27)

It is possible to apply a similar approach in order to split the electron-electron
interaction into two separate terms:

(A.28)

In this case the exactly solvable term is the Vks[p] functional which is identical
to the Coulomb-Coulomb interaction considered within the HF method. Again,
the term in parentheses represents the error associated with assuming only the
classical Coulomb interaction.

The errors caused by assuming a non interacting electron gas and using the
coulomb-coulomb interaction to represent the electrostatic potential between elec-
trons are combined into a new term; the exchange correlation function (XC). This
function in effect describes the exchange energy of electrons, the correlation en-
ergy, and incorporates a kinetic correction. The expression for the energy of the
system in terms of the density functionals now becomes:

(A.29)

The only term not explicitly defined within equation A.29 is the form of the XC,
all other terms have previously been formulated explicitly for use in HF theory.
The total energy of the system can therefore be expressed as [190]:
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EIP] = -~ ;; J ¢; (r)'12¢,(r)dr- ~ J I~P!:~Idr+H J PI~~~?drdrt+ ExcIP]

(A.30)
Analogous to the HF method we can express the above equation as a Hamiltonian
operator acting on the set of Kohn-Sham orbitals, <Pi, and it is solvable via a SCF
approach as an expansion of these orbitals in terms of a basis set.

Approximate forms of the exchange correlation term

As stated above the only thing missing from our description of the energy of the
system is an explicit form of the XC functional. As a general form it may be
written as [192]:

e: = J p(r)€xc[p, r]dr (A.31)

where €xc is dependant on the form of p(r) at all points in space. However, its
exact form is not known so an approximation must be suggested. One of the most
commonly used forms of the XC is the 'local density approximation' (LDA) [198].
The form of the LDA is only dependant on the value of the electron density at
each point, r, within the system being studied. This particular function is good
for calculations containing systems with slowly varying electron density, but does
not accurately describe systems containing molecular species where this is not the
case.

Exc,LDA = J p(r)€xc(p(r))dr (A.32)

In order to give a more accurate description of XC the gradient of the electronic
density may be incorporated into the XC functional. This is the generalised gra-
dient approach (GGA) [199]:

Exc,GGA = J p(r)€xc(p(r), 'Vp(r), ... )dr (A.33)

For the work reported on here, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional is
used as the form for the XC functional, as it has been shown to accurately model
the interactions of a hydrogen bonded system [200].

A.2.1 Basis sets

As discussed previously, both the solutions to the Hatree-Fock and Kohn-Sham
equations can be broken down into a set of functions which describe the wave
function or density of the system. These functions each represent the molecular
orbitals for the system and each of these molecular orbitals is constructed from a
set of basis functions representing the atomic orbitals of the system. There are two
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main types of basis functions known as Slater type orbitals (STO) and Gaussian
type orbitals (GTO). STO [201]have the functional from:

(A.34)

where N is a normalisation constant, Yl,m is a spherical harmonic, n, I, and m are
the quantum numbers for the atomic orbital, and the final two terms describe how
the function falls to zero with increasing distance from the centre of the atom. The
STO give a good agreement with the atomic orbitals of hydrogen and are therefore
physically realistic. The exponential term is difficult to integrate analytically and
for this reason GTO basis sets are more commonly used, as it has been shown
that they may be integrated analytically [202].

The most accurate solutions are those which contain the largest number of
basis functions. However, there needs to be a compromise between accuracy and
speed of calculation. For this reason it is desirable to use the smallest possible
number of functions that realistically model the system under study.

The smallest basis set that may be used to describe all of the electrons in a
system is known as a minimal (MIN) basis set. In this basis set, only enough. . .
functions are included to describe each filled orbital, so for H and He only a
single s-orbital is required. The STO-3G basis set is such an example where each
atomic orbital that may contain two electrons (s, Px, Py, Pz, pdxy, dxz, dyz, ... )
is described by a single basis function: With each basis function consisting of a
linear combination of three Gaussian peaks, hence 3G. The Gaussian peaks are
chosen so that they fit a STO, allowing a physically realistic model of the orbital
to be constructed from simple functions. For example, a neon atom described
using the STO-3G basis set requires 5 basis functions (Is, 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz
orbitals). As all of the orbitals constructed have a spherical symmetry, and all of
the orbitals are centred on the nucleus, the STO-3G basis set is unable to describe
non spherical systems, or systems with a delocalised charge distribution.

The 1UN basis set can be improved by including additional orbitals, simply
by doubling all the basis functions. Such an approach leads to a double zeta
(DZ) basis set, which allows a description of 1f bonds [190],but may lead to over
specifying the number of orbitals required to describe the system. For this reason
split valence basis sets are used where only the valence orbitals are doubled. Split
valance basis sets, such as 3-21G, address the problem imposed by MIN basis sets
of only being able to describe systems with a spherical symmetry. The basis sets
are labelled as C-VIV2 ... VNG where C is the number of Gaussian peaks used
to model the core levels (as described previously) and the valence orbitals are
described by N basis functions, each of which consist of Vi Gaussian peaks. This
allows orbitals with a non spherical symmetry to be described, such as 1f and 8
bonding orbitals. Using the neon atom as an example, basis functions are required
for Is, 28, 2sl, 2px,y,z and 2p1x,y,z orbitals. Therefore there are 9 basis functions in
total.
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In order to include the directionality of bonds, polarised basis sets are used.
The H atom only formally contains s-orbitals but any hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions will be directional, for this reason higher angular momentum p-orbitals are
used. Similarly heavier elements, such as carbon, are modelled with d-orbitals to
include polarisation. Polarised basis sets offer a way of accounting for the non
nucelocentric distribution of electrons. This is achieved by expressing the orbitals
as an expansion, allowing s type orbitals to contain some p character and p type
orbitals to contain some d character. Singularly polarised basis sets (such as 6-
31G*) included polarised functions for p orbitals whereas doubly polarised basis
sets (6-31G**)contain polarised functions for both sand p orbitals.

A.2.2 Limitations of DFT

Although DFT theory offers a better treatment of electron interaction than the
HF method, it is not without its limitations. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are not
molecular orbitals and their exact physical significance is uncertain. This makes
the calculation of ionisation energies and electron affinities based on the calculated
KS orbitals difficult and any results should be considered carefully.

One of the biggest drawbacks of DFT is its inability to calculate vdW inter-
actions between atoms. Within the context of molecular self-assembly studied in
this work, the vd\V forces appear to playa significant role and it is a great failing
that such forces are not accounted for in DFT.

A.3 Implementation of DFT
The DFT calculations conducted as part of this thesis used the DMol3 module
within the AccelyrsMaterials Studio suite (v 4.x). The followingsection describes
the choices made for the calculations performed and how the parameters chosen
relate to the underlying theory.

Geometry optimisation

The lowest energy configuration for molecules and clusters of molecules are calcu-
lated by a 'geometry optimisation' procedure. The position of the atoms within
the molecules are allowed to relax to reduce the total energy of the system. At
each iteration of the geometry optimisation the potential gradient at each atomic
position is determined and the atom is moved so as to minimise the potential.
Within Dmof a mixture of 'steepest descent', 'conjugate gradient', and 'Newton-
Raphson' methods are used to determine the energy minimum from the system
under study.

The steepest descent algorithm is relatively simple and allows the system to
quickly move towards an energy minimum by finding the 'downhill' direction of
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Value Coarse Medium Fine
Energy (Hartree) 1 x 10-4 2 X 10-5 1 X 10-5

Max. force (Hartree A-I) 0.02 0.004 0.002
Max. displacement (A) 0.05 0.005 0.005

Table A.I: Table showing the convergence tolerance parameters for a Dmo13 geometry optimi-
sation calculation.

the potential gradient, and moving along that direction until the gradient starts
to increase [203]. Unfortunately, the steepest descent algorithm does not converge
quickly on the energy minimum for the system so the conjugate gradient [204],
and Newton-Raphson methods are used once the system is close to the energy
minimum.

The convergence tolerance for these calculations can be specified. Each iter-
ation of the geometry optimisation search will bring the structure closer to an
energy minima. \Vhen the energy difference of the structures between two succes-
sive iterations is less than the convergence tolerance, the structure is deemed to
have been minimised. Within Dmol3, options are given for Coarse, Medium, and

. .

Fine optimisations, shown in table A.l, with the tolerance being specified in terms
of the total energy of the system, the maximum force, and the the maximum dis-
placement. The maximum step size may also be set, which defines the maximum
distance an individual atom may be moved during an iteration, prohibiting the
production of non-physical structures.

Exchange-correlation functional

The type of exchange-correlation potential to be used in the calculation may be
specified, using either a GGA or LDA approach. A wide range of functionals may
be chosen from, but for the purposes of this work the PBE [205]functional is used.

Treatment of spin

The treatment of the electron spin for the calculations can be performed as 'spin
restricted' or 'spin unrestricted'. In spin unrestricted calculations, different or-
bitals are used to describe the alpha and beta electron spins. The initial pairing
of electrons is determined by the formal spin of the molecule.

Self consistent field parameters

As many integrals which need to be calculated as part of the DFT routine cannot
be solved analytically, a numerical approach has to be implemented whereby the
integrals are evaluated over a grid of points. Dmol3 allows Coarse, Medium and
Fine, options to specify the integration accuracy. It has been shown [206]that the
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Medium integration accuracy, using a grid of ......,1000points is sufficient for most
systems.

In order to speed up the SCF convergence, mixing of the charge density and
spin density from the previous SCF iteration may be used. A percentage of the
previous density is used as a basis for the next iteration. For the calculations
conducted as part of this thesis, density mixing of charge 2% and spin 50%were
used. The direct inversion in the iterative subspace (DIIS) [207]method is also
used to increase the speed at which the SCF converges by estimating an 'error'
for the density function, and then extrapolating to minimise this 'error'. This
allows the next suggested density functional to be closer to the actual ground
state density without having to perform a full SCF iteration between each guess
at the density [190].

Basis sets

The basis sets used in Dmol'' are generated numerically, with each function corre-
sponding to an atomic orbital, instead of Gaussian orbitals. The basis functions
are given numericallyon an atom-centralized spherical-polar mesh. The function
consists of a spherical harmonic term and a radial term:

O'basis = 'Y(O, ¢)F(r) (A.35)

The basis sets are confined by a numerical cut-off radius, r., which defines the
distance from the centre of an atom at which the density function should go to
zero. Dmol' specifiescut-off values for each element in the periodic table. In this
work we use a cut-off distance of 3.7Awhich is found to give energies consistent
with previous DFT calculations performed on the systems under study, more detail
on this is given in appendix B.

A range of basis sets are available for use within Dmol'' ranging from MIN
numerical basis sets to doubly polarised numerical (DNP) basis sets. The DNP
basis set (used within this work) contains valence orbitals and includes additional
polarised d-functions on all non-hydrogen atoms, and polarised p-functions on
all hydrogen atoms. This polarisation is especially important for modelling the
directional hydrogen-bonding interactions which are studied as part of Chapter 4.
DNP is similar to the 6-3lG**basis set, but due to the fact the atomic orbitals are
physically realistic, they should give rise to more accurate results than a Gaussian
basis set [206].

The core-orbitals of atoms may be represented as semi-core pseudo-potentials
or effective core potentials. These options treat the core electrons as a simple
potential, increasing the speed of the calculation at the cost of its accuracy. For
this work an 'all electron' approach is taken where all the electrons are treated
in the same manner. This is a non-relativistic treatment and as such does not
account for the additional shielding effect of the electrons in the core levels of the
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atoms.

Orbital calculations

In order to interpret the ST11 images studied in Chapter 4, the HOMO and LUMO
of a molecule can be calculated using DFT. This is simply implemented by taking
the molecular orbital corresponding to the highest energy filled state and the lowest
energy empty state as calculated using the SCF iterations. A visual representation
of the position of the HOMO and the LUMO relative to the chemical structure of
the molecule is produced.

A.4 Molecular mechanics simulations

A.4.1 Introduction to molecular mechanics

MM is able to model the structures and estimate the energies of molecular species
which are too large to be handled by a DFT approach. Unlike DFT, which calcu-
lates the energy of a system from the electron distribution, MM type simulations
use a parameterised set of functions which describe the energy of a system in terms
of the positions of the atomic nuclei. The parameters for these functions are ei-
ther obtained empirically or from a higher level of computational theory (such
as DFT). In the simplest terms, a MM simulation models a molecule as a set of
spheres corresponding to the position of the atoms, and a set of springs which join
the chemically bonded atoms together. The parameters in a MM simulation de-
scribe the properties of the spheres (e.g. size and mass) and springs (e.g. stiffness

and length).
The basis of the MM approach is the observation that different molecules are

composed of structurally similar chemical groups. As an example, all C-H bond
lengths found in molecules are measured to be between 1.06A and 1.1OA [190].
The C-H stretch vibration is also observed to have approximately the same value
irrespective of the molecular species. These findings imply that the force constants
for the bond are always comparable, irrespective of the molecule to which the
functional group is attached.

This reductionist interpretation of a molecule can be continued by defining each
atom in terms of the functional group that it is part of, as well as its neighbouring
atoms. The description of each atom is termed its 'atom type' and allows us to
define the properties of an atom in terms of its atomic number and the type of
chemical bonding in which it participates. This method allows every chemically
distinct atom to be given its own set of parameters, defining its interaction with
the neighbouring atoms. Therefore a Sp2hybridised carbon has a different 'atom
type' to a Sp3 hybridised carbon, and an oxygen in an aldehyde group is given
a different type to an oxygen in an alcohol group. As the forces between the
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atoms are defined by the 'atom type', the list of atom types and parameters is
often known as the 'Forcefield' (FF), with MM simulations often referred to as FF
methods.

A.4.2 The Forcefield energy

The energy obtained from a l\lM simulation is obtained using the FF to describe
the interaction between the atoms, and hence is referred to as the Forcefield energy,
EFF. This energy may be written as a sum of terms, each one describing a
particular interaction.

EFF = EStT + Ebend + EtoTs + Ecross + Evdw + Eel (A.36)

where EStT is the energy function describing the stretching interaction between two
chemically bonded atoms, Ebend the energy required to alter the angle between
three bonded atoms, and EtOTS the torsional energy involved in rotating around a
bond. Ecross represents the coupling between the first three terms, and together the
first four terms represent the 'bonded' interactions between the atoms within the
molecule. The final two terms describe the 'non-bonded' interactions between the
atoms, with Evdw used to represent the vdW interactions, and Eel representing
the attractive and repulsive electrostatic interactions. A detailed discussion of
these forces is given in reference [190], with a summary presented below.

The stretch energy

The stretch energy function is based on the distance between two atoms, A and
B. The bond can be thought of as a spring with a force constant K AB, holding
the two atoms at an equilibrium separation of R~B apart. If the two atoms are
moved to a separation of RAB so as to stretch or compress the spring, the energy
of the system will be given by:

(A.37)

This is the form of the harmonic oscillator potential, where the potential is a
quadratic function of the displacement from the minima. The harmonic form is
the simplest possible description but is sufficient for most equilibrium geometries.

The bending energy

The bending energy is defined as the energy required to produce an angle (j formed
by three atoms A - B - C, where A and B, and, Band C are bonded together.
In the same way as the stretch energy, the bending energy function is written in
terms of a departure from an equilibrium angle, (jABC.

Ebend ((jABC _ (j~BC) = K ABC ((jABC _ (j~BC) 2 (A.38)
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The torsional energy

The torsional energy is the energy required to rotate around the B-C bond in a
chain of four bonded atoms, A-B-C-D. Looking along the axis of the B-C bond, the
angle between the axes of the A-B and C-D bonds is defined as w. The torsional
energy function takes the form:

(A.39)
n=l

The energy function is periodic in terms of w as the bond may rotate through 3600

and return to the same position, and should therefore have the same energy value
at the start and end of the rotation. The n = 1 term defines a period of 3600, n=2
has a period of 1800, and so on as 3600/n. This periodicity allows a wide range of
bonds with varying rotational freedoms to be modelled.

The cross term energy

The cross term energy incorporates the coupling between the stretching, bending,
and torsional energies. The coupling terms represent the fact that it is experi-
mentally observed that altering the bond angle for three bonded atoms, A-B-C,
will result in a change in the optimum bond separations for A-B and A-C. Such
effects are accounted for by including energy functions of the form:

(A.40)

Other cross terms considered include stretch/stretch, stretch/torsional, bend/bend,
and bend/torsional/bend. The more cross terms included as part of the FF, the
more accurate the representation of the physical system being studied.

The van der Waals energy

The Evdw and Eel terms contain information about the non-bonding interactions
between atoms in the MM simulation. The vdW energy can be considered as the
non-bonding energy which arises from non-electrostatic interactions. The vd\V
interaction is often modelled using a Lennard-Jones potential:

E"~(R) ~ e [ (~) 12 _ 2 (~) 6] (A.41)

where Ro is the equilibrium separation of the atoms and E is the depth of the energy
minimum. The second term in parentheses represents the attractive dipole-dipole
(and higher terms) interactions, which is observed to fall as R-6 for large separa-
tions. The first term in parentheses is repulsive and arises from the Pauli repulsion
between electrons and cannot be completely determined from first principles. The
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form of this term must be physically realistic and as such is required to go to
zero for large R and should go to infinity as R approaches zero. Other models for
the repulsive part of the potential replace the R-12 term with an exponential to
give the Hill potential [208].However, as the exponential term is 'computationally
expensive' the majority of FF use the form given in equation A.4l.

The electrostatic energy

The electrostatic energy is given by evaluating the coulomb potential over each
pair of atoms in the system:

(A.42)

The charge on the atoms (QA and QB) is either defined within the FF parameters,
or obtained from a calculation of the electrostatic potential across the molecule
using electronic structure methods such as Qeq [209].As the Coulomb interaction
is evaluated over pairs of atoms, many-body effects such as screening are not
included. To counter this effect the dielectric constant, E, may be made distance
dependant in order to reduce the interaction for larger separations.

A.4.3 Forcefield parametrisation - the Universal Forcefield

The two key factors which determine the accuracy of a FF are the functional
forms used to model the energy contributions and the parameters used for these
functions. The parameters may be obtained from experimental data, or from
higher level computational theory, but in all cases the parameters chosen will be
selected to accurately model a specific set of chemical groups. Unfortunately, this
means that more 'exotic' molecules, which have been less well studied will not
have had many of their atomic interactions parameterised.

In an effort to overcome this problem the Universal Forcefield (UFF) [210]was
developed by Rappe et al. The UFF derives parameters for the functional forms
of the energy terms from atomic constants such as atomic radii and ionisation
potentials. This FF enables parameters to be obtained for all structures containing
any combination of elements from the periodic table. Due to the complex nature of
many of the molecules studied within this thesis, the UFF has been used to ensure
that parameters are available for all atomic interactions. In order to confirm the
results obtained from such parameters are physically realistic, care must be taken
to compare the results obtained from the UFF method with experimental data.

A.4.4 Advantages and limitations of MM methods

The main advantage of MM methods is that they are quick to perform and can
be used to model systems which contain large numbers of atoms. Calculations
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containing several large molecules and a substrate would contain too many atoms
to be handled by a DFT approach, but the use of MM allows the energetics of such
systems to be investigated. With the introduction of the UFF, MM calculations
can be performed for any structure and allows the study of new 'exotic' molecules.

The main limitation of MM is the difficultly involved in obtaining parameters
which are an accurate representation of the physical properties of a system. Some
of these problems are overcome by the use of other computational techniques to
obtain the desired parameters, or by the use of the UFF to predict parameters.
Ultimately the accuracy of the simulation can only be judged by comparison with
experimental data for the same system that the simulation is trying to model.

A.5 Molecular dynamics simulations

In the previous sections of this appendix the methodologies for obtaining the
energy of a given system have been discussed. DFT and M11 approaches both
calculate the energy of a system given an initial set of atomic co-ordinates, with
the minimum energy state for the system being obtained by allowing the structure. . .
to relax (geometry optimisation calculation). For relatively simple systems the
geometry optimisation calculation should result in the lowest energy structure of
the system being obtained. For more complex systems this approach is likely to
yield a local energy minima and not the global minimum. One way to solve this
problem would be to manually set-up a range of starting geometries and see which
produces the lowest energy state. Such a method would be time consuming and
many of the initial structures may prove to be physically unrealistic.

MD simulations allow the evolution of a system in time to be modelled, with
only physically realistic geometries being formed. From this set of initial geome-
tries for the system the energy minima may be obtained, allowing the potential
energy surface of the system to be explored. MD simulations solve the Newto-
nian laws of motion to describe the evolution of a system by calculating the forces
acting on the atoms within the molecule. These forces can be calculated directly
from the derivative of the potential energy at the location of a given atom.

A.5.l Phase space and trajectories

A classical system can be defined by specifying the positions and momenta of all
the particles within that system [191]. For a system containing N particles in
three-dimensional space, any system can be described by 6N co-ordinates.

(A.43)

These co-ordinates may be split into two separate vectors, one describing position,
q, and one describing momentum, p.
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q = (Xl, YI, Xl, X2, Y2, Z2, .•. )

P = (Pxl' PYl' PZl' PX2' PY2' PZ2' ... )
X = (p.q)

(A.44)

(A.45)

(A.46)

From these co-ordinates a phase space point, X, may be defined. As a system
evolves over time, the phase space points will trace out a unique trajectory in
phase space. Assuming that no outside forces act on the system, knowledge of one
phase point allowsthe 'next' phase point to be calculated using the Newtonian laws
of motion. As long as the initial structure is physically realistic, all of the phase
points along this trajectory will correspond to real possibilities for the geometric
positions of the atoms within the system.

For a system with a set of atomic positions q at time tl, the atomic positions
at a time t2 is given by:

(A.47)
. .

where p(t) is the velocity of an atom. The relationship between the momenta, p,
at timesn;l and t2 is given by:

(A.48)

(A.49)

With a being the acceleration as defined by Newton's 2nd law. The force on an
atom can be obtained directly from the derivative of the potential energy with
respect to the atomic co-ordinates (as shown in equation A.50).

8V
--=ma8q (A.50)

This potential energy can be calculated from a MM simulation. For certain sys-
tems, such as a simple harmonic oscillator, it is possible to solve equations A.47
and A.48 analytically. In general, the majority of systems cannot be solved ana-
lytically and an approximation is required. In the limit where tlt --+ 0 equations
A.47 and A.48 may be modelled using Euler's approximation as:

q(t + tlt) = q(t) + p(t) tlt
m

p(t + tlt) = p(t) +ma(t)tlt

(A.51)

(A.52)

Hence, for any system for which we can calculate the potential, it is possible to
simulate its trajectory in phase space, providing that we have a physically realistic
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set of initial conditions, and that the time step, ~t, is small. The initial positions
of the system may be obtained from a geometry optimisation MM calculation and
with the initial momenta of the atoms being assigned randomly using the following
relationship between temperature and momentum [191]:

T(t) = 1 +t !Pi(t)!2
(3N - n)kB . mi

t=l

(A.53)

where N is the total number of atoms in the system and n is the number of
constrained degrees of freedom. With the momenta being defined relative to the
motion of the centre of mass for the whole system.

In reality, Euler's approximation for solving the equations of motion of the
system is unstable, and does not accurately recreate the trajectory of a system for
reasonable values of ~t. Therefore a range of 'integrators' have been developed,
most of which are based on the Verlet algorithm for integrating the equations of
motion [211] (the MD simulations performed as part of this work use the Verlet
velocity integrator).

A.5.2 Ensembles

Newton's equations of motion describe the microcanonical ensemble (also known
as the NVE ensemble) where the number of particles, the volume of the system,
and the total energy of the system are kept constant. The NVE ensemble is gener-
ally not an accurate description of real experimental conditions where the system
is allowed to exchange heat with the surrounding environment. For such systems
the constant number of particles, constant volume, constant temperature (NVT)
ensemble is more appropriate. The temperature can be kept constant by simu-
lating the interaction of the system with a heat bath. A treatment of the system
using the NVT ensemble can be calculated using Nose-Hoover dynamics [212].

A.6 Implementation of MM and MD

The ~lM and MD simulations conducted as part of this thesis used the Forcite
module within the Accelyrs Materials Studio suite (v 4.x). The choices made for
the calculations which have been performed, and how the parameters chosen relate
to the underlying theory, is discussed in the following section.

A.6.l MM calculation options

Geometry optimisation

The lowest energy configurations of molecules and molecular structures are cal-
culated by a geometry optimisation procedure identical to that described for the
DFT calculations. Within Forcite, a 'smart' alogirthm is used which implements
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Value Coarse Medium Fine Ultra-Fine

Energy (kcal mol-1 0.002) 0.001 1 x 10-4 2 X 10-5

Force (kcal mor ' A -1) 2.5 0.5 0.002 0.001

Stress (Gpa) 2.5 0.5 0.002 0.001

Displacement (A) 0.05 0.015 5 x 10-5 1 X 10-5

Table A.2: Convergence tolerance parameters for the Forcite geometry optimisation calculation.

a cascade of 'steepest descent', 'conjugate gradient', and 'Newton-Raphson' meth-
ods to determine an energy minimum from the system under study. The details of
these methods have already been given in section A.3. The convergence tolerances
available are shown in table A.2, and are defined in terms of a maximum energy
change, maximum force, maximum stress, and maximum displacement between
successive iterations of the geometry optimisation.

Forcefield

Several FFs are available to describe the bonding and non-bonding interactions
within the system, such as UFF [210], COMPASS [213], and Dreiding [214].'The
calculations reported on in this work were performed exclusively using the UFF
as it allows for a full parametrisation of all the elements in the periodic table.

Charges

The charges on each atom within the system need to be accurately modelled in
order to calculate the electrostatic interactions which contribute to the total energy
of the system. Forcite allows the charges to be defined by the user, but some FFs
(such as CO:MPASS)have the atomic charges parameterised within the FF. Within
this work the Qeq [209] algorithm, which uses the concept of electronegativity to
equalise the charge distribution over all the atoms within the system, is employed
to calculate the atomic charges.

Non-bonded interactions

The non-bonded interaction between the atoms can be described by atom based,
group based, or Ewald summation methods. The atom based method calculates
the pairwise interactions between atoms within a set 'cut-off' distance, with the
group based approach using a similar technique to calculate the interactions be-
tween functional groups. For periodic systems (such as those studied within this
thesis) the Ewald summation [215] is a more appropriate description.

A 'buffer width' is also set which is used to determine when the list of non-
bonded atoms should be re-evaluated. Normally to save time in the calculation,
a list is created of all the non-bonded atoms, so the interaction between these
atoms are calculated. When the separationan between any pair of atoms changes
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Value Coarse Medium Fine Ultra-Fine

electrostatic/vdW cut-off distance (A) 9.5 12.5 15.5 18.5

Ewald accuracy (kcal mol-I) 0.01 0.001 0.0001 0.00001

Table A.3: Table showing how the Ewald accuracy for calculating the non-bonded contribution
to :M11 energy is related to atomistic cut-off distance.

by at least half the buffer width, the non-bonded atom list is recalculated. For
the vd\V interactions a repulsive cut-off is specified to define a distance at which
the repulsive vd\V force between atoms is truncated.

A.6.2 MD calculation options

Ensemble selection

The Forcite MD simulation allows a choice of four different ensembles NVE, NVT,
NPH, NPT (Ne.number of atoms, Ve-volume, E=total energy, P=pressure, and
H=enthalpy) where in each ensemble three conditions are kept constant through-
out the simulation. For the NVT ensemble MD calculations may apply the Nose-
Hoover [212] thermostat to keep the temperature constant. The calculations pre-
sented within this thesis use the NVE ensemble. The initial momenta of the atoms
are defined at random from a temperature dependant Gaussian distribution (with
the temperature being defined by the user).

Simulation time

The total simulation time, the length of each time step, and the number of time
steps can be specified. As discussed previously a large time step may result in the
atoms occupying physically unrealistic positions, to prevent this from occurring
an 'energy deviation' tolerance may be specified to warn if the change in energy
between steps in the Ml) simulation becomes too large.

Quench dynamics

The Forcite MD simulation allows a 'quench' calculation to be performed, where at
intervals of a certain number of time steps the atomic co-ordinates of the structure
can be used as starting points for geometry optimisation calculations. The local
energy minima, and the global energy minimum, for the system can explored using
this technique.
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Details of the DFT and MM
simulations

This appendix contains the technical details of the DFT and kIM calculations which
have been discussed throughout this work. Here, the methodologies and parameters

of the various calculations are presented.

B.1 DFT calculation details
Within the Nottingham Nanoscience group DFT computational studies have been
used to investigate the binding energies (BEs) and structures of molecules involved
in hydrogen-bonding interactions [106, 107]. Previous calculations were carried
out using the SIESTA package [216,217]. In this work the Materials studio suite,
using the Dmol3 package [218], is used to model the hydrogen-bonding junctions
between two or more molecules. In order to ensure that the results produced by
the simulations are physically realistic, a series of tests were performed.

Methodology for choosing the DFT calculation parameters

Parameters taken from previous SIESTA calculations were used as a starting point.
The cyanuric acid - melamine (CA.M) hydrogen-bond was investigated as exper-
imentally obtained crystallographic data for the dimensions of this structure is
available [13]. Figure B.1 (a) shows the structure of the CA·M junction. DFT
calculations were performed on the CA·M molecules using the parameters shown
in table B.1, with cut-off distances of 2.6 A and 3.7 A. The dimensions of the re-
sultant geometry optimised structures were then compared to the crystallographic
data (shown in table B.2).

The data shows that there is a good agreement between the crystallographic
data and the results of the DFT calculations using a cut-off of 3.7 A. In order to
test the validity of the BEs predicted by DFT, a comparison was made between
SIESTA and Dmol" calculations looking at the PTCDI-PTCDI double hydrogen-
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(a) (b)

Figure B.l: (a) The cyanuric acid - melamine hydrogen-bonded junction. (b) PTCDI-PTCDI
dou ble hydrogen- bond.

Parameters for DFT test calculations
GGA PBE [205]

Functional Spin Unrestricted
Use formal spin as ini tial
Energy 1x10-5 Ha
Max Force 4x10-4 Ha/ A

Convergence tolerance (custom) Max Displacement 0.005 A
Max Iterations 400
Max Step Size 0.3 A

Basis Set DNP

Core treatment All electron relativistic
SCF Tolerance 1x10-6

SCF Tolerance (fine) Max SCF cycles 500
Multipolar expansion octupole

Density Mixing
Charge 0.02
Spin 0.5

Orbital Cut-off (custom)
Scheme Global
Cut-off 2.6/3.7 A

Orbital Occupancy Use smearing No

Table B.l: DFT parameters for the test calculations.

Calculation/Data HB1- Distance HB2- Distance HB3- Distance
N-O (A) N-N (A) N-O (A)

Crystallography 2.94 2.85 2.98
DFT: 2.6 A 2.85 2.70 2.85
DFT: 3.7 A 2.92 2.79 2.93

Table B.2: Comparison of the crystallographic hydrogen-bond distances for the CA-M junction
with DFT calculated distances.
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Calculation Binding energy (eV)
Dmol3 : Cut-off 2.6 A 0.794
Dmol" : Cut-off 3.7 A 0.493
Dmol3 : Cut-off 5.0 A 0.469

SIESTA 0.487

Table B.3: Calculated BEs for two PTCDI molecules in a double hydrogen-bond arrangement
using different cut-off values.

bond interaction (shown in Figure B.l (b)). Table B.3 shows the BEs between two
PTCDI molecules calculated using cut-off values of 2.6 A, 3.7 A, and 5.0 A. It can
be seen that a value of 3.7 A for the cut-off is congruent with the BE previously
calculated using the SIESTA software.

Final parameters for DFT calculations
GGA PBE [205]

Functional Spin Unrestricted
Use formal spin as initial
Energy 2xlO-5 Ha
Max Force 4xlO-3 Hal A

Convergence tolerance (Medium) Max Displacement 0.005 A
Max Iterations 500
Max Step Size 0.3 A

Basis Set DNP
Core treatment All electron

SCF Tolerance lxlO-5
SCF Tolerance (Medium) Max SCF cycles 500

Multipolar expansion octupole

Density Mixing
Charge 0.02
Spin 0.5

Orbital Cut-off (Fine)
Scheme Global
Cut-off 3.7 A

Orbital Occupancy Use smearing 0.005 Ha

Table B.4: Final DFT parameters.

From these preliminary experiments it has been shown that the Dmol3 package
accurately predicts the separation of the CA·M hydrogen-bonding interaction, and
returns BEs in agreement with those previously calculated by the SIESTA pro-
gram. From these parameters a change has been made to improve the speed of the
calculation, with the treatment of the core electrons altered from a relativistic to
a non-relativistic approach. This alteration was found to reduce the time required
to perform the simulation while making negligible difference to the accuracy of
the results in terms of the hydrogen-bond distance and the BE of the interaction.
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The parameters shown in table B.4 were used for the calculations discussed within
this thesis.

B.1.l HOMO, LUMO, and energy DFT calculations for
single molecules

The four molecules investigated by DFT within this thesis are melamine, PTCDI,
Br2PTCDI, and S2PTCDI. The first calculation performed on this selection of
molecules is a geometry minimisation to find the structural ground state of the
isolated molecules in vacuum. From this calculation, the shape of the HO~10 and
LUMO may be obtained, and used to determine the appearance of a molecule in
an STM image. Figure B.2 shows the HOMO and LUMO for the four molecules,
as well as their total energy. The cores of the Br2PTCDI and S2PTCDI molecules
were constrained to the Z plane so that they would lie fiat, as is expected for
molecules absorbed on a supporting substrate.

B.1.2 Homo-molecular binding interactions

The BEs for the homo-molecular interactions have been calculated. For melamine
only one hydrogen-bonding junction between two molecules has been considered.
For PTCDI, and its derivatives, a double hydrogen-bond between two molecules
has been modelled, as well as a trimer junction involving three molecules. The BEs
for the dimer and trimer junctions are shown in Figures B.3 and B.4 respectively.
The BE of a hydrogen-bonded junction may be calculated using the following
formula:

BE = ETot - (EM! + EAf2) (RI)

where ETot is the total energy of the system, and EM! and EM2 are the energies
of molecule 1 and molecule 2 in isolation.

B.1.3 Hetero-molecular interactions

The interactions between PTCDI, its derivatives (R2PTCDI), and melamine have
also been investigated. The BEs of these interactions are shown in Figure B.5. In
addition to these structures, the BE of a melamine rich hydrogen-bonded vertex
has been ascertained (Figure B.6).
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Molecule

Melamine

PTCDI

LUMO HOMO Energy (eV)

-12140.99715

-36192.49434

-176234.0835

-64266.42685

Figure B.2: Table showing the LUMO, HOMO, and total energy for melamine, PTCDI,
Br2PTCDI, and S2PTCDI.
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Total Energy Binding
Molecule of System (eV) Energy (eV)

Melamine "VA -24282.5080 -0.514

PTCDI
~~

-72385.46792 -0.479

Br2PTCDI .* -352468.6441 -0.477A

Br2PTCDI**-352468.6393 -0.472
B

Br2PTCDI •• -352468.6412 -0.474
C

-128533.3351 -0.481

-128533.3413 -0.488

-128533.33306 -0.477

Figure B.3: Dimer binding energies for homo-molecular pairs.
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Molecule Total Energy Binding
of System (eV) Energy (eV)

PTCDI ~ -108578.2665 -0.784$~
Br2PTCDI t -528702.9762 -0.726A

~~

Br2PTCDI I -528703.0275 -0.777
B

~~

S2PTCDI 4':
~.

-192800.144 -0.863
A

-192799.9838 -0.703

Figure B.4: Trimer binding energies for homo-molecular junctions.
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Molecule Total Energy Binding
of System (eV) Energy (eV)

Mel +
PTCDI -48334.28631 -0.795

-188375.9512

-76408.29177

-0.871

-0.868

Figure B.5: Binding energies for hetero-molecular junctions between melamine - PTCDI.

Total Energy Binding
of System (eV) Energy (eV)

Melamine rich junction

~t¥~ -193339.7114

Figure B.6: BE of the melamine rich junction.
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B.2 MM calculation details for the simulation of
Mn12(acetate) 16

B.2.1 Mn12(acetate)16 on the Au(111) surface

MM simulations were performed using the Forcite package within Materials Studio
4.3 (Accelrys). Quench calculations were used to obtain the energy minima for a
single 1v1n12(acetateh6molecule on the Au(l11) surface. In a quench calculation
a MD simulation is performed and at periodic intervals the geometry from the
MD simulation is used as the starting point for a geometry optimisation calcula-
tion. This allows a range of starting geometries to be sampled. The simulations
were performed using periodic boundary conditions (cell dimensions A=43.2569 A
B=43.2569 A C=54.7092 A a=90° /3=90° ,),=120°) with the molecule being placed
in the centre of the cell on top of a 3ML slab of the Au(111) surface, and with
the Au atoms of the substrate being constrained throughout the calculations. The
formal charges for Mn were set so that the four central atoms had a charge of +4
and the eight outer atoms had a charge of +3. The QEq method was used to
distribute the charge across the molecule [209]. The UFF was used to describe"the
atoms within the molecule, and the atoms within the Au(l11) surface, with no
changes being made to the automatically assigned force field typings [210]. The
calculation parameters are given in table B.5.

After the quench calculation was performed the BE of Mn12(acetateh6 to the
Au(1l1) surface was calculated using the following method:

where BEMn12(acetateh6-Au is the BE of Mn12(acetate)16 to the gold substrate, ETot

is the energy of the total system, EMn12(acetate)16 is the energy of Mn12(acetate)16
in free space, and EAu is the energy of the Au substrate. From this information a
graph may be plotted showing the different BEs obtained for structures optimised
during the quench simulation (shown in Figure B.7).

As described in the main body of the thesis it is possible to characterise these
states in terms of the geometric arrangement of the molecule relative to the surface
(state geometries are shown in Figure B.8). The BEs of these states are displayed
in table B.6.
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Parameters for MM of Mn12(acetate)16 on Au(l11)
Ensemble NVE
Initial temperature 298 K
Time step 1.0 fs

Dynamics No. of steps 100,000
Duration 100 ps
Initial velocities Random

Quench Optimise Energy Every 100 steps
Algorithm Smart
Convergence tolerance: Energy 0.001 kcal/rnol

Geometry Optimisation Convergence tolerance: Force 0.005 kcal/mol
Convergence tolerance: Displacement 0.00005 A
No. of iterations 5000
Forcefield Universal
Electrostatic Elwald
Electrostatic: Accuracy 0.001 kcal/rnol
Electrostatic: Buffer width 0.5 A

Energy Parameters van der Waals Elwald
van der Waals: Accuracy 0.001 kcal/rnol
van der Waals: Buffer width 0.5 A
van der Waals: Repulsion cut-off 6A

Table B.5: MM parameters for a quench calculation performed on a single Mn12(acetate)16
molecule on the Au(111) surface.

State Energy (eV)
M1 -0.11 ± 0.01
M2 -0.16 ± 0.01
M3a -0.22 ± 0.01
M3b -0.27 ± 0.01
M3c -0.27 ± 0.02
M4a -0.26 ± 0.01
M4b -0.31 ± 0.02

Table B.6: Calculated BE of 1 Mn12(acetateh6 molecule to the Au(111) surface for a number
of different states obtained from the quench calculation.
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-0.10
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State M1

State M2

State M3a
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M3c, M4a
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Quench time step
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Figure B.7: Graph showing the BEs of Mn12(acetate)16 to the Auf l l l ) surface as determined by
the geometry optimisation calculations starting with frames obtained during the course of the
quench simulation. The black circles highlight geometry optimisation calculations which have
met their convergence criteria.
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State M4a

Back

State M1

State M2

State M3a

State M3b

State M3c

Figure B.8: The energy minima determined by the quench calculation can be grouped by the
molecules orientation relative to the surface. The images above show examples of theses geometry
optimised states. The defining characteristic is the number of CH3 groups in contact with the
Au(1l1) surface.
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B.2.2 Two Mn12(acetate)16 molecules on the Au(lll)
surface

Quench simulations were carried out as described above for t\\TO molecules situated
on an AU(lll) surface. The BE between the two molecules has been calculated and
is shown in Figure B.9. As with the case of an isolated Mn12(acetate)16 adsorbed
on the Au(lll) surface we are able to identify discrete states for the interaction
between two \'In12(acetate)16 molecules. The energies of these states are shown in
table B.7. A schematic of t.he orientations of t.he two Mn12(acetat.eh6 molecules
for the different states is shown in the main body of this thesis and is reproduced
here as Figure B.10.

0.1
0.0

..---
> -0.1(l)..._...
Cl)

~ -0.2
~
(f) -0.3
0
~- -0.4c
(l)
(l) -0.5
~-(l) -0.6.0
UJ
CO -0.7

-0.8
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Quench time step

State 01

State 02

State 03

State 04

Figure B.9: Graph showing the BE between two Mn12(acetate)16 molecules on the AU(1l1)
surface as determined by the geometry optimisation calculations starting with fra.mes obtained
during the course of the quench simulation. The black circles highlight geometry optimisation
calculations which have met their convergence criteria.

State Energy (eV)
D4 -0.71 ± 0.05
D3 -0.56 ± 0.1
D2 -0.33 ± 0.05
D1 0

Table B.7: Table showing the energy of each state calculated from the quench simulation for the
interaction between two Mn 12(acetate) 16 molecules.

Figure B.10 shows the four states identified by the quench simulation, with
state Dl being a configuration where the Mn12(acetate)16 molecules are not in
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Figure B.IO: Schematic showing the orientation of, and the BEs between, two Mn12(aceta.teh6
molecules on the AU(lll) surface which have adopted one of the states identified by the quench
simulation.

contact with each other and hence the BE is zero. State D2 is defined as a
conformation where the edges of the molecules are in contact, the BE of this state
is determined to be 0.35 eV. The two states with the highest BEs are state D3
and state D4 which both adopt a 'face-to-face' orientation allowing the surface
area in contact to be maximised.

B.2.3 Five Mn12(acetate)16 on the Auf l l.L) surface

In order to reproduce the structures observed using STM after the deposition of
Mn12(acetate)16 onto the Au(111) surface, a MD calculation was performed to
simulate the motion of five molecules. The calculation parameters used are shown
in table B.8.

The simulations were performed using periodic boundary conditions (cell di-
mensions A=86.5138 A B=86.5138 A C=54.7092 A et=90° ;3=90° ,),=120°) with
the molecules being placed in the cell on top of a 3ML slab of the Au(I11) sur-
face, and with the Au atoms of the substrate being constrained throughout the
calculations.

Figure B.11 demonstrates that, although the five Mn12(acetateh6 are initially
well spaced, during the course of the simulation the molecules move together and
form a filamentary structure similar to those observed in the STM experiments.
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Parameters for MM of 5 Mn12(acetateh6 molecules on Au(lll)

Dynamics

Geometry Optimisation

Energy Parameters

Ensemble NVE
Initial temperature 298 K
Time step 1.0 fs
No. of steps 500,000
Duration
Initial velocities
Algorithm
Convergence tolerance: Energy
Convergence tolerance: Force
Convergence tolerance: Displacement
No. of iterations
Forcefield
Electrostatic
Electrostatic: Accuracy
Electrostatic: Buffer width
van der Waals
van der Waals: Accuracy
van der Waals: Buffer width
van der Waals: Repulsion cutoff

500 ps
Random
Smart
0.001 kcal/rnol
0.005 kcal/rnol
0.00005 A
5000
Universal
Elwald
0.001 kcal/rnol
0.5 A
Elwald
0.001 kcal/rnol
0.5 A
6A

Table B.8: 1\11\1 parameters for a MD calculation performed on five Mn12(acetate)16 molecules
on the Au(lll) surface.

Start Finish

Figure B.ll: Start and end frames from a MD simulation of five Mn12(acetate) 16 on an Au(lll)
substrate.
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B.2.4 Note on the magnitude of the calculated BEs

In order to compare the magnitude of the BEs predicted by the MM calculations to
experimental results, a model system comprising of a linear alkane chain deposited
onto an Au(lll) surface has been investigated. Linear alkane chains containing 1
to 10 carbon atoms were simulated on an Au(111) slab consisting of three layers of
atoms, with the BE of each system being determined by a geometry optimisation
calculation (using the same parameters as for the Mn12(acetate)16 calculations).
The BEs of these calculations may then be directly compared to experimental
data [219] as displayed in table B.9. Table B.9 shows that the BE predicted by
the Universal force-field consistently underestimates the experimental value by a
factor of ",3. It is therefore expected that the values determined above for the BE
of a Mn12(acetateh6 to the Au(1l1) surface, and between pairs of Mn12(acetateh6
molecules, are a factor of three less than the actual value.

No. of carbon Experimentally BE determined by

Molecule
atoms in determined BE [219] ~lM using the Universal

alkyl chain (kJ/mol) Forcefeild
(kJ/mol)

Methane 1 14.5 5.0

Ethane 2 24.1 6.4

Propane 4 40.5 -

Hexane 6 55.9 16.1

Heptane 7 62.7 23.1

Octane 8 69.7 25.9

Nonane 9 75.2 28.2

Decane 10 80.1 29.0

Table B.9: Table comparing the BE of several alkane chains to the Au(111) surface, as determined
by experiment and 11M (Universal) calculations.
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List of abbreviations and acronyms

List of abbreviations and acronyms

AFM
BDA
BE
Br2PTCDI
CA·!'.!
CRM
DATP
DFT
FCC
HCP
HO~10
HOPG
HV
IEM
K-cell
LCAO
LDOS
LINAC
LL
LUMO
MD
Melamine
ML
M1\1
Mn12(acetate) 16
NEXAFS
NTCDI
P4
P6
PES
PI
Pn
PP
PTCDA
PTCDI
RGA

Atomic force microscopy
4,4'-biphenyl dicarboxylic acid
Binding energy
dibromo-PTCDI
Cyanuric acid-melamine
Charged residual model
4,4'-Diamino- p- terpheny I
Density functional theory
Face centered cubic
Hexagonal close-packed
Highest occupied molecular orbital
Highly orientated pyrolytic graphite
High voltage
Ion evaporation model
Knudsen cell
Linear combination of atomic orbitals
Local density of states
Linear accelerator
Fast entry load lock
Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
Molecular dynamics
1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine
Monolayers
Molecular mechanics
Mn12012(02CCH3)16(H20)4
X-ray adsorption fine structure
Naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide
Porphyrin tetramer
Porphyrin hexamer
Photoelectron spectroscopy
Proportional, integral
Porphyrin polymer
Protoporphyrin
Perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride
3,4:9,1O-perylenetetracarboxylic diimide
Residual gas analyser
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List of abbreviations and acronyms

SC:\1
SMM
S2PTCDI
SPM
STl\1
Tl\IA
Tl\ILA
Tl\IP
TPTC
TSP
UHV
UHV-ESD
vd\V
\VLC
XPS

Scanning capacitance microscopy
Single molecule magnet
di(propyl thioether )-PTCD I
Scanning probe microscopy
Scanning tunnelling microscope
Trimisic acid
1,2,4-benzenetricarboxylic acid (trimellitic acid)
Turbo-molecular pump
p-terphcnyl-3,5,3',5'-tetracarboxylic acid
Titanium sublimation pump
Ultra-high vacuum
Ultra-high vacuum electrospray deposition
van der Waals
\Vormlike chain
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
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